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Irldghuiu, “but I know that a great
nany of them are
doing considerable
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PORTLAND,
f
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blinking.”

form another
“What will
they do,
] MU-ty
“i don’t kmrv. I only speak for myI got
1 shall vote for McKinley.
! iclf.
enough of the party when I saw their acI
iion at the Kansas" City convention.
nude up my mind that those Populists
jut there with hair on their teeth could
lot make any more sixteen to one platI was willing to follow
forms for me.
Dave Hill and the ohl time Democrats,
more
but couldn’t swallow any
Bryan
when he wished to dictate the platform^in
advance.* My Democratic creed has been
and
that the people made the platforms
the j the candidate named in convention
was expected to stand upon it.”
A story was started here this evening
to the elfect that L. Barton, the Democommittee
state
cratic member of the
from Portland, was to leave the party.
Mr, Barton was seen by the PRESS correspondent this evening and emphatically
denied the report.
He said it was no
doubt started by the same people who inspired the story which was in the PRESS
leave the
of Tuesday.
“1 shall not
“unless I am
said Mr. Barton,
party,”
kicked out,”
Thero seems to be little doubt but that
the light in the Cumberland county delegation will result In the eleo tion of Geo.
L, Swett.
Mr. M. P. Frank is heartily
in favor of Mr. Swett and it would appear
an
that he has the light without half
Hag
effort.
Candidates for the governorship are not
very numerous. The Hon. D. J. McGillicnddy could have the nomination but he
Many of the deleemphatically says no.
gates are in favor of Obediah Gardiner of
Rockland, the master of the state grange,
do not
but his friends in Knox county
want him to take the nomination as they
wish to nominate him for state senator
and say they can elect him. This will no
doubt take Mr. Gardiner out of tne held.
His own desire is not to take the nomination until he is not connected,
with the
grange.
has
Machias
P.
of
j John
many
Lynch
friends and "they are telling of his many
He may be nomigood
qualifications.
j nated if there is a serious objection to
j Sir. Lord from the delegates in the central and eastern part of the state.
It looks tonight as more
than likely
!
tha Samuel L. Lord of Saco will bo the
| nominee, although there are many who
s
believe he is not the most available can-
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IRYAN BEGINS TO TALK.
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WEDNESDAY

MORNING,

principles
and in

sot forth
in that platform
addition thereto presents the
new and
position upon several

“When the convention came to the selection of a
candidate for vice President,
there was diversity of opinion, but the
fell
choioe
upon a distinguished Illinois
Democrat, who once discharged with
great credit the duties of the oliice. In
the campaign
of 1896, when plutocracy
and Democracy met face to faoe, Adlal
E. Stevenson was an able and courageous defender of the
cause of Democracy.
I
thar
some of our allies felt
know
grievod that they were not given the
second place upon the ticket, but I am
sure that they cannot feel unkindly toward one, who, like Mr. Stevenson, was
loyal to the ticket nominated at Chicago
and who is able
to defend the magnillcent party creed set forth at Kansas City.
“In this campaign
issues are greater
than men,
“The ticket deserves support because
it stands for the declaration of independence in dealing with the Philippines and
for the doctrine
of equal rights for all
and special privileges for none ih all
domestic questions.”
General James B, Weaver also spoke at
some length,
outlining the Wrk to be
done by tne Democratic, Silver Republican and Populist parties, and appealing
for harmony for the common cause. He
also paid tribute to Mr. Stevenson’s record in Congress.

10.—Senator

WHY POWERS
Japan

Allies

Narrowly Escaped
Total Defeat.

Losses About Tien Tsin

Heavy.

Little

Credence Given

Story

of

Decline of Boxers,

Jones,

Authority

Emperor.
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Surplus

Undividad

BANK

$ 100,000,0c

Profits, $29,000.00

Intel est Paid on

Deposits.

SPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS,
interviews
Correspondence
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PRICES FIT

QUALITY SELECTED,

~

CENTER &

McDOAfELL,
Fitters,

Eid

Territory

Troop*.

powers oould derive any advantage territorially from the fa^t of its having more
The
troops in China than the others.
Japanese government has expressed perfect .willingness to send troops under
those terms
The foreign office further
denied the correctness of the
statement
by the St. Petersburg Herold that Gerand
Russia
a
secret
made
many
agreement
last fall, for
common action in
“The relations between the'two governments have hitherto been so friendly and
the agreement on China so complete that
a treaty has been wholly unnecessary.’’
An official of the foreign office stated
that the meeting of the foreign affairs
committee of the Bundesrath, which will
be hold tomorrow, will bo
purely for the
German
purpose of informing the other
oabinets of the status of the China question and that no decision will be taken.
The biorth German Lloyd mail steamer
Gera has been chartered by the ministry
of marine for a
hospital ship for use in
Cninese waters and the same company’s
new steamer Strassburg for transport service there.
The postal authorities publish the announcement that
the
following telegraphic connections are completely inter-

rupted:

Tien Tsin to Taku via Helampo and
also Hong Kong to Mace and Maimanching to Kalgan.
The Berliner Neuste Nachrichting oalls
attention to the distribution of United
States troops in Cuba, Porto
Rico, the
Philippines and China, saying:
“The Unit 3d States put troops where
they are most needed which is a good ex
ample for Germany.”

MESSAGE
Kwnug

Hsu

j

CHAPMAN

Extra

for

China, adding:

Imperial Troops Fighting With Them.

pnp

CONSENTED.

Will (let No New

Sending

chairman
of the Democratic National
committee arrived
here today with several
Qf his fellow oommitteemen. In
speaking of the coming oampaign he
Lincoln, Neb., July 10.—The informal said:
&BPECIAX TO THE PEMS.1
“The Democrats made free silver the
ipening of the Democratic Presidential
issue in 1896 and they will make antitook
in
Lincoln
Lewiston, July 10.—The Democratic
place
today,
aampaign
imperialism the issue in the coming camin ratification meetings, one in the after- paign. The
war horses begun to gather hero this afRepublicans may to try to
are
there
make
and
other questions paramount, so as
enough
ternoon
tonight
noon, conducted by the Populists and
to
sized
keep imperialism and trusts in the
Silver Kepublicans of
Nebraska, and
delegates present to assure a fair
background, but we will not allow them
me tbis evening conducted by tbo Demo
convention tomorrow.
to do so.”
ol the
Chairman George E. Hughes
A.
“Will
Mr. Bryan make such a camjrats, William J. Bryan, Charles
eveon
an
arrived
early
state committee
l’owne, General James B, Weaver and paign as he did four years ago?”
“My own idea is that he should not.
other leaders of the parties, outlined the
nlng train. The first thing he had handed
It is too great a task to demand of one
work of the campaign in the interest of man that he should make as
to him was a letter signed by Thomas P.
many and
S. Bridgham of Buckfield
announcing
Bryan and Stevenson. Probably 13,000 such extensive trips as did Mr.
Bryan
four
lie
will
make
from
years
ago.
that
probably
of
Mr.
the resignation
gentleman
oeople listened to the speeches.
several trips covering important points.” Prince Tuan Assumes
served
the state oommittee where he has
tiryan anu Mr. Towne spoke at both
to
Senator Jones,
Mr.
According
for many years. Mr. Bridgham told the
meetings. Mr. Stevenson who is Mr. Rmron hiva rmrlat*
of
in
which
to
receive
the
committee
next
s
was
someWhat
PRESS correspondent that this step was flirt
Uryan guest,
inaisposed
Among the prominent delegate's here md dkl not appear at the afternoon month that is to notify him of his nomiharwLiioA he la “fiml of Brvanism. i
nation. Chicago, Indianapolis, Columtoulght are the Hon George E. Hughes
Tillmanism of
George Fred Williamism,
Ohio and New York are the places
Bath, Willis Y. Patch and Thomas meeting. lie was present at the evening bus,
White of Bangor, Oliver Otis of
Book- meeting however,
anil received an ova- whose claims are said to be the strongest.
and lots of other isms. I have,” oontinue
At
the
afternoon meeting the
for) land, L M Staples of Washington, Fred tion.
Mr. Bridgham, “been a Democrat
Emery Bean of Hallowell, Llewellyn Bar- speakers were Mr. Bryan, Congressman
RESIDE N T.
forty years, but I am now done with the J ton of Portland, and many others.
London, July 11.—4.15 a. m.—“No auThis
Shafforth of Colorado, “Cyclone” Davis,
party and shall vote for McKinley.
Is still the
thentic news from Pekin,’’
The convention will be called to order of Texas, Former Assistant Secretary of
Action was not taken until after the party
Report That Plot Was Frustrated in burden of
despatches from the far east,
state com- the Interior Webster Davis, Charles A
had drifted away from Democratic prin j Ly Chairman Hughes of the
New York.
and, although the disposition is to believe
cl pics as my people have been Democrats mittee, 1). J. MoGillicuddy of Lewiston, Towne and General James B.
Weaver.
the optimist reports from Chinese sources
from the time of Thomas Jefferson. If I will be temporary chairman.
The secre- Mr. Bryan spoke last and only In response
dominated
is
New
Am to be in a party which
;
York, July 10.—The World tomor- no real confidence is possible until the
to repeated calls.
taries will be as follows:
Fred
Emery
one
be
in
want
to
1
at
least
bosses
;
by
“I feel almost as if I ought to apolo- row will sty that a plot to assassinate
legations, it they are still in existence,
Bockwhich has a boss with some brains.”
Beane, llt^owell; Oliver Otis.
for not being able to call mys elf a President McKinley has been frustrated, are
“Will there be many Democrats in Ox- j land; Tobias A. Burke, Portland; Kalph gize
permitted to communicate with their
said Mr. Bryan it. was concocted
former Republican,”
asked the j
by a group of Spanish governments. If, as is alleged, the “Boxford county leave the party,”
Mr. Bryan then paid and Cuban
Plaisted, Bangor; II. E. Holmes, Lewis- amid laughter.
conspirators with headquarPiil'JSS correspondent
tribute
to General Weaver,
eloquent
ters in Nejv York.
One of the plotters ers” movement Is losing ground in Pekin
“I cannot sav as to that,” replied Mr. j ton.
Charles A. Towne and Webster Davis,
weakened and tent a warning letter to a it might have been
supposed that the
The platform will endorse the Kansas
former Republicans.
member of the Kepublican national oom- Boxers would have endeavored to send up
of
and
the
want
to
“I
now
the
pledge
support
that
City platform
simply
say
NEW AIOVKRTlSKaUSBITS.
mlttee. That letter was
placed in the
to Bryan
and
the Maine Democracy
campaigning is begun so far as the tickets hands of Secretary Charles Dick who re- reinforcements from Tien Tsin; but inare concerned,” Mr. ferred it to Chairman B. B. Odell of
and
the
platforms
the stead of that, they are still in great force
Stevenson.
Bryan continued, “and from now until New York state committee for investiga- in the neighborhood of the latter place
The remaining planks
treat of state election
wiil
bo
it
the
of
day,
duty
every tion. Chairman Odell engaged a detec- and are assisted
by the Imperial Chinese
affairs.
Republican extravagance is de- citizen to take these issues before the tive,
who
verified
cer-!
speedily
with ample, efficient
If we lived in tain
and weigh them.
artillery.
country
of
in
order
to
revision
taxation
made j troops,
nounced,
important
allegations
a land where a king
thought for us, we
Thereupon Mr. According to a special Che Foo despatch,
equalize it will be demanded; It will favor would feel no responsibility for the ac- in the warning letter.
Odell
to
Secretary Dick I the fighting around Tien Tsin on the
reported
the election of the railroad commissioners tion of that king. But we live in a land
who laid all
the facts before Chairman !
third and fourth was the severest yet exMade for actual servico
by the people; will oppose the creation of where the people determine the policy. Mark Hanna. Messrs. Dick and Hunna j
We live in a land wh«*i he citizen im- laid the whole matter before the
perienced. The British losses alone were
!
Presiwill
favor
the office of state
in every sizcv expensive
auditor,
his own opinWn upon the gov
presses
dent
The Chinese
before he departed for Can- thirty killed or wounded.
or cheap. They’re built
abolishing the fee system and the resub- eminent where the policy of the govern ton. shortly
Chairman Odell of the New York had
75,000 men attacking simultaneously
amendment ment may be determined by the vote of
mission of the prohibitory
with all the trunk-style
state
committee
admits
the
Beptiblieun
I want to leuve a truth of a
from west, north and east and made exAnd
citizen.
and
and if defeated local option
high one
report that certain members
that’s practicable, and
with those who are to vote this of the national committee had discovered cellent practice with over 100 guns.
license. The only presidential elector so thought
I want every citizen to so vote us a
fmisbevl
fall.
handsomely
The defenders numbered 14,000, with
plot to assassinate the President.
far decided upon is Hon. E. L. Jones. he would
vote if he knew that his vote
“Yes, it is true,” he said, “but I reeven to the three dollar
presM. P. wouli determine this next election. (Ap- gret exceedingly that the matter has be- scant supplies and it was only the
Othe r persons mentioned are:
kind. Trunks for little
ence of tha newly arrived Japanese and
)
come public.”
Frank, W. E. Vinal, Thomaston; F. W. plause.
“When you get to the palls to vote reRussian guns that prevented a disaster.
tiips or long journeys;
Knowlton, Oldtown; Llewellyn Barton member that you are an American citiBOYCOTT KENKVVi:[).
but the prices are alOne Russian company of infantry, numand ex-Gov. Alonzo Garcelon,
Lewis- zen.
Remember that your
(Applause.)
ton. About 160 delegates are present and vote
killed or
had 115
men,
bering 120
ways short.
may determine this nation’s policy
the prospects are the convention will be and that this
Louis
Strike wounded.
nation, will, in a large St,
Folks
The German contingent also
ISeglu
a large one.
measure determine the public opinion
of
suffered heavily.
By the evening of the
The York county delegates
who
are the world on the
Again.
doctrine that governhere wearing Honest Sam badges got a ments come
was very critical.
fourth the situation
from
the
up
people.
(Great
THE H4TTIR,
The story got started that
scare tonight.
St. Louis, Mo., July 10.—The renewal The allies narrowly escaped total defeat
applause ) For 1™4 years this nation has
an at tern pt was to be made to stampede
197 .Middle St.
heid before the world the light of liber- of the strike
in the St. Louis Transit Providentially when things were at their
the convention for Hon. D. J. McGillity. For more than a century it has been
Geo- a. Coffin M'o’*.
cuddy, but it was without foundation an example to all the world. You tell company’s lines yesterday was followed worst, a torrential rainfall compelled the
The Lewiston statesman would not accept me that
we can now be indifferent to today by a renewal of the general boy- Chinese to retire.
the nomination under any conditions. what is
going on? You tell me that a cott which proved
On July 6, the rain having abated, the
so effective just prior
Congressman Fitzgerald will ire present man who lifts his voice against the doc- to thrt
arrivpfl n.t on Jnlv 9
Chinese renewed the attack, opening fire
and address the convention on the Frye- trine of
is
the
cause
imperialism
pleading
On some of the north and south lines pa- on Tien Tsin with two batteries of four
TEE JE3
Payue shipping bill and other issues.
of the Filipino? I tell you he is pleading
which nas been quite heavy while
aided by two
the cause of seventy millions of Ameri- tronage
inch guns; but the allies,
thestrike was off,dropped very materially
MARTIAL. LAW AT (JAPE NOME.
can citizens, aye, he is championing the
The lines ti’aversing the central of H. M. S. Terrible’s 4 7 guns, succeeded
today.
Hcrhf-a
t.h«
atomcryHnc*
Tnnccnc
t.ho
San Francisco, July 10.—The steamer
portion of the city showed no dlmuni- in silencing the Chinese artillery after
St. Paul
arrived tonight
from St. world who look to America for example, tion in traffic. All the cars are
running
At Shanghai it
hours of fighting.
If
were
of Portland, Plaiue,
every
applause.
Filipino
with
news
that
martial
(Great
Michael, Alaska,
their full equipment of eight
as
usual with
belief
the
that
to
be
now
seams
law had been proclaimed at Cape Nome. to die the world would go on, but this men, the
general
company having provided itself
the greatest republic
of the
of July 3, assertThe St. Paul brought $1,500,000 in gold, nation,
with enough men to man the cars before the date of the despatch
world’s
out
its
If
still
standwere
two
history,
puts
light.
legations
consigned to the Alaska commercial
the agreement was signed declaring the ing that
this republic turns its back to the docincompany and 50 passengers.
strike off. There is a general feeling of ing, was an error, either accidental or
trine which we loved a century ago, then
tentional,
the
people over tie
of
the world can the displeasure among
to what nation
.AUUUrULlUK WJ Lilt:
i/Liicapujmrenewal of the trouble and the sentiment
THE WEATHER.
and
people look for hope and inspiration? is that it was unnecessary ana should cnt c#the Express, it is war to the knife
So you ought to be proud that you are an
the
between
Dowager Empress and Prince
have been averted.
American citizen and are able to say if
Solicits the accounts of Banli$,Mer>
The company avers that the calling out Tuan. In a recent edict, the latter boldly
1
the
down
am
not to
candle Firms, Corporation* and
mask and signs himself as
republic goes
of the ptrike
again will not make the discards his He
blame for its downfall.(Great applause.”)
warmly commends the
Individuals, and is prepared to furdifference
in keeping time Emperor.
slightest
At
the
Mr.
“his
faithful Boxers’’ and in
evening
meeting
Bryan
of
the
its
best facilities
nish
schedules. The men, however, state that prowess
patrons
and Mr. Stevenson were given a tremenand liberal accommodations.
it will make considerable difference in liowery language appeals to their cupidity
dous greeting by the crowds.
In the same
ueoree
the receipts of the company and express and fanaticism,
Towne
delivered the most extended
Taun appoints Prince Tsuan the
the belief that the boycott will be strong- Prince
speech of the evening meeting, outlining er than before.
“Iron Capped,’’ Prince
Tsaisham, his
tha campaign arguments on which the
imperial clansman and Kang Yi, to comDemocratic party will
light the cammand the three chief wings of the Boxer
MATCH COMPANY ORGANIZED.
of
1100.
Mr.
Towne
his
first
paign
gave
army. Three hundred European refugees
attention to the monetary question, inAugusta, July 10.—The following com- from Tien Tsin have arrived at Shanghai
that it was still a live
of incorporation at the in a state of destitution
Boston
articles
for
i6sue,
10.—Forecast
alter terrible
sisting
pleted
Boston,
July
invited.
and
and vicinity for Wednesday:
The
Chinese version of the
Increasing Trusts were denounced as an inherent office of the secretary of state today: The suffering.
of
the
the
Match
in
showers
administration.
at
local
part
liepublican
company organized
Plymouth
origin of the outbreak as published in
President. cloudiness, possibly
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
winds
afternoon or evening, variable
Continuing he said: ‘‘We stand upcn Kittery for the purpose of buying, manu- Shanghai is that Baron Yon Ketteler was
Thumia y generally fair weather, wester- the threshold of the campaign of 1000 facturing, selling and dealing in matches hated by the Pekinese, who, taking adTHOMAS II. EATON,
Cashier.
wherein the
allied reform forces of the of all kinds, with a capital stock of $200,- vantage of the
disturbed
condition of
ly winds.
**
DIRECTORS:
nothixxg is paid in. The affairs, shot him out of revenge, thereby
July 10.—Forceast for country hope and intend to restore the Ooi) of which
Washington,
M.
aotion
of
the
federal
are
Hiram
New
officers
of
for
to
Burton
and
the
the Chinese
between
Maine,
a
conflict
government
Boston,
Wednesday
Thursday
causing
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN, SETH L. LARRABEE,
Hampshire and Vermont: Generally fair principles of Washington and Jefferson Mass., president; Walter S.Salt of New troops and the Germans, the latter of
Certificate
PERLEV P. BURNHAM, Wednesday; increasing cloudiness and No alllanoes or entanglements abroad York, treasurer,
E. M. STEADMAN,
approved whom destroyed the Tsung Ll Yamen.
under
Prince
The infuriated soldiers
light to fresh ami at home, equal rights for all, special July 8th, 1900.
JAMES F. HAWKES possibly showers Thursday;
BRICE M. EDWAR33
none.
winds,
to
The
cex*titioate
of Grant Suan then gained complete control over
to
southeasterly
privileges
nomination
HENRV S. GSG003
WILLIAM M. MARKS westerly, shifting
‘‘The republic is in great danger. In Rogers, Prohibition
candidate for gov- the Dowager Empress.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
the midst of social questions of gravest ernor was filed at the office of secretary of
ADAM P. LEIGHTON.
The Daily News’ Tien Tslp correspondMWt|
to whoso solution are re- state today, also Hon. Waldo Pettengill ent says the allies have decided to bomThe local complexion
Portland, July 10, 1900.
Falls
to
the
the
best
intellect
and
of
Kumford
house
of
loftiest
quisite
which they have
parepi’e- bard the native city
weather bureau records the following:
triotism of this country, the vigllanoe of sentatives was filed.
hitherto hesitated to attack, owing to the
8 a. m.—Barometer. 30.733; thermome- the people is re-taxed by the occurrence
heavy commercial interests involved.
FUTURE RULERS OF BOERS.
ter, (58; dew point, 55; rel. humidity, 63; of war whose noble Inception has disThe London daily papers comment favorits consequences until, witnin the
direction of the wind, NW; velocity of
Secretary of State Hay’s circuLondon, July xl.—The Daily Telegraph ably upon
the wind, 8; state of weather, clear.
spaoe of two years, we have trav- this
The Times says:
lar.
it understands that at
says
nxorning
“It will meet; with general approbation
8 p. m.—Barometer. 39.896; thermome- elled further and further from our old the
termination of the war in South
While it
Already we are in the very Africa,the Right Hon. Sir Geoi'ge Goldie
and welcome In Great Britain.
ter. 73; dew point, 51; rel. humidity, 47; Ideals.
of
the
shadow
empire.”
Is manifestly dictated by
the wind, NW; velocity of the
regard for
Will be appointed governor of the Cape
Our shoes are manufactured by the host i direction of
Mr.
Towne
criticised
the
attitude
of
it
coincides
American
closely in
Allred
concerns in tlie country, useing finest iliaMilner, who now almost all interests,
j wind, 8; state of weather, clear.
this government toward the people of Colony, Sir
important respects with Engterlais and best workmanship.
Our prices
I
both the
Maximum temperature, 81; minimum Porto
holds
and the
governorship
Rico and the Philippines.
The reason
is
land’s avowed policy.
fit. the quality of goods selected.
of South
temperature, 01; mean temperature. 71;
Africa,
We are piling up expenditures by the high coinmisslonership
Wo are offering excellent bargains it,
In China, the interests of Doth
j maximum
simple.
wind velocity, 18 NW; precipith© latter office.
retaining
simply
Russet goods, a little out of style, but good,
of
millions
on
land
sea
in
and
and
commercial
are
hundreds
countries
primarily
A special despatch from Lourenzo Martation—34 hours, 0.
plain, serviceable, wearing shoes. Just
order to make commercial returns In
it is from their commercial interests that
a
vacation.
ques says a Boer bulletin has beexi issued
right, for general wear oh
thousands.
WEATHER
OBSERVATIONS.
interests aro derived. Sectheir
political
«t
s
tnese (i a.i<*i
Mu,’s Hu
o
Look
that the Boors have recaptured
Mr. Towne was followed by Mr. Bry- asserting
retary Hay bears this fuii'damental fact
The agricultural department
Col:' Hols, $l.U8i floy,’ Hus* a Coif
weather
Watervai.
an
who
was
amid
tremendous
introduced
Km a
Coif
Hair, *1.5)8; Voisthl'
steadily in mind.”
bureau for yesterday, July 10, taken at 8
B«l*, $1.50; Misses’ Russet goat, y8o;
i
applause. He spoke as follows:
PROBABLY FATALLY BURNED.
Ladies' Russet goat, $1.13; Chll iren’s Rusp, in., meridan time, the observation for jV'On three^occasions since lb()0 the peoLEGATIONS SAFE.
set goat 80 cents.
his section being given in this order: ple of Nebraska have declared their adManchester, N.H., July 10.—A horrible
herence
to the political principles for case of
fatal burning took place Were All Right Except German July 4
of
direction
of
state
probably
wind,
Temperature,
♦—
ivhioh I have been contending. |^I ae- at 275 Auburn street this afternoon. Mrs.
weather:
Shau Tung.
iept this as an evidence of their steadfast Louise Alphert was pouring
gasolene
Boston, 74, W, clear; New York, 76, S, levotion to the principles to wbioQ I have ll'oui a tank into a can,|hoiding"a lighted
Washington, July 10.—The following
I do not care to enter at candle in one hand, when the fluid imdear; Philadelphia, 63, S, clear; Wash- jeen wedded.
received here toofficial despatch was
76
S.
Alihe
time
a
discussion
of
the
ington,
clear;
the
degrees,
unfortunate wompresent
upon
ploded, enveloping
Footwear
bany, 73, NW. clear; Buffalo,
Her daughter attempted night from China:
68, W, ssues presented by the platform. I can jin in flames.
cldy; Detroit, 74, SW, oldy; Chicago, 78 ;ay, however,
Shan
State:
that it is. In my judg- to put out the lire and was herself shockChe
Foo—-Secretary
degrees. SW, p cldy; St. Paul, 78, NW, : nent, the greatest platform adopted in ingly burned. The mother ran into the Tung, governor wires has reports Fourth
539 CONGRESS ST.
Dak
Bis•ecent
if
net
m
of
the history
(Idy; Huron,
Pekin safe _exoept
the street Where her clothing
80, NW, dear;
was torn from July all legationlsts
years,
JlyTdt tsp
marck, 78, N, clear; Jacksonville, 80, . sountry. It is a greaterg platform than tier by passers-by. She was taken to the German.
1 ihe Chicago platform, for it endorses the Hospital.
SE, cloudy.
Fowler, consul.
(Signed)

TRUNKS

PRICE THREE CENTS.

IS3f5i.tVSS£I

for their

loyalty,

anti

recommending

that

they protect foreigners at any cost.

SHELLED' FORElG^ETl’rail^TC
Tien
Tain, July 4.—The Chinese
shelled the foreign
settlements all daylong July 8.
Upwards of 150 shells fell
into the Concession, and many houses

Berlin, July 10.—The foreign office today informed the Associated Press that
all the powers had consented to Japan’s were partly wreoked.
The casualties,
landing a large force in China, but the however, wore lew, the civilians and
women and children
being ordered to
stipulation was made beforehand that no seek

IMPERIALISM THE ISSUE.

July

11, 1900.

HELP IS THE.

party’s
vital questions.

Chicago,

JULY

FROM

shelter in the cellars of the town hall
and the Astor hotel.

LEGATIONS STANDING JULY 6.

Washington, July 10.—The secretary of
state has received a despatch from Mr.

Goodnow, United States oonsul at Shanghai, stating that it is given out bp the
governor of Shang Tung that the legations were standing on .July 5, and that
the outlaws were dispersing.
Mr. Goodnew adds that this statement does not obtain general credence.
FOREIGNERS IN A PALACE.
Tien

Tsin, Tuesday, July

native
Christians have
there.
PHILLIE
CHINESE

Alcl

of

been

installed

DENOUNCE

BOXERS.

Philadelphia, July 10.—The Chinamen
of this city have issued a proclamation
denouncing the Boxers in China and the
atrocities they have committed
against
The proclaforeign residents in China.
mation was posted in various conspicuous
places in the Chinese colony.
TO SUCCEED DR, HALEY.

Bucksport, July 10—Rev. S. A. Bender
of Calais
was
elected principal of the
East Maine conference seminary today
to fill the

place

of

J.R.

resigned.

Haley

who has

Waitt and Bond’s

EMPEROR.

Implore* tile

8.—It Is re-

ported from Chinese sources that the foreigners at Pekin have taken possession of
one of the Prinee’s palaces,
opposite and
commanding the legations, and that the

tile

BLACKSTONE

rowers.

July 11.—3 30 a. m.—The
Shanghai correspondent of the Daily Mail
telegraphing yesterday (Tuesday), says:
JCondon,

CICAR

“A message has arrived here from Emperor Kwang Hsu, dated July
2,
by
couriers from Pekin to
the Viceroy of
Nankin who forwarded it here. It Is addressed to the
Russian, English and
It deplores the
Japanese governments.
recent occurrences and solemnly allirms
that
the foreign governments are mistaken in supposing that the Chinese government
was
protecting the Boxers
The Emperor
against the Christians.
further implores their aid in suppressing
the rebellion and upholding the existing

The

Leading

10c

Londre

in the worlc.
Known Everywhere.

government.
“In a separate despatch to the Japanese
government Kwang Hsu expressed deep
regrot for the murder of legation chancel-

QUALITY
COUNTS.

lor Sugiyama.’’
Thas3 despatches are taken to indicate
that the Emperor is in seclusion and is
ignorant of the seriousness of recent
events.”
_

ATTACKED TIEN TS1N.
t'hluc.e

Open Fire on City
Sides.

From

Two

fc YOU HAVE HAIR
^

and you brush it.
We have hair brushes.

|L

Tien

Tsin, Thursday, July 5.—Yesterday large forces of Chinese troops attacked the settlement from two directions— 4
arsenal and the
one from the
western
the
other upon the railway station on
kj
opposite bank of the river. The Chinese C*
evidently now have a more capable commander.
The attack from the arsenal
was directed upon what is probably the
£
weakest
point of defense, which has
hitherto not been pressed. The Chinese
advanced on both sides across an open
plain, without cover and the attack was L
easily repulsed by the British guns. The C*
enemy made a simultaneous attack upou
the station with a large force of infantry, covered by the fire of eleven guns
British replied with two of H. M.
The
S. Terrible's 13 pounders and live smallcombined forces of
er guns, while the
British, French, Russian and Japanese
infantry moved out to deal with the Chinese infantry attacks.
The Chinese artillery practice was exallied troops suffered secellent. The
lire.
verely from a well directed shell
The Japanese whose behavior was splena
conceived
movement
well
did, executed
in turning the Chinese
and succeeded
left and driving the enemy from their
strong
position among the irrigation
trenches. The
Chinese retired to the
native city and the allied infantry then

*

Ij

You comb it.
We have combs.

t

^

Trrif-Virf r«tjTxr

otwl f.hu

ftfTn in

an

DEPEND ON SHENG

Shanghai, July l).— It is difficult to get
here as the consuls are dependent
upon Sheng (the administrator of telegraph and railroads) for Pekin news. He
and other officials have large landed interests ani therefor it is supposed he will
his best to asstst the foreigners in
do
peace. A large number of
keeping the
rowdies are
enlisting at tho arsenals
which may thus get out of hand.
news

The officials have turned all their attention to the defense of the Yang Tse
and have
guaranteed to protect foreigners at Yang Tse ports provided the foreigners established there remain quiet.
No warships are allowed to land fore3s
and single warships only are allowed to
pass the fortifications. Sheng’s proposal
to form a Chinese volunteer
corps has
been rejected.
FOO CHOW CALM.

Paris, July 1.—The French consul at
Foo Chow telegraphs under data of July
as follows:
“The town is calm; the viceroy and the
Tartar marshal have issued a proclamation favorable to foreigners and asking
should not come to I’oo
that warships
Chow.
They propose in return to take
such staps as will avert trouble in the Fo
Kien province.”
EMPBESS

BESTJMES.

10.—News from official
ten o’clock last
sources was received at
night to the effect that the Empress had
on June 80, resumed the rains of government and apjjointed
Young Lu prime
minister.
sent a despatch to
It is said that she
Nanking by oourier traveling at the rate
of one hundred miles a day, thanking the
vioeroys of the Yang Tse Kiang provinces

Shanghai, July

and C*

C
4

everything necessary but a fc,
Perhaps we can save {*•
need of a wig.

In fact

wig

or

hair-cut.

you the

H. H. HAY&SON,
MIDDLE

STREET.

Is our latest stock

pattern

[
^

in

Havilaud & Co. Dinner Ware

aI.

FOB NEWS.

jelly

You dress it.
We have pomades and oils.

—not

lery duel, lasting until darkness, with
little damage to either side.
A British regiment of Chinamen which
was engaged proved very steady under
fire,
The casualties of the allies have not yet
been ascertained and it is impossible to

estimate the enemy’s loss. A welcome
addition to the defense was received yesterday in the shape of two more of H. M.
S. Terrible’s twelves.
on their carriages is the inPainted
scription “Ladysmith to Tien Tsin. Immediate.” The Algierine sent two four
will do much
inoh guns today, which
toward equalizing the artillery strength
of the allies with that of the enemy.
Most of the women and children left today and the remainder will follow as opportunity offers. Two thousand Japanese troops landed at Taku today and 13,0J0 more are expected within a few days.

^

soaps.

^
jj-

^

4

You shampoo it.
We have shampoo

jb*

t

expensive

attractive.

In

but neat and
addition

to

regular sets aro chocolate
Pots, A. D. Coffees,Buillieres,
R a m i k i n s, Pudding Sets,
Cracker Jars,
Sugars and
Creams, Salads, Cake and
Bread
Mayonaiso
Plates,
Boats, Jugs in 4 sizes, Punch
Bowls, &c.

Burbank, Douglass & Go.
•

■

■

■

-..
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MINISTER

A

that lots of church work
of potty jealousies
and rivalries. Drop old fogy notions and
That is why all
the
for
best.
work only
sensible
peoplo use BENSON’S ALWAYS READY CHARCOAL in place df
wood for kindling fires and summer

Sunday stated
was

wasted because

cooking.

BIG BAG 10c. AT ALL GROCERS.

(TALK

No. 242.)

TESTING THE EYES.
It isn’t painful or tiresome, if it’s
done right. An optician who thorcan
oughly understands the eye,
make a complete examination without disturbing a nerve or muscle.
The eyes feel as good after the test as
I have had a good many peothat their eyes felt a good
deal better for the examination. If
your eyes trouble you do not dread or
put it off on that account. I will
make a careful and thorough examination and tell you just what condition they are in, and advise you honbefore.

ple tell

estly

me

what ought to be done,

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical
516 1-3

Opticas® bi,

Congress St.

Office Hours,—SS:JN5

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the removal of Louis F. Johnson, chairman of the board of registration of Saco,
is very
Maine. Although the evidence
strong against, him, he has engaged able
counsel and the case will be warmly contested.

'The weather to-aay
is likely to be fair.

Portland, July 11,

1900.

__

TROTTING AT DOVER.

City Taken After
Fight.

Boer

Radcn-Powdl

Readies

Without

Is

Ten Heats of Closest
State

Rustinburg

Opposion.

District West Is Some-

;o

what Unsettled.

make them from.

get up—ready today.

Great lino .of

plain

Losses at Bethlehem Few Com-

pared

and

With Defense.

Tuxedos.
Lon Ion, July 9 —Lord Roberts sent the
following despatch to the war office:

pound bag
Bay Seasalt

Casco

15c.

of
for

With this salt you

who live
from the

at

a

distance

seashore

can

prepare a bath at home
that is the next thing to
a

dip

in the

ocean.

for

engraving
visiting cards, reception
and wedding announcements and for embossing
fine

stationery may

left

at

our

be

Stationery

The very best
work at moderate prices.
counter.

Handsomely engraved
Tally cards, embossed in
colors or plain white for
whist, progressive euchre
other games. A fresh
new stock of original de-

or

signs just opened. The
O. M. & CO. ivory progressive game counter is
here—you who have used
them know there is noth-

ing

“Pretoria,
July 10.—Clements and
Paget's forces entered Bethlehem July 7.
The former in nearing the town sent in a
its surrender,
ilag of truce demanding
which was refused by De
when
Wet,
Paget, making a wide turning movement
succeeded in getting hold of the enemy’s
most important position, covering
the
town.
This was carried before dark, by
the Munster fusiliers and Yorkshire light
infantry. The following morning the attack was continued and by noon the town
J.JU

Order s

else

so

good

for the

purpose.

LM.LJ.

puoscoaiuu

<A11U.

L’HtJ

tilAUIllJ'

111

full retreat.
Our casualties were four officers and 32
men of the Munsters wounded, one miss-

ing;

Captains MacPherson and Woakes
Lieut. Conway severely and Lieut.
Boyd, Scottish rifles, slightly wounded;
seven men of the Yorkshire
wounded;
one killed, two wounded of the
Imperial
and

yeomanry.

Paget reports that but for the accurate
{practice of the 38th Koval artillery and
the 4th City
Imperial batteries, the

casualties would have been many more.
Baden-Powell reached Rustenburg during the evening of July 8, without opposition. He found all quiet there and public
confidence
entirely
satisfactory,
thanks to the prompt and bold grasp of
the situation taken by Major Hanbury-

Tracy.

“The district west of this is somewhat
unsettled owing to the small force which
attacked
Rustenburg being still in that
neighborhood. Measures are being taken
to meet this.
Further information regarding the capture of Bethlehem has
now been received from
Clements. He
states that the country there is broken
and difficult.
Consequently his and
Paget’s cavalry were unable to make any
wide turning movement.
Clements attacked one position while Paget attacked
another.
The
position assailed by
Clements was gallantly
captured by the
Royal Irish, who captured a gun of the
77th battery, lost at Stormberg. The list
of casualties has not yet
been received,
but Clements states they are few, considthe
ering
strength of the positions assaulted.
Hunter's cavalry
under
Broadwood,
reached Bethlehem July 8. Hunter, with
his main force was within nine miles of
the town when Clements despatched his

report.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.
TROOPS FOR

CHINA.

Gen. McArthur Describes What Action
lie Hag Taken.

Washington, July 10.—In reply bo instructions of the secretary of war of July
7, General MacArthur cables the adjutant
the following under date of July 9th,
10.40 p. m.:
“Daggett's regiment (14th
U. S, infantry)
Reilly battery (Sixth
artillery) will leave 13th for Taku on
transports Indiana, Flintshire and Wyefield.
Taylor in Samar not avai lable.
For other infantry regiment for Ch inese
service,recommend first one leaves States.
Mani la
nicely cared for unril arrival
new troops without drawing on Anderson, Bullard or Sargent, which is now
impracticable In addition to one month'3
subsistence with troops, send with Dagto establish depot, three months’
gett
subsistence
for 5,000 men, Regiments
have hundred rounds per man. Crozier
carries one million reserve and such miscellaneous ordnance
supplies as can be
snared from here. With view to meriinnl
supply depot, stores three months (for)
five thousand men go with Daggett; there
will be eight medical officers in China
from Philippines.
Send three months'
forage 350 animals with partial supply
winter clothing for Ninth
infantry.
Shall keep Indiana and Flintshire in
China waters® for local service therein.
Order all largest transports home to expediate transfer troops here. Foregoing
arrangements easily changed if department’s wishes cabled quickly.
“Seven companies Hardin’s regiment,
have been sent to
Taylor’s
battery,
Samar, replacing
Hughes troops there
which have been concentrated in
Lyte,
Bequest authority to permanently transfer Samar department
to Southern Luzon.
Mac Artli ur.
General MacArthur’s
anxiety as to
conditions in the Philipines is indicated
in the statement
in his despatch to the
department that he has ordered the large
transports on the Philippine station baok
to the United States in order to expediate the transfer of troops to the PhilipThe Logan is in Chinese waters
pines
and the Thomas is duo at Manila on the
thirteenth inst. Gen. MacArthur’s message is taken to mean that these vessels
will be sent back to the United States as
soon as

possible.

The transport Grant which
left San
Francisco
on the first inst
with two
of
the 0th cavalry and a batsquadrons
talion of marines i3 due at
Nagasaki
about the
30th inst. She undoubtedly
will continue her voyage to Taku where
the troops she carries are much needed.
The
balance of the 0000 troops ordered
to the Philippines
to relieve the volunteer army will be forwarded as rapidly as
between
now and Chri stmas.
posible
A CHILD ENJOYS

Parle.

Dover, N. EL, July 10.—There were ten
heats of close racing at the Granite State
park this afternoon. Tom Grady’s horse
Montauk was backed to win the 2.17 pace
but he tired in the fifth h9at and got the
distance flag in the face, Gyp Walnut
capturing the race in the sixth heat,
winning by a neck from Belle Cannon.
The New York mare bell G Wynne was
a
favorite in the 2.17 trot. She sold for
$25 while the field went for $30 and her
backers here put up much money. She
won the first heat but after that Temple
Wilkes, the Boston horse, stepped to the
front and won the race in straight heats.
2.17 pace, purse $500.
Gyp Walnut, br g,Walnut Boy,
dam
American Boy
by

dotted chiffons and blue

A ten

Unequalled.

Racing at Granite

So Editor Shields Tells the Maine

Sportsmen.

for

A Plea

Protection

of Game Birds.

Most of these are only
the summer, or a part
them go into Canada to
all of them go South

Summary:

The proper sort for the
last touch to a mid-summer

Maine Game Laws Are

a

NEARLY 50,003.

London, July 10.—The war office has
issued another casualty list from South
Africa showing
that daring the week
ending July 7, there were killed, wounded or captured 15 officers and 180 men;
accidental
deaths two men; died of disease, 4 officers, lid men; invalided home,
72 officers and 1,300 men.The total casualties as a result of the war are 48,188 officers and men.

WILL LEAVE HIM MARGIN.
Dr.

Truth

Pleads

Guilty to

Being

a

Fraud and Is Flued.

Boston, July 10.—Francis Truth, who
advertised himself as a Divine healer, appeared before Judge Colt in the United
States circuit court this afternoon, retracted his previous plea of not guilty,
pleaded guitly and was fined $2500 which
he paid and was released.
The
action was a surprise, as only a
few weeks
ago the case w7as allowed to
go over until the fall for trial. An agreement was
reached between counsel for
Truth and Assistant United States District Attorney Casey, however, and the
result was that Truth
was summoned
into court
today. He was accompanied
by his wife and lawyer. The proceedings
were brief,
lasting not more than five
or six minutes.
Seven indictments, accusing Mr. Truth of using the mails to
further a
scheme to defraud which in
volved his Divine healing methods, were
returned against him.
He pleaded guilty to all of these. On five charges he was
fined the maximum penalty, $500 each.
The other two indictments' were
placed
on file at the
suggestion of Mr. Casey.
Should Mr. Truth attempt in the future
to engage in any unlawful
business, these
two indictments
will be brought up
him
and
against
imprisonment will be
imposed.

Judge

Colt announced that these fines

imposed at the suggestion of the
prosecuting attorney.
Mr. Truth's
attorney paid over the
money for the fines in three crisp bills
were

and Mr. Truth left the court.

RESCUED CREw OFBATH SCHOONER.

Washington, July

10.—The department
has presented a magnificent silto Emanuel F. Marguerite, owner of the French
yacht Opholie, for his
humane conduct
in saving the captain,
his family, and the crew of the American bark Rebeca Crowell of
Bath, Maine.
The Crowell was dismasted,
unmanageable and sinking in the
Mediterranean
when over hauled by the Ophelie. The
captain of the latter vessel lowered a
boat in charge of Paul Sabatier,his
guest,
and with great
difficulty and in great
peril, a Tine was passed to the bark and
she was towed to a safe plaoe. The state
also
department has
awarded a gold
medal to Mr. Sabatier and $20 to eaoh
member of the crew of the boat in
recognition of their heroic oonduct.
of state

ver vase

(O'Neil)

6 13 13 1

De Veras, blk h,

Direct Vera,
Volunteer (Mc231223
Pherson)
Belle Cannon, b m, (Biggs)
5 5 4 5 1 2
Joe Gahm, blk g, (McDonald) 1 4 5 8 4 4
4 6 6 4 5ro
Helen, b m, (Fox)
3 2 2 6 dis
Montauk, b g, (Grady),
dis
Lexington, blk, g (Wilson),
dis
Gambit, b g, (Hurley),
Time 2.14 1-2; 2.11 3-4; 2,13 1-4; 2.16;
3.14 1-4 2 15 3-4.
2.17 trot, purse $500.
Temple Wilkes, b g, Kentucky
Wllkes-Miss
Pilot by
Pilot
2 111
Mambrino, (Golden),
Neil Gwynne, g m, Alaryon- Sally
Green by Green Field(Rathbun),l 2 2 3
5 4 3 2
Roster, b g, (Carpenter),
4 3 4 4
Harry Shedd, br g, (McDonald)
Minnie L, Wilkes, oh m, (Clark) 6 5 5dr
3 dis
Pug, g g, (Barnes)
Time
2.14 1-4;
2.13 1-4;
2.15 1-4;
3.15

1-4.__

BOSTON SHUT OUT.
Hub

Men

Completely

at

be held on

Excursion

P! teller Jones.

^uly

a

Great

Success.

Kineo, July 10.—The success of the annual excursion of the Maine Sportsmen,
Fish and Gatne association has exceeded
all expeotatitons. Two hundred and fifty
persons were expected to come, but about
400 are here.
Today has been devoted to
sight seeing.
This evening

reception was tendered
to Governor and Mrs. Powers, who are
Among those
guests of the association.
who assisted in receiving were Adjutant
General J. T. Richards, Hon. and Mrs.
P. O. Vickery, Judge and Mrs. William
P. Whitehouse, General Selden Connor,
Miss Connor, Col. and Mrs. V. M. Mca

of

St. Louis,
10.—Jones was
cible today. He bad Boston at his mercy.
Dineen also pitched a good game.
Attendance 1300.
Score:
St. Louis,
10101000 x—8
00000000 0—0
Boston,
Base hits—St. Louis, 8; Boston, 3. Errors—St. Louis, 2; Boston, 0.
Batteries
—J ones and Criger; Dineen and Clarke.
BROOKLYN’S GOOD LUCK.
Pittsburg, July 10.—Brooklyn won but
not by good playing. In the iirst four innings Leever gave two oases on balls and
nine hits while-his team made two errors
tour
yet the visitors could score only
runs.
Chesbro held them down to two
hits in live innings.
Attendance
4000.
Score:

n

ShinlHc

pHH.nr

nf

*4

HTl

* *

“Union of Effort for the protecspoke
tion and preservation of birds, fish and
on

game."
Mr. G. O. Shields, of New York,

gave

City,

N.

a

J., July

10.—The
thirty-sixth annual meeting of the grand
lodge of the Benovolent and Protective
order of Elks, opened today in this
city,
Mayor Franklin P. Story, who is the exalt3d ruler of the local
lodge, extending
an official
welcome.
Grand
Exalted
Ruler Allen of Birmingham, Ala., re-

concluded the programme.

DUCK SHOOTING
or

a

duck

breeding ground,

but it is true
that duoks and geese do nest within
your
confines, to sbmo extent. In portions of
your State you have good
wild fowl
shooting in the fall. ‘Yes, and in the

spring,

some one says.
Well, I hope not.
I trust your legislature
may
pass a law
at Its ;next
session
sprint?
shooting on all kinds of birds, for all
time to come.
°f fche WiId foWl nesfc ln
Canada,
lhey pass over your state on

prohibiting

greatly

Varies

kind from what

in

almost all

winter in

eat

we

in

There is one

respects.
Bread

bread.

Is

It

exception.

eat

we

the

and hot bread is as welcome ia
year round,
if it can be made
summer as at any other time,

with you through
of it. Some of
nest, and nearly
to winter. The

as

benighted hunters (not
Virginia, the Carolinas
and all the Southern states, pursue an I
kill robins, meadow larks and other song
shameless and
sportsmen) in

it is

always

Powder is

used.

fresh, crisp and wholesome

made when

Baking

Solar

as

birds as eagerly as you do ruffed grouse
are
wild ducks. Shall we not reform these
educate
Southern men? Shall we not
them to the fact that they are committing
a shameful crime every time
they kill a
robin, or other song or insectivorous bird?
Shall we not induce them to enact and
senseless
enforce laws to prohibit such
and inhuman slaughter?
“Therefore, gentlemen, you see you are
interested—or should be—in this question
than
of game protection in other states
your own.
“Are you not also interested in the
protection of game in the Western states?
Let us see. Many of you have traversed
there is not a
the West, and I dare say
man or a boy within the sound of my
voide who does not hope to do so at some
future time. Should you not like to
cream
have an opportunity for a week of prairie
chicken shootinar in Illinois. Iowa.
Minnesota, North or South Dakota or Nebraska?—Then would you not like to drop
us
off somewhere in the Rocky Mountains
and hunt elk, antelo pe, bear,
mountain
sheep or mountain goats for a week? If
dream
of
such
in
the
any
luxury
you
future, then you are interested in the
work of this League in saving the game
in the Western states, I am not here to
cream
consumer
talk shop, but I trust you will pardon me
for saying that ! have better opportunities for knowing how rapidly, and how
were
ruthlessly and how shamelessly game and
song birds and fishes are being slaughtered everywhere. In mj dual capacity
as president of the League of American
a
Sportsmen and editor of a magazine devoted to outdoor sports, I receive thousands of letters, from all parts of the continent, reporting such slaughter, and appealing to me for aid to stop it. Throughout New England, New York,
Pennsylvania and even through the middle and
Western states, an army of ignorant Italmore.
a
ians, Rohemians and other foreigners
out
from
mangoes
every big city, every
ufacturing town and every'mining camp,
every Sunday morning, from March 1st
until snow comes, armed with cheap shot
guns. These men scour the woods, the
fields and the marshes, killing everything
they can find that wears fur or feathers,
from a humming bird to a hawk, from a
chipmunk to a rabbit. Everything gues
into pocket or game bag, and on
return
to the city hovel every such thing
goes
into the dinner pot. Alany of these same
sneak
and
down
the
people
up
streams, where pigeons have been known to occur, fj
armed with sticks of dynamite, and blow
protecting them for ten years to coape.
J
Lf this can be done they may again
beup all the fish they can find. They value
;oine
as
as
numerous
of
old.
it
cannot
If
a trout no more than
they do a sucker or 1
pe done their days are numbered, as are
a bull-head.
All hi flesh that comes to
t-helr pot. AnotheVclass of poachers rig ’ hose of the buffalo.
“Thus, gentleippen, you see the work
up jack lights and spear fish at night
when on their spawning beds. Whether ; hat is cut out for sportsmen and nature
trout, salmon, black bass, suckers or bull lovers, llow are we best to do this work? I
heads makes little difference to them. It Gan we accomplish it by organizing into
Can we do it even through
is not sportsmen who ^do this work. It local bodies?
is the fish hogs,
and, like their four- state associations? No. I grant that hunlegged prototpyes, they eat anything that dreds, yes, thousands of such looil organizations have done great good, but they
swims if they can get their tusks Into It.
have not done, and can never do what
“Aly mail is also burdened with
should have been done
long ago. The
REPORTS FROAI YOUR OWN STATE, slaughter
Then
goes on as I have shown.
what is the remedy? It is, as stated in I
from Vermont, New Hampshire, from
n
the circular sent out by yonr
secretary
the various provinces of Canada, from
the topic on which I was to6peak
earning
4
Wisconsin, Michigan and the far Western here, United Action for the Protection
states, of men who go out on snow shoes of Game and Fish.’ How can this united
action best be had?
I say through
the
and kill moose, deer and caribou, elk or
League of American Sportsmen. It is
-- v
with
with
antelope,
buckshot or but two and one half
ritles,
years old, yet 1 may
oven with axes.
and conservatively,
say, conscientlusly
that it has accomplished more in that 1
“Oth rs report Western Indians as surshort time, for the saving of our Amerirounding great tracts of country and can
than any other organization
driving the game into and through some ever fauna,
did in Its whole life, though there
canon.
At a certain point a few of the
are many that
tire ten
to 25 years old.
best shots are stationed, and the
panic- This League is organized on the only
stricken animals are shot down in
heap3
lines
that
can ever be made effective.
It
as they rush by.
Reports come from the is a national
organization, planned to
Carolinas, from Virgnia, from the Gulf extend into
state, every county,
States, from the Indian Territory, Okla- every school every
district and every household
homa, Kansas and from the Puget Sound in the
Crew
of
(iower
land, with state branches and local Conduct of
n.onnt.pir
_;
branches everywhere.
4Uy their fruits ye
ing up the gams clay and night, slaugh- shall
know
Heroic in Extreme.
tering it without the slightest regard to our work them.” We have shown by
that we
are
organized on
open or close seasons, and shipping it to
that
we
proper
are
made
lines;
of
the
market.
Water
fowl are hunted with
jack lights and swivel, from Chesapeake right kind of stuff. We have earned your
May we have it?
Hay to the Florida Keys, in spite of support.
/
“Now I appeal to every man and
laws and game wardens. The birds are
every
Rockland, July 10.—Sjhooner Frei
woman and every girl in this
boy,
every
hunted in the same way all around the
audience to join this League
The mem- ! Gower which put in at this port today,
Culf coast and all up and
down Puget
bership foe is but §1 a year. Sixty per I reports that on Sunday night, when slw
Sound. Quails and prairie chickens are
cent
of
this
comes back into your own 1
trapped all through the wiuter, in the
was sixty-five mile* southeast of
Cape
state, to be expended there. The other 40
various Western states where
they abound per cent goes into the
in a thick fog she ran into the
Sable,
and are shipped to tha markets in
work
missionary
direot which we are
1
violation of state laws. In
doing everywhere, and fishing schooner Mary idtory, cutting the
most, cases which, as I have
the packages are falsely marked us
shown, benefits you as i latter in half so that me Bank inside of
con- much as
it does the people of any other
beef, mutton or eggs. state. Will
I hree minutes.
j^g poultry,.
The captain and crew of
not
A
you
join hands with us 1
copy of a circular issued by a U tah
and help us?”
t ho Gower made every effort possible to
'taxidermist recently came into
my hands
m which tha man offered to
Later there was
save the llfteen men who made
up the
dancing.
buy heads
and skins of ail kinds of
Tomorrow will be given up to n
crew of the Story, but In spite of all that
anibig
game
proinals. lie gave explicit instructions as
to gramme of sports.
could be done the following three men
how to pack, mark and
ship such contraAll the talk about a movement to
band goods, in order that the
alter were drowned!
railway
and express
companies might not know the game laws of
Maine
Charles Sears, steward, fifty years old;
is not given
what was in the
packages and he inti- much attention by the iish and
Wood Harbor, N. S,, leaves a widow and
mated that they would not
game
inquire: that
of a talk children.
they would simply take the mark a3 sup- commission for in the course
plying ali the information they wanted, this evening, Chairman Leroy T. CarleAngus Sears, nephew of the former,
lie said all such
companies want all the ton of the commission, said:
twenty-three years old, Wood Harbor, |N.
business they can get, and are
willing to
“The coming legislature
S
leaves a wfffow.
violate the laws if they can
may make a
have any
few minor changes in the
reasonable excuse for
John II Wagner, West Berlin, N. S,t
so.
game laws, but
A copy
doing
of another
circular, issued by a taxider- no new laws affecting the general public leaves a widow.
mist in Montana oame to
mo, in which or the system of game laws will bo
The other twelve men were rescued and
the writer offered to sell
made.
unmounted afftslople heads in any numbers that might There will be no close time on moose, no brought to this port on the Gower. Captbe desired, at $118 each!
Think of it, you further restrictions on fishing or hunting, Nat bun Burrows of the lost vessel report*
aDiiiiilH 1 The
antelope is lhe policy of the commissioners l3to give that the conduct of the crew of the Gower
°t beautiful,
the most
the most alert and the
'l'he nist*
largest possible liberty that is con- was heroic in the extreme.
the most distinctly American
of all our
hlir,
mitive
around
iauna
tied
went
a
down
There is nothing else- sistent with the keeping up of the
with
rope
fish
where in the world to
cf
several times and thus saved the lives
cmipare with him and game supply of the state.
The move
in beauty
o%i!gure, or in wariness or in ment to make it necassary for non-rysl- f everul of the men.
dent sportsmen to pay a license
Yet he ‘s being
fee will
itied by skin hunters
The Mary Story was owned by Georg-'
who are alad if not mate rialiBe.”
11,8 he“
ami Copps Wayward of ^ Gloucester
DICK WILL RETIRE.
was valued at
$><KX), carrying ft
Ohio, July 10.—Tho Repub- valued at $100. The Gower suffered ft fe*
longer exists in his wild state. There lican state central commitbe today chose hundred dollars damage. The captain<’t
a state [executive
small bunohes in
committee which orga- ! the
domestication
Story resided at Southport, Me.
bdt these will
General Charles W. F.
eventually die out Horn Dick of
Akron, chairmen. This Is tak- WILL CRUISE FOR THE DERELICT.
interbreeding, and from laek of proper en tosettle
the
«nks8 the United States
retirement of General
Dick as secretary of the
ment takes steps to save
National RepubThe revouuo cutter Woodbury, C*pC
them.
V" commltfee and is
under- John Dennett will sail to the eastward
“THE WILD PIGEON
"lth 1'™»lafe«
this morning on a cruiso for tho dere!^
which once
swept over your atato in
olouds that obsured the
which was reported on Sunday by tli*
sun, is practioally
gone forever. A few small docks
steamship
Tynedalo as being f°llD
occasionally appear in Wisconsin, Michigan o r
about 100 miles off MatlnicuB. Capt.
other Western
Dennett thinks that tho schoonor w»l
states, but with the report
of their appearance
bo somewhere aloug the coast by tb,s
always comes the sad
9
naws that
thoughtless farmers’ bovs nr
time. She is lumber laden and 1*
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ADDRESS OF MR. SHIELDS.

very interesting address, representing
the League of American Sportsmen. He
said:
To be invited here to talk to sportsmen
of the great State of Maine on the subject of game and fish
protection is an
honor which any man might thoroughly
appreciate. Maine is one of the few
states in the union whose
law-makers
have realized that game and game fishes
10001000 0—2 may be made an important source of
Pittsburg,
10120000 0—4 revenue in the state, and at the same
Brooklyn,
time be increased in numbers each year.
Base hits-js’Pittsburg, 7; Brooklyn, 11.
This state has, all things considered, the
BatErrors—Pittsburg, 4; Brooklyn, 1.
best system of game and fish laws of any
Leever and Zimmer;
teries—Chesboro,
state in the union, and has made the best
McGinnity and McGuire.
provisions for enforcing them. I say this
UNDER BREITENSTEIN'S THUMB. without the least intention to flatter
anyCincinnati, July 10.—Breitenstein had one. I repeat, therefore, that I feel, deepthe Phillies at his mercy today. Orth was ly, the compliment you have paid me in
poorly supported. Score:
inviting me here to talk to you and with
I, how
00002102 x—5 you on this important subject.
Cincinnati,
represent a broader field than is
Philadelphia, 00010001 0—2 ever,
covered by your great Stats.
I speak
Base hits—Cincinnati, 8; Philadelphia,
and iict for the sportsmen of all the states
5. Errors—Cincinnati, 4; Philadelphia, 3.
in the union,
North and
East,
West,
Batteries—Breitenstein and Peit; Orth
South, and for all the provinces of
and McFarland.
I
Canada.
speak for the League of
NEW YORK S ERRORS.
American Sportsmen.1
Mr. Shields then described the organChicago, July 10.—New York’s errors
and Doheny's wildness gave Cbioago four ization and objects of the league, and reof their live runs
New
York lated its achievements. The
crowning
today.
scored in the second on a
triple and a achievement was the passage of the Lacey
single, again in the sixth on a hit, an out game bill by the last Congress. This
and a long single into left.
McCarthy measure was described in full by the
made four great catches in the sun Held. PRESS at the time of its passage. Mr.
Shields said of this bill:
Attendance 1800. Score:
“If the League of American Sportsmen
0 0 0 12 1 1 1 0 x—5
Chicago,
had not accomplished anything previous
New York,
01000100 0—2
to the time 'of going to Washington to
Base hits—Chicago, 8; New York, 5. work for this
bill, it would now be entitBat- led to the
Errors—Chicago, 1; New York, 3.
co-operation and respect of
teries— Griffith and
Donahue; Doheny every lover of the birds and the wild aniand Bowerman
mals.
If it should never accomplish anNATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
other piece of important
work in the
Club.Won.
Lost. Per.Ct. future it would still merit the active support of every true sportsman and nature
42
21
.667 lover. But its usefulness has
Brooklyn,
only just
85
80
538
Philadelphia,
begun. We now have authority to act
86
31
.537
Chicago,
all the states have
everywhere.
Nearly
35
31
.530
Pittsburg,
good game and fish laws, and good
31
35
.470 laws for the
Cincinnati,
protection of song and inSt. Louis,
29
33
.408 sectivorous birds. But the trouble
has
28
35
.444 been to enforce these laws. Uncle
Boston,
Sam
New York,
21
41
.339 now comes forward and
says he will aid
SOMEONE NEEDED.
owmo iu
JtiVYS*
YV ilt?rcniuib-iiig in -'ll.
ever needed or asked.
The
League of
Boston, July 10.—HughTDu If y~received American
will
act
as
a great
Sportsmen
a despatch from Manager Seiee of the
of deteotives and game
and fish
Boston baseball club requesting him
to corps
everywhere. It already has
meet the team on it3 arrival at Phila- wardens,
divisions in 25 states and in one
working
delphia next Saturday. Duffy will leave Canadian
of
Ontario.
province—that
Friday night and is in perfect condition Within another
year it will have suoh
to jump in and play or act as coach.
divisions in all the states and in all the
provinces. It will have strong forces of
BURGLARS AT BRIDGEWATER.
detectives in the great game markets such
Houlton, July 10.—Two men were dis- as New York, Boston, Philadelphia and
covered in the residence of
the
station Chicago, to inspect all shipments of game
agent of the Bangor and Aroostook rail- received there; to learn where they came
road at Bridgewater this morning.
They from and to learn if possible, whether
were caught and overpowered
after a they were killed in
close season, or
chase by Constable Prior and
Deputy whether they were shipped out of the
Sheriff Barrett. They were given a hear- states from whence they came in violaing before Trial Justice Collins this tion of non-export laws. If we find that
morning and bound over to the Septem- in such killing or shipping a state game
ber term of the Supreme court.
They or iish law has been violated, wa can seize
were committee to Houlton jail this af- and confiscate the game and the
consignee
ternoon.
It is believed they are the men knowingly receiving such game or
fish,
who broke into the B. and A, station at so killed or shipped in |violation of
law,
Fort Fairfield Saturday night.
is subject to a penalty of $200 for each
offence,
NEW YORK
“So gentlemen, you see we now have
CHINESE EXCITED.
the law breakers at our mercy. All we
New York, July 10.—The Commercial
need now is that ail sportsmen
everyAdvertiser says: “An intelligent Chinawhere shall join us and co-operate with
much Americanized us.
man, who is very
said today that there were Boxers in this
“But, I have been asked, what have we
city, that they were organized and active, here
in Maine to do with the
shipment
and that Cliinatowon, which has often
of game from the West to the Eastern
been described as calm and altogether inmarkets?
have
nothDirectly
you
may
different to the news
from China, was
to do with this question.
But sportsunder the surface in a state of intense ex- ing
men should be broad-minded men.
citement.
They
should look beyond their own
personal
interests. They should wish to
BISHOP MALLALIEU MAY SPEAK.
co-operate with one
another, even if their homes
The annual convention of the Portland be divide by the width or the
length of
District Epworth League will be held at the continent. Men often say to me, We
have no interest in the protection of
Old Orchard next week, July 18 and 19
game in other states than our own, and
This is much earlier than usual,and it is we feel that what
money we cah spare for
a new
departure to hold it two days that purpose should be devoted to the protection of our own game.*
instead of one.
Special
emphasis will
1 feel sorry lor such men.
be laid upon the forward movement on It “Candidly,
shows they have never traveled, that
missions and the “30th century movethey have never even read much of the
ment for
mone/and men. The speakers wants or the resources of other portions
will be Dr.
Eckpian of New York, Dr. of the country.
“How are you here in Maine Interested
Soper of Japan and possibly Dr. Corwell
and Bishop Mallalieu.
protection of game in Canada,
{*}
Massachusetts, or Florida? Let us see.
Maine
is
not famous as a
GRAND LODGE OF ELKS.
Atlantic

Summer Food

or

Farlaine, Secretary of State and Mrs.
Bryon Boyd and Hon. and Mrs. William
Engel. After the reception there was an
invin- address of welcome by the governor and

Mercy

The pleasant flavor, gentle aotlon, and
soothing effect of Syrup of Figs, when in
need of a laxative, and if the father or
mother be costive or bilious, the most
HEARING
ON JOHNSON :S
RE- sponded.
gratifying results follow its use; so that
Past Exalted Ruler Alex
MOVAL.
it is the best family remedy known and
Welerl, delivered an
oration eulogizing the
Augusta, July 10.—A large delegation principleseloquent
every family should have a bottle. Manof the order and
to the
referring
from York county will be in attendance
ufactured by the California Fig
re-uniting of the two wings of the orgaSyrup at the next meeting of the
governor and nization. Instrumental and vocal niusio
Co.
council when a

hearing will

The Kineo

by Kentucky

their |Southern migrations in the fall,
and thus you jhave gan opportunity for
killing some of them. They go to Virk lorginia, the Carolinas, Louisiana and
ida for the winter. At present the laws
such
are
customs of the people
and the
that the birds are pursued relentlessly in
those states, all
through the winter.
that
Then, I am ashamed to confess,
when they start on their Northern flight,
certain
in spring,
alleged sportsmen in
Pennsylvania, New York and New England follow them and kill every bird they
The
can reach.
League of American
missionary
Sportsmen is pushing its
work into all the Canadian provinces,
and is endeavoring to build up its membership and to create public sentiment
there in favor of a rigid protection for all
that counwild fowl while breeding in
try. It is doing similar work in all the
Southern states, and I am safe in saying
that within two years more we shall entirely reform the game laws of all these
Southern states.
“Much that I have said as to the water
fowl is also true as to your
SONG AND INSECTTVOKOUS BIltDS.
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fisherman

Ran

Do^pi

and Sunk.

Collision With Rockland Seta
Gower.
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ATONIC FOR BLOOD AND NERVES,
A SURE. FEMALE REMEDY

danger

to

navigation and the Woodbnff
or dcstioj

will cither get her into port
her if she cau bo louud.

THE PROGRAMME.

Just What Will Be Done
in Portland.

large numbers. Little is to be done on day on Tuesday. In this fleet will be the
Monday in Poland but an attempt to
Kearsarge, the formidable Kentucky
care for tTigao
hundred pf visitors. Every and some of the staiinoh shi£s which
effort is to be n^ado to seg that they lind were with Sampson at “Santfago.
There
suitable lodgingfi, that they are confer* \YUJ be jin interchange of official visits
tably oared for and with this purpose in during this day bytyvtVu the admiral of
view the
who
city of Portland will make the fleet and the distinguished
to will be here and It
every possible amingSSleut 'There 9l’a
ljj anticipate^ that the)
bo at every railroad station and steam- roar of the saluting batterief will be al
boat landing in the oity well drilled and most continous on the
flagship of the
well posted men who will be able to an- fleet. In short the harbor of Portland,
ail

questions and to give all the

as-

sistance possible.

Outline of the Celebration of Old
Home Week.

A Chance that the Pres,

May Be Here.
—

The

Celebration

Greatest

the

Has Known In Years.

City

Hero is an outline of what is to be done
In Portland and in a general
way all
It will
over Maine in Old Home Week.
answer the questions of hundreds of people who have been making the life of the
secretary of the Old Home Week committee in
Portland a burden and who has
foun l it an impossibility to reply to all
he has received on this subthe letters

ject, from every part of the country.
In the first place it will be well to state
that low rates are to be given by some of
the Western
railroads into Portland for
this week which begins August 6th. The
Soo line has notified the eastern railroads
that they intend to offer i*educed i-ates to
Portland from St. Paul and Minneapolis
and intermediate points and it is understood that the Urand Trunk It. K. is to
do

the same

have

been

thing.
working

The people who
to make this the

greatest week Maine has ever known are
in hopes that the other Western railroads
are to offer reduped fares to Maine.
If
this Is generally
done there will be no
reason
why thousands of sons and

daughters

of this

state who are now liv-

ing in other states of the Union will
be able

not

return

Monday
evening the celebration of
State Day, which occurs on Tuesday, is
to be commenced
when the women of
Portland have arranged to give a grand
free concert at which will appear well
known Maine musicans and
when an
elaborate programme is to bo given. It is
expected that there will be present at this
concert many
distinguished sons ami
daughters of Maine as well as ills Excellency, the Governor of the State, and
his staff, and some of the distinguished
men and women who have been invited
home to Maine by the city of Portland.

Tuesday wiil be observed as State Day
of Old Home Week in Portland. On this
Week
day the observance of Old Home
will
really begin. Portland with her
usual hospitality is to make welcome all
the sons and daughter s who are to stop

trains on both the Eastern and
Western divisions to Portland stopping
at points
which he will name and has
made the price for tickets
for the round
Tickets for this week other than
trip.
those for tnese special trains will be at
regular excursion rates and on August
7th the tickets will be sold at the convention rates which is two cents a mile
for short distances and a cent and a half
on distances over thirty-three miles.
The Maine Central and in fact all of
the Maine railroads will give half rates
lor this week to any point in
Maine.
This will enable Western people to reach
any of the great resorts of Maine such as
Bar Harbor,
Moosehead Like, Poland
Springs, the Kangeleys, the Washington
county region and also the White Mountains at a very low rate. It is probable
that during this time excursions to all
of these points
will be
arranged from
Portland.
Besides this the steamboat
lines
running Into Maine are to make
special efforts to accomodate all of the

special

Governor Joshua Li. Chamberlain, who
received the surrender of General Lee at
Appomattox, has consented to^^rve as
the chief marshal of the procession. He
will have as his honorary staff some of the
Maine men who led the organizations in
the civil war which gave Maine its great
reputation for sending into the held brave
soldiers when tha country needed them.
It is
expected that this parade will be
of at least two companies of
made up

regular troops, several battalions of marines and blue jackets from the North
Atlantic
squadron, a regiment of the
Maine National Guard, the Signal corps
and Naval lie serves, the uniformed civic
bottles and more firemen from all parts
of New England
than have ever before
been seen together. For this Darade the
best band 8 in the state have been engaged
and besides
these there will be many
bands in the parade accompanying vis-

There will ride in
iting organizations.
this procession
the Governor of Maine
and his staff, the governors of neighborpeople who will wish to come to Port- ing New England states, Secretary John
The Portland Steam D. Long of the navy, distinguished offiland
by water.
Packet company from Boston, the Maine cers of the North Atlantie squadron and
Steamship company running from New some of the sans of Maine who have atYork and the International Steamship tained national re putations such as M.E.
from Boston, the latter run- Ingalls of Cincinnati, president of the
company
ning

a dav
boat,
are
to increase their
Big Four R.It.,ex-Governor Frank Black
for this week to care for the of New York and many others.
service
will come into Maine by
crowds which
These distinguished men will review
the way of the water.
this parade.
The Old Home Week oom
So it may be seen that every facility mittee of Portland has sent an invitation
is to be offered strangers to reach Port- to President McKinley and have hopes
land for the grand oelebratlon which will that he will be in Portland for this celeoccur here on
That they bration. He has already expressed his inAugust 7th.
are coming by the thousands there can be tention of spending a few days at Poland
no doubt and this Old Home Week idea Springs during the first of
August and if
has become so popular and has reached he does visit this famous resort which is
such proportions that it is rather alarm- only a short journey from Portland it Is
ing to those who are in a position to see not unlikely that he will visit this olty.
(T-?Ancnwn 1f
Vnxir
Vnt»Tr
II Kn in
the indications.
On Sunday August 6th the churches the East about this time also and an inin every town and city of Maine and of vitation has been extended to him
to
every denomination are to hold services come to Portland.
More than this the
These services committee is informed that
appropriate to the week.
Admiral
are to take the form of church reunions
Dewey has said that he will be at the
in almost every oase when the old pastors Ottawa, Cushings island for a
part of
and former
members will be present to August and an effort is to be made to in-

one another again.
In Portland
for example the Second Parish Congregational church is to hold such a service.
The
venerable liev. Elijah Kellogg of
llarpswell whose father was the first pastor of this
church is to preach In the
morning. Though he Is nearly ninety
years old so much is he admired and
venerated by the people of Maine that he
of
is
sure
to
one.
speaking
of
the
this
largest
congregations
All of the paschurch lias ever held.

greet

ters of the

church who are living will be
present at this service it is hoped as well
as hundreds of persons who.foraierly attended the Second Parish but who are

residing outside of the state. At
Williston
church, the birthplace of the

now

Christian Endeavor Society exercises appropriate to the occasion will occur and
this
Idea will be generally followed
throughout the city ami state.
On Monday it
is
expected that the
crowds will begin to reach Portland in
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duce him to visit
the city
during this
State day as the guest of the city. There
is every reason to believe that there will
be at the very least 3000 New England fire-

Get

of the finest in the world, will bo a
of festivity and
life from early
morning until late at night on this
memorable day.

one

scene

i

Beginning at nogp will occur the firemen’s contests.
It must be known that
the city has offered very liberal prizes for

,-L

-T—--

Hume

Week

Fund

Swelled

by

Railroads.

A few bottles of

r%elCan

At 2.30 o'clock in the afternoon will occur the yachting
Invitations
parade.
have been extended to the
yacht clubs
along the Atlantic ooast to send representative yachts to Portland for this day. It
is anticipated that there will be hundreds
of beautiful pleasure craft in line, all of
them gaily decorated.
They will sail
down the harbor and around the Eastern
promenade in plain view of all and at one
time the stranger from the west will have

opportunity of seeing the finest fleet
af yachts in thecountry and the
finest
fleet of war vessels in the world.
The North Atlantia squadron
will be
in

n

the harbor

X)

open to the

during

this week and will
inspection of visitors all

gS

||

||
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at once
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BEAUTIFUL ARTIFICIAL TEETH.
®ake Artificial Teeth a success, they must approximate nature as near as posJ his high state of perfection Is attained
by Dr. kvant Combination of Gold 01
Alumlnnm and Hubbrr Plates for Artificial Teeth. The
advantages of this plate are a
perfect fit; the arrangement of the teeth to give a natural expression to the mouth; a perfect
counterpart of the natural teeth on the lingual surface, thereby Improving the tone of the voice In
speaiting and singing. This high grade of work cannot be surpassed In this country. It is the
discovery of Dr. Evans, and his office is the only place where it can be obtained.
PLEASE CALL AND SEE SAMPLES.

.In °£?®r f°

W. R.

EVANS, V.

apr25W&Sd8mo

M. C. A.

Building, Portland,
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$70,325,675

How

The Shoe

DA 1*

Observed

NO MONEY OR
The

Tci* Thonaaud

People

WORK.
at

Cape Nome

Without JMeam of Support.

Washington,

races, which were won as follows:
Captain Roberts says: “The steamer
One hundred yards dash, Chase first, Luella of San Francisco, F. Miller
masDunham second.
ter, came in from Nome with a clean bill
Three legged race, won by Dean and of health and confirms the report that
small pox cases were found on board the
Pine.
Ohio and Santa Anna, which
Orange race, won by Lovell first and steamers
have been
sent to Egg island, off St.
Morse second,
Pie eating contest, won by Yauglian Michael’s, for detention in quarantine.
Dr Call, recently of our service, has been
first and McGowan second.
appointed quarantine officer by the auThrowing base ball, won by Barker thorities.
Captain Miller informs me
first and Fisher second.
that there
are no cases of small
pox
Putting the shot, Chapman first and ashore, but that nearly every one expects
an epidemic of typhoid fever.
Leighton second.
Sack race, Sterling first and McGowan
“There are,” he believes, “10,000 peosecond.
ple on the beach with no prospect of sea paying claim or of
curing
Reed
first and O’Brien
obtaining
Standing jump,
employment outside of mechanics.
It
second.
Potatoe race, Chase first [and Lowell appears impossible for the vast throng
that
has been and is being thrown into
second.
Nome by the numerous
transportation
The base
ball game
between the companies, to find mines or work. Many
Wholesalers and Retailers resulted in a of these people have but little above their
passage money and outfits.”
score of 9 to 0, and Mr. Jackson, of Hosmer & Gold, who umpired the
was
game,

liberal prize for his efforts.
sports were conducted by F. F.

PEAKS

JSLANJ).

Rev.

E. O. Thayer, D. D., presiding
elder, will conduct the quarterly conference at the Methodist church, Peaks
isl-

and,

on

Saturday evening, July 14,

at
7.80 o'clock and will preach at the church
the following forenoon.
Mr.
and Mrs Fisher are entertaining
three little
girls from Boston in their
home near the shore.
Re v.L II.Bean of the Methodist church
in a very pleasant manner,
Rev.
Charles Blackman, who was
pastor of this church many years ago.and
Mr. Blackman
pronounced the benediction over the spiritual successor of his
former people.

introduced,

the

Master
Clifford Jones of the Union
house was recently injured by a fall down
stairs.
Miss Elizabeth A. Cox of Boston lately
called upon friends on this island.
Mr. Lincoln Skillings of Park street

ever seen

N. Y.

$

The Best

?

Made at Stahl

^
on

every

X

Telephone 1062-3.
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Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With us printing is not
mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

John Duncan's Sons# Agents# New York
ANNUAL
To

MEETINgT”

(hf

of
the
StockhohUrj)
I)lrlg<
TiL'|ikouu Cout| any of Maine.

THE THURSTON PRINT

ri'HE annual meeting of the stockholders o
1
said corporation will be held at the oflici
of the company, to wit. at dooms 14 and 15, No
it Exchange street. Portland, Maine, on Saiur
day, the fourteenth day of July, A. IX 10(0, a t
ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the followinj

July 10.—A report has
been received at the treasury
department
from Captain Roberts,
commanding the
revenue
cutter
custom the stores were all closed and
Manning dated Dutch
the employers and employes alike|took Harbor, Unalaska, June 23rd, 1900, showa
advantage of tho opportunity to go to ing situation at Cape Nome which the
officials fear, may result in great sufferPrince’s Point for a day’s outing.
The
ing during the coming winter among the
largo party arrived there at 10.15 o’clock crowds
that are now flocking to the gold
and the first thing in order was the
Helds.

&oks&r

f

ROOMS II TO 14.

i

Yesterday was observed as Tap Day
by the wholesale and retail dealers in
Portland. Following the time-honored

a

582 Congress St,, Baxter Block

Beware of Imitations

as

ness

They clear

Occasion.

given

|

marl2M,W&Ftf

Theyhave stood the test of years,
and have cured thousands of
Cases of Nervous Diseases, such

I

Dealers

•

St

Debility, Dizziness, Sleeplessand Varicocele, Atrophy, &cthe brain, strengthen
I
the circulation, make digestion
m
perfect, and impart a healthy
vigor to the whole being. All drains and losses are checked permanently. Unless patients
are properly cured, their condition often worries them Into
Insanity, Consumption or Death.
Mailed sealed. Price $ per box; 6 boxes, with iron-clad legal guarantee to cure or refund th.®
money, $5.00, Send for free book.
Address, PEAL MEDICINE CO., Cleveland. 0*
Sold only by C. H GUPPY & CO„ 403 Congress St.

TAJ'

Has Moved To

ADJUSTER.

Exchange
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The Knack

STATE AGENT

WHEN IN DOUBT. TRY

TDfl all'

>

{♦«•♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ «4

agents.

RALPH S. NORTON,
AND

u

Dentist)

Great Britain.

■

The largest Insurance Company
In the world doing a fire business.

Total Asset?,

<

•
•

That's it

our

DR.R.G7FiGKETTi

X

•

INSURANCE COMPANY
Of London and

I

The

Insure your propwitlk

♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

r REMOVAL NOTICE. |

sible.

The

In Maine. If the weather
happens to be unsuitable on Augtfst 7th
the exhibition is to be postponed to the
Urst pleasant
night so that the person
who erects the stand will be amply protected. The committee desires to sell this
privilege for the stand for a royalty on
the tickets sold, the m oney derived from
this source to be used to aid in the defraying of the cost of the oelebration. To
show how large a crowd is expected to be
present to witness this exhibition it may
je said that four bands will be looated on
the Eastern promenade at different-points
to keep the crowd amused while the exlibition is in progress and these will be
die best bands in the state.
The persons
making bids for this stand should plan to
< locommodate aj big crowd and should be
all risks as to acoi1 >repared to assume
lents, eto. The bids should be addressed,
kt o nee to the secretary of the committee
] 1. M. Bigelow, at the city building.

i

*
anti address to Smith’s
GREER MOUNTAIN RENOVATOR, St. Albans, Vt.

costly

play

^

Green Mountain Renovator entirely cured him,

Driscoll and Robert Dyer.
The comThe committee on Old Home Week held mittee of
were Charles F.
arrangements
men in this morning parade besides all of a
meeting yesterday afternoon and were Moulton, Orban D. Lane and Al. Dean.
the sailors, soldiers and oivlo
uniformed informed that the following subscriptions
An excellent shore dinner was served
by
bodies.
to the fund had been mudo:
Portland
Landlord Bond of tho Gem of the
So much for the parade which will oc- Railroad, $500; Maine Central
Bay
railroad, Hotel.
cupy all of the forenoon. At two o'clock $500; Boston and Maine, $500.
The comIt was voted to be the best
in the afternoon the visitors will be for- mittee has also been
outing the
assured that the
mally wecomed to tho state by Gov. Pow- Grand Trunk railroad subscription will observers of Tap Day have ever known.
ers and to the city by Mayor Robinson at be as
large as that of the Boston and
a grand
The committee is
meeting which is to be held in Maine.
extremely AWARDED OFFICIAL PROGRAMME.
City hail. At this meeting there will be anxious that the solicitors who have
The Old Home Week committee at its
five minute speeches
by John D. Long, papers complete their lists as soon as
meeting
yesterday afternoon awarded
secretary of the navy, ex-Uov. Black of possible and turn them into the treasurer, the
privilege of getting out the oflicial
New York, Chief Justice Melville Fuller Mr. Richardson, at Swan & Barrett’s.
of Stato Day in Portland to
of the United States Supreme court, M. Tho privilege for a grand stand on the programme
McDonald
Brothers,
they having offered
E. Ingalls of
Cincinnati
and many Eastern Promenade in which reserve seats
others. This will be a notable gathering may be sold for the fire works exhibition tho largest amount for tho privilogo.
at which will lie seen at one time more of is in the hands of the committee to dis- Tho programme is to be given away to
the strangers who coino to Portland
Maine’s distinguished sons than have ever pose of.
This exhibition of Are
works
assembled outside of the
hulls of Con- will be tho largest and most
dis- under the direction of the committee.
gress.

Rheumatism.

■

Eryotchenics

Old

1

FOR YEARS WAS UNABLE .n n
—.
TO GET OUT OF A CHAIR

must

SUBSCRIPTIONS.

ftJ'Ciw.

—

ing down on the old hand tubs, the trials
of the modern fire
apparatus and all of
the contests which go
to make
these
events interesting there will not be a dull
moment during the aft arnoon.
In the afternoon beginning
at
2.80
o’clock the First Mains regiment, that

LARGE

I

Uric Acid
out of your Mood

—

land. These contests will be continuous
from noon until dark and to all who enjoy a real old fashioned firemen's muster
with its scenes of excitement, the break-

be visited before the week is ended
to round out the pleasure of the visitors
But to return to the festivities on State
Day of this week. The best attraction of
all Is to occur in the evening of Tuesday.
This will be a display of fire
works,
rivaling in magnificence those given at
the world’s fair and the Paris exposition.
They are to be by all odds the most costly
and most elaborate fireworks ever seen In
this section of the country and the very
fact that Pain the great manufacturer of
whose reputation at
Manattan Beach and at all of the great extitle of
positions has won for him the
past master of this great art, is to give
this display Is a guarantee of its magnificence. This display will take place at the
foot of the Eastern promenade
where
thousands may see It with comfort and
while it is in progress the beautiful 6hlps
of the North Atlantic squadron will be
illuminated with thousands
of electrio
lights and a large iieet of yachts which
will be at anchor in th^ ikwer harbor will
be decorated in an eaborate manner. This
: display
it is anticipated will rival in
j grandeur anything that has ever been
seen In this part of the country.
During
its progress there
will be concerts by
consolidated
various points
bands at
along the promenade so that the visitor
will not lack for entertainment.
At nine o’olcck on Tuesday
evening
will take plaoe the governor's reception
in City hall where the distinguished sons
of Maine will be seen again and where
opportunities will be afforded for making
new and renewing old acquaintances.
During this Old Home Week there are
to occur In Portland and vicinity many
reunions of Maine regiments, of families
and of classes, of churches and of schools.
The fraternal organizations are to keep
open house, the women’s club3 are to entertain all visitors, the latch strings of
every house are to be outside and the city
is to throw wide open its gates and make
welcome every one who comes.
Portland la not alone to celebrate.
There is
hardly a town or city in tha state which
is not to recognize the week In some way.
Bath is to ha vs a celebration all her own
and is to launch during this week the
first six masted schooner ever buit, Bangor is to hold a celebration rival imr that
of Portland
In magnificence, Castine,
Bar Harbor and Kockland have planned
for at least one grand day. Some of the
smaller towns are to hold great picnics
by the side of soma lake or pond to which
all comers will be invited. In fact it is to
be the grandest week that Maine has ever
known and unless the signs are misleading there tvill be more visitors to the
state on this week than ever
before
in
her hlstorv.

the

Don’t care how many doctors or medicines you have tried without relief.
You can laugh at them all after giving this old, good, pure, Vegetable
medicine a trial, the prescription of a noted Scotch Physician
Dr.
Mack
who used it successfully for many years.
It goes, deep and
So thinks Mr. A. R. Cray, of East Highgate, Vermont, Who
cures.

these firemen’s contests aud that
there
will be contestants in the
many events
from all parts of Maine and New Eng-

splendid organization which went to the
over in Portland for
this day on their front during the Spanish war, will give a
to their native cities and military exhibition an l dress
way home
parade at a
towns. These returning sons and daugh- suitable spot.
Then
there will be ball
ters will b8 formally welcomed home by games between the crack nines from the
the Governor of the State and the free- North Atlantic squadron and the teams
dom of the city of Portland, the inetropo- j from the fortifications about
Portland,
lis of Maine will be extended to them by boat races between the rival crews of the
the mayor of the
city. To show these fleet for handsome prizes and during all
returning sons and daughters of Maine the day band concerts by the best Bands
that the citizens are
glad to see them in New England will be in progress at
set foot on the soil of their native state various
points about the city.
the city of Portland has made elaborate
On this day and week there will
be
preparations for their entertainment and special attractions offered at all of PortHandsome prizes have been land’s
amusement.
pleasure resorts and no city in the
offered by
the oity for the decoration world has finer resorts than Portland. At
of business blocks and private dwellings. the beautiful Riverton
park, at UnderThe
eit.v
Itself Ik tn Knenri manv hnn- i
wood by the sea, at
the Cape Cottage
itmls of dollars in decorations,
at nighc
park overlooking the broad Atlantic, at
time the street
will be brilliantly Illu- Peaks island there will be the attractions
minated by
arches of varl-colored elec- too
numerous
to mention In detail.
tric lights. By daylight the main streets rrimcn
nra fn Kn in
TW»n<vt*Aca nil
of the city will be guy with festoons of the week as well as this one
day and opbunting and the entire
city will be in portunities are to be offered during this
gala attire.
week and on this day for side trips to the
At 10 15
o'clock In the morning will White
Mountains, to Rangeley lake, to
start the grand parade
The North At- Poland
Springs, to Harpswell and Orrs
lantic squadron is to be here in the har- island where the best shore dinners in the
bor and will take part in the festivities world
may be obtained, and to scores of
of the occasion. It is expected that there
places in and about this city all of which

to Maine to visit once will be thousands of sailors, soldiers and
more the scenes of their childhood.
The members
of
civic
organizations
Maine railroad has made ar- and
Boston &
firemen
in
line
in
this
of bands.
Exrangements with Mr. Hayes of Lynn for parode with dozens
to

."
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The best dealers sell
them. Gentlemen
smoke them.
THE RICHARDSON CO.
335 Washington St., 3
Boston, Mass.

/

v

/

£S
C
/

\

purposes:
1. To elect all officers required by the by
laws to be elected at the regular annual meet
ing.
2. To act upon any proposed amendment t<
the by-laws of the company.
3.
To transact «nv other business whicl
may then be presented.
dOHN J. LINSCOTT, President.
WILLIAM C EATON, Secretary.
jlyT M

family

have taken rooms on

Islam [

avenue.

Wild roses and morning glories are ii
bloom.
The Valley View house at Trefethen’ ;
landing will be kept this summer by Mr
and Mrs. Howe, formerly of Minnesota
who intend to make it a delightful hoim
for those who are so fortunate as to takt
their summer rest there.
Mr. Benjamin Welch, formerly of this
island, lately from San Francisco, Cal.,
with his wife and ohild, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. Adams on Peaks island Mr.
Sumner Craig and Misses Willette ami
Annie Craig of]Salem, Mass
have been
their grandparents, Mr. and
visiting
Mrs.
William Trefethen,
Trefethen's

landing.
Mrs. Agnes McDonald of Montreal, has
returned to her
Mt. Koyal,
cottage,
‘1

be autiful for situation.
Mrs.
Naomi H. Stephenson, who has
lately returned from Seattle, Wash., tc
her summer
home on Long island, recently called upon friends at Lincoln coton
this
island.
tage,
Mr. Crowell from Blair, Neb., with his
wile, son and two nieces, is at the Valley
View house.
Mrs. E. C, Jones and son Walter of
Deering Center, lately called on friends
on this island.
Kev. and Mrs. Charles
Blackman,
formerly of Kent’s Hill, have come to
Peaks island and gone into their beautiful new home here. Mr. Blackman was
formerly pastor of the Methodist church
here.
Mr. William E. Smith has moved into
the “By-the-Sea” cottage on Oak Dawn.
Mr. and Mrs. Skillings and
niece,
have vacated Smith cottage
on
Oak
Lawn and returned to their homo on
Vesper street. Mr. William E. Greeley of
Massachusetts has taken the cottage.
The audience room of the Methodist
church has been noticeably improved of
late.
Mr. Lincoln Skillings and family from
Park street, are to spend some time on
the island.
Mrs. Jane L, Kyle of Cumberland
street, has been visiting friends on Island
avenue.

’PHONE 30

PORTLAND, MAINE

___

For Women.
■

and

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have neverhad asingla
failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
Interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteedin every instance. Irelievehunareds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
All letters truthfully
answered.
Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe muter
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M. TOILMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

particulars.

Invest-in-

NUTMEG ZING.
Right in the heart of the richest part of the
Arkansas field, surroun ten by mines famous
for the wealth they have already yielded. The

Nutmeg

Zinc Mines

Co.

absolutely (not leased) 160 acres of the
valuable Zinc property In this region.
Stock is now being sold at

owns

most

60 CENTS PER SHARE.
Far value 81. The price of the Stock will certainly be advanced In the near fuvure.
Note our low capitalization, $200,000.
Do not delay but wrlto at once.
Fullest Investigation courted.

THE NUTMEG ZING MINES CO.
GEO. C. IRVIN, 8fc’y and Gen’l Manager, 140 Nussnu Street, N. Y„ or

H. E. Stevenson,

West End Hotel.
Portland, Me.

jed22F.M&VVtf

flags7
All sizes of the best quality of

AMERICAN FLAGS
constantly in stock, and
pricos. Don’t fail to have
You will also want

one

at

very

low

ono.

of our nico

HAMMOCKS

Mr. Hilton and family and Mr. Butler to thoroughly enjoy yourself.
and family, have come to the double cotWo have a-fine line of the latest detage on Island avenue, near the school- signs.
house.
Mr. Newell Edson and family have left
the Hawkes cottage.
Our Fresh Meat Department is ono of
Miss Annie B. Jones of Deering Centhe finest in the city, and wo aro now
ter, is at the Union House.
Mr. Sumner Craig, Misses Willotte and prepared to servo our customers with
Annie Craig, of Salem, Mass., are visit- the nicest of meats and
ing their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs,
Will. Trefeihen, Valley View House,
Mr. Samuel Howe of Minnesota, has
Cottagers, families and hotels, as well
been spending some time at Valley View
as yachtsmen will find our location most
House, Trefethen’s Landing.
and our prices very reasonMr, J, S Blackburn of Auburn, has convenient,
left Hazel Dell cottage, Oak Lawn, and ble.
Mr. Bicker of Harrison, Me., has taken
Our Grocery Department is first
the cottage.
class in every respect, our Teas, CofThe late high winds wrought havoc in fees and fSuticr aro of tlie
highest
the garden of Mrs, Frasier, whose house
grades.
is near the water.
Miss
Emily Smith of Weymouth,
Mass,, called at Lincoln cottage, Tuesday, with Miss Mary Woodbury Leighton
of The Far and Near Authors’ Club, and Nos. 130 & 132 Commercial St.,
Miss Marguerite Fisher, of Portland.
HEAD OP PORTLAND PIER.
The wild morning glory has come,
Jeiedtf

FRESH

MEATS.

POULTRY.

RYAN &

KELSEY,

THE

PRESS.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11, 1900.
TERMS)
DAILY

By

the

PRESS—
year, $6 in advance

or

$7 at the end ol

the year.

The DAILY PRESS is delivered at these rates
every morning to subscribers in all parts ol
Portland, and in Westbrook and South Port'
land.
MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)By the year, $1 in advance, or $1.25 at the
end of the year.
For six mouths, 50 cents; for three mouths,
26 cents

Subscribers whose papers are not delivered
promptly are requested to notify the office of
the DAILY TRESS, No. U7 Exchange street,
Portland Me.
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office

Long
Ching,

life to the heathen prince

named

Nothing is settled in regard to the Republican legislative ticket in Bangor except that ex Mayor Flavius O. Beal will
be in It.
It will make some people sad to reflect
that the Poland Spring water sent by Mr.
Frank is the strongest ©fortification Mr.

Bryan will get

from

Maine.

Reports from New York indicate that
David B. Hill and “lip the State” Democrats are in a very mischievous mood,
and may not cooperate with entire heartiness in Broker’s self-coniident effort to
manage the entire State for Bryan.
There is talk of Hon. Sereno E, Payne
as Republican candidate for governor of
New York. Mr. Payne is now leader of
the Republicans in the House of Representatives, a gentleman of ability and
dignity of character, who would make
an ideal governor of the Empire State.
So Mr. Llewellyn Barton, after years
of faithful service, is impeached because
he has “no influence with Bryan.’’ This
means, of course, that the Cumberland
county organization wants a man, not
primarily to get out votes for Bryan, but
to get something from Bryan if he should
by any chance be elected.
The Hon. John F. Lynch of Machias,
who seems to be about the only prominent
Democrat in Eastern Maine who is not
more or less of a Republican, is in
the
lists as a competitor to “Honest Sam’’
Lord, of Saco, for the gubernatorial nomi
nation which the convention at Lewiston
will bestow today.
Lewiston is reaping the fru its of too
much politics in municipal enterprises.
When the extension of the waterworks to
Lake Auburn was made recently there
was a bitter contest for the control of the
work, which was pat into the hands of a
commission especially
constructed for
the purpose. The works have been in

hardly

has
year, but leak after leak
appeared in the main pipe, putting the
city to much cost and inconvenience.
a

Little Switzerland is suffering so severely from the tariff wars of Europe
that some of her statesmen are talking
of forming closer relations with some

strong government. One proposition advanced. is that Switzerland become a
State in the American Union,
Such
annexation would
give some
good,
healthy

European

complications with
which our statesmen might rest themselves when they shall become weary of
oriental intrigues.
A
correspondent of the New York
Times expresses surprise that the Hawaiian
delegates at the Democratic
National Convention should approve the

anti-imperialist platform, which virtually
denounced the Republicans for annexing
Hawaii. But it ought to be apparent
that the Hawaiians, having worked the
Republican party for annexation, are now
preparing to work either party for the
admission of their little territory as a

rotten-borough

State.

Two Senators and
power in Congress are what they are
working for now, and they are not nice
about parties or platforms.
The Democrats are figuring rather
early
on controlling the House of
Representatives in th e next Congress. When Congress adjourned the Republican majority
in the House was 16.
The total membership is 357, divided at present as follows:

Republicans 185, Democrats 161, all others eight, vacancies three.
The Republithus have a majority of 16 as th9
House is constituted. The Democrats
have ascertained that in twelve districts
the present Republican incumbents were
cans

elected by majorities of less than one thousand votes each. Enough
change is
counted on to turn these districts Democratic, On the other hand, there are
thirteen Democrats in the House whose
districts are bslow the one thousand safe-

ty mark,

if the tide should
happen to
be the
other
the Republican
way,
strength in the House would be increased. It is extremely probable that
the House will go as the
Presidency goes.
That has been the rule in recent
years,
and is likely to be the rule this
year.

f

and

The address of President Tucker to

the

graduating class at Dartmouth college
asked the question: “Shall
politics become a profession for which
young men

should
undergo training?” President
Tucker took the
ground that politics
should be recognized as a business and
that young men should be instructed in

college to become politicians.

President

Harper

of Chicago University, endorses
this, and advises young men so inclined
to take up politics as a business with a
view to making it a life work. It
would,
in his opinion, be a
for the
good

thing

young men and a good thing for politics.
Ex-President Henry W. Rogers, of North-

western University, also endorses the advice of President Tucker. Without the
full text of President Tucker’s
and

address,

judging only by

He must be self-sustaining, bearing by his own efforts or out of his own
resources the cost of his
food, clothing
and shelter. Otherwise
he must be a
bui'den upon othei*s or upon the
coxnrnunity. Next he has certain natural

such accounts of it
as have appeared in the
newspapers, it
is impossible to know
just how he may

“

man.

obligations

By the month, 50 cents.

MlgCELIANEOrS.

have qualified the advioe which he gave.
That he must have qualified it is evident.
Nature imposes one primary duty upon

to

those

beings associated

with him in life, such as his immediate
family, other relatives, or friends to
whom he may be under obligatioxxs; : and
these obligations can only be met by labor
or its equivalents.
This primary dxxty
of bearing the burdens of one’s own existence and of one’s relationships, is fxindamental
Many men fail in it, after
having used their best endeavors; and
such nxay retain both dignity and inilxi-

A

Not

KO-NUr"

PURE
a

COCOANUT

“Substitute” for, but

plete “Supersedel-”
for cooking.

It Is more economical than lard. One
half or two-thirds as much KO-nut is
required to do the same work as lard.
In 3 and 5 lb. cans, at all Grocers. If
your grocer does not keep it, send us your
name and address, witli your grocer’s name,
and we will send you a 32-page cook book
containing receipts and description of

But no one who has not done his
best to perform this fundamental duty,
can regard his life with satisfaction, conKo-Nut
template himself with consciousness of
MoLKLLAlV & BRIGHAM CO.,
dignity, or expect great influence among
N. E. Agents,
his feilow-men. It is certain that politics
49, 50, 51 and 52 Chatham Street, Boston.
does not furnish the inconxe necessaiy to
meet these obligations throughout a lifetime. There is no calling more preoarifore a year from January 1
The two reous, even where the politician pursxxes
are
and
crowded,
his calling with the sole aim of gain, or maining buildings
there being a surplus of homeless girls
is, in the slang expression “out for the left by the Are, no new ones are being
stuff.’’ Of course President Thicker woxild received. This week a girl was sentenced
advise no young man to make politics to the school from Belfast and an oilicer
There being
brought her to this
his bxxsinsss in that way. His ideal is no room for her she city.
was not received,
the politician who is
devoted to right and was returned home.
principles axxd gives his life to the labor | The brick building and the furniture
a complete loss the insurance comof advancing them. But such a man being
panies have paid the full amounts for
must often deliver himself over to tem- which the property was
insured, $10,000
poraiy defeat, or even obloqxxy. Abraham on the building and $1000 on the furniture
There
was
also
on the ell, but
$500
Lincoln’s early career illusti'ated
this
t his has not yet been settled.
forcibly. Had he been in politics for a
livelihood he must
have wobbled all
PERONAL AND PECULIAR.
aroixnd the slavery qxxestion or betaken
The board of life saving
himself to the care of his relatives or the
appliances,
community. Mr. Lincoln was a success- which met in Boston on June 6, recomful lawyer, ana with the supplies ac- mends the installation of a gas engine in
cumulated in that business, he was fabl9 the 31-foot service life-boat. This is an
as
heretofore the motive
to sustain himself in a -glorious politcal innovation,
power in lifeboats has been exclusively
career of virtue and independence.
Most oars and sail.
of the great names in American history
Haverhill, Mass., is having an interestare those of men who have given service ing contest over the
building of a school
in politics while making their living in house. The trouble arose over the atother walks of life. George Washington,
tempt of the Socialists in the city council
who of all Americans rendered the most to do the work by the day. and the determination of the other members to have
substantial public service during his life,
it done by contract.
was a man of great private fortune; and
Montreal is endeavoring to get located
it is probable that without that fortune
within its limits the remount depot of
he could not or would not have rendered
the British army. The Canadian horses
the service. 'To young men of private required for each
year are estimated at
fortune President Tucker’s advice in its 10,000, with a price to the farmer of fully
each.
Beside
$150
this, about $75,000 a
unqualified form Is admirable. They
year wquld be spent on the depot, to say
may give their lives to the work without nothing of the
transport of these horses
the constant recurrence of the almost ir
to the seat of war or a British port.
resistible temptation involved in choosIn 1860 Edward G. McCleary was anaimirer of Miss Theresa Morris, at Troy,
ing between honor and bread.
N. Y., but after he returned from
the
war the engagement was
CURRENT COMMENT.
broken, and
ence.

ONE-SIDED

COMMONWEALTHS.

(Springfield Republican.)
The South needs nothing—outside of a
deeper respect for law and human rights
—so much as a strong
opposing partv, in
the opinion of the Florida Evangelist
That is the sore need of more than the
southern states. It is the need .of Veralmont, of Pennsylvania and of other
ways one-sided commonwealths. It could
be restored in Massachusetts with benefit
to the Legislature particularly.
ADVANTAGES OF MODERN
ONS.

WEAP-

(Montreal Star.)
The resistance which the Chinese are
able to make to the march upon Pekin
by the allied forces of Britain, Russia,
Germany, France, Austria, Italy and the
United States in 1900 compared with that
which they were able to employ against
England and France alone in i860 is an
additional proof—if such was
needed—
that the developments of modern science
in gunnery weapons have vastly increased
the power of the undrilled—be he Boer,
Chinaman or Ashanti—in
his conflict
with the forces of so-called civilization.
The individual superiority of race and
discipline which, at close quarters, has
its best opportunities of employment and
upon so many historic occasions has enabled small minorities to rout large majorities is discounted, if not altogether
nullified, in these days of magazine rifles
and quick-firing guns. Today to be three
miles from the enemy Is to be in dangerous proximity, while even such
charges
as those ofjdie Prussians at Gravelotte or
the Russians at Plevna—not to mention
Inkerman or Balaclava—are altogether
uuuriiuuiuitoie.
me
rrencn, mermans,
and Russians who were so facetious in
their comment upon the failures of Methuen and Buller have had a speedy opportunity of realizing that a modemly
armed Chinaman—a being much the
physical inferior of the Boer—is a foe
requiring the employment of far different
forces to those which would have been
necessary even a very few years ago.
WEATBH AND PUBLIC SENTIMENT.

afterwards both married. As the years
went on Captain McCleary lost his wife
and his old sweetheart lost her husband.
By chance they learned of one another's
whereabouts, and the other day
were
married in Springfield, Mass.
Hev.
M. J. Arthur Coulee, a former
priest of the Catholic church and member
of the Oblate fathers, -was married at the
French Baptist
in Worcester,
church
Mass., on Monday, to Miss Gertrude
a
;
Georgiana Perrier,
parochial school
teacher in Mosham, P. Q. Fr. Coulee is
35 years old and was ordained in 1889.
The marriage was not kept a secret and
the edifice was crowded to the doors.
More than 300 persons waited outside for
the ceremony to be performed.
Not long ago Senator Hoar, who is
noted as
an
inveterate
punster, was
joined in the corridor of the capitol by
a former colleague in the
Senate, and as
they app reached the entrance to the Senate chamber Mr. Hoar motioned his companion to pass in first. “After you,”
said the ex-senator, drawing back politeretorted Senator
ly. “No,
indeed,”
Hoar; “the X’s always go before the
wise.”
Student life at Harvard was simple 58

years ago compared with what it is in
any American college today. The boys
generally boarded in the college commons
where they could board for $3.25 a week
on one side,
and on the
other, called
“starvation commons,” for $1.75 a week.
In the latter they had meat only every
other day, A few of th9 son3 of the
wealthier families
boarded in private
houses, where the rate of board varied
from $3 to $3.50 a week. The rooms were
furnished very simply, almost always
without carnets, thoiurh in rare instances
the lloors would be covered with a
cheap
carpet, which did not last very well under
the wear and tear of boyish
occupation.
One of the favorite
stories of Hon.
Adlai E. Stevenson, who Is Bryan’s running mate, is about a man wbo struck a
small prohibi tion town in the state of
Maine, bringing with him an abiding
thirst. There being no saloon fte tried a
drug store. There he was told that he
(The Independent.)
could get whisky only on a physician's
In the course of some comments upon
prescription. He consulted a physician,
the trust issue in the approaching cam- but
got no relief and desperately asked:
paign, the Churchman recently remarked “What am I going to do about it?” The
tliat “there is growing up in this coun- doctor said there
was a nest of snakes not
try and has already grown, the same in- more than a mile and a half from town.
temperate attitude toward pecuniary suc- If he could manage to get bit
by a snake
cess which rises to such bitter violence in
he would have to have whisky as an anEuropean citie.s and communities, •’
and
the
doctor
would make out
tidote,
The possession of wealth or the accu- the
prescription The man with a thirst
mulation of it by the familiar methods started
off to the snake cave. An hour
of ordinary business does not excite in- and a
half later he
tired, dusty
temperate hostility in the minds of more and disconsolate. returned,
“How did you make
than a small minority of our
people. it?” asked the doctor. “Well, dear sir,”
But with respect to the heaping
up of re plied tie man with the thrst “I called
enormous fortunes by an
unjust and on the snakes, but discovered that every
even criminal use of public
agencies de- one of them had their bites engaged for
signed for the benefit of all upon equal six months ahead.”
terms, the increase of corporate and individual riches by the purchase of
YANKTON AT PORTSMOUTH.
legislation and the closing of the doors of
opPortsmouth, N. H., July 10.—The U.
portunity by the power of wealth that
has been gained unjustly, there is a for- o.
Yankton, Lieutenant Commander
(j. S. Dyer
midable public sentiment which
commanding, has arrived
poli- here
after
ticians must reckon with.
a nine
months’ absence in
Cub,an
waters on harbor survey work.
The
Yankton, which anchored in the
THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
lower harbor lata last night will remain
Tho decision of Gov. Powers that Er- here about three months
during which
skine hall, the building of the Industrial time she will receive a general overhaulat the navy yard.
ing
school for girls at
Hallowell, which was
burned, should not be rebuilt, is necessiThere is more Catarrh in this section of the
tating the discharge by the trustees of a country than all other diseases put together
and until the last lew years was
supposed to
portion of the force of employes, who are be Incurable. For a great
many years doctors
no longer needed.
Miss Wool worth, the
it a local disease, and
pronounced
prescribed
junior teacher, has been allowed to send local remedies, and by constantly falling to
in her resignation and
there are other cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven catarrh to be a
members of the staff who will
go later.
constitutional disease, and therefore renuired
Twenty-five of the girls who were left constitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure
without shelter by the destruction of the manufactured
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo!
building have been boarded out in fami- Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
on tho
lies in the vicinity of the
school, the most market, it is taken internally in doses from
paid for their board being $1.50 per week* 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on
But the institution cannot bear this ex- the blood and mucous surfaces of the system
I hey ofter one hundred dollars for
any case it
pense very long, and the only recourse fails
to cure.
seems to bo to return the
Send for circulars and testimonials.
girls to their
Address
homes, as it becomes necessary to go to
F- <*• Oil KNEY & CO., Toledo, O
the legislature for an
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
appropriation and Hall’s
aniew building cannot bo
Family Fills are thebest.
completed be-

A Poor Millionaire.
Lately starved In London because he

could not digest his food.
Early use of
Dr. King s New Life Pills would
have
saved him.
They strengthen the stomach, aid digestion, promote

improve appetite.

Price 25cts,
satisfied, Sold by H,

back if not
677 Congress

Goold,

assimilation,

Monev
P. S

street, druggist,

LITHOGRAPH PORTRAITS

MCKINLEY and ROOSEVELT,

FAST COLOR ON CLOTH.
aai:!J8-!}gc each; four for 75c. 3 ft. bv 4
cneb; 4 for #3.0(1.
Payer, lOcx
’ elsht for 50c*
SlamP* not

ft. 7,»c

accepted.'

STACK POLE CO.,

Wancn, Mass.
jeaos.jvi&wot'

Commencing Saturday, June 16th,

PORTLAND, ME.
Statement of Condition At Close Of Business, June 30, 1900

of lard or butter

The finest, purest and most Healthful article for cooking is the product of
tiie coeoanut now being sold under the
trade mark name of “ICO-NUT.” This
material Is a perfect superseder of butter
or lard for every use to which those substances are ever put, and being a fruit
product of absolute purity is preferable in
every point of comparison."

_AMUSEMENTS.

MERCANTILE TRUST CO., ""UNDERWOOD spring?

FAT.
a com-

/

AMIKEMKNT8.

FINANCIAL._

FINANCIAL.

COMMENCED BUSINESS MAY 6, 1898.
RESOURCES.
United States Bonds...$105,000.00
JWuulclj-al and other Bonds. .367,000.00
Demand and Time Loans on

Collaterals.300,437.33
Other Loans
and Notes Dlscounted
Cash on Hand and n Banks.

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock...
;
Undivided Profits (net)......
Dividend No. 4, Payable July
3,1900.
Deposits.

59,469.93
93,353.70

3

HENRY P. COX. President*
EDWARD IS. WINSLOW, I
u
\ Ice Presidents.
JAHES F. HAWKK8,

|

CHECK

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS. Treasurer.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Secretary.
SETH L. LARltABEE, Attorney.

Every Afternoon and Evening Commencing Monday July 9th.

THE LONDON VAUDEVILLE CO
Presenting

$800,000

OEM

THE

Municipal Bonds;

89

EXCHANGE

ST.

with

PORTLAND,

CREDIT,

1824,

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

delivery.

With thirty-three -years experience and exceptional facilities, we can afford our clients
every possible convenience for obtaining funds
in all parts of the. world.
Descriptive booklet supplied uponlapplication.
Correspondence and Interviews solicited.

186 middle
inylldtf

St.,

PORTLAND,

ME.

SECURITY.

f*

00 HI

of

Interest Paid
TIME

wishing

vestment

in

a

those

^suppliers

on

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.
to open accounts

as

Issues

of

in-

well

from those wishing to transact Banking bnoin css of any description through

our savings banks nre
buying, 1
bave to offer many attractive securities
4
to4
from
1
-i per cent.
yielding

Special descriptions

seat

on

this Hank

STEPHEN R. SMALL. PresidsuL
MARSHALL R. GODING. Cashier.
febTdti

As

1

of all sorts and sizes

I

REMENYI CONCERT COMPANY.
Mr. Tibor Remenyihas

|

the honor to present....

HERR VICTOR BIECEL
The Renowned Hungarian lhaniit

I

IX CONJUNCTION WITH

I

business purposes, we
stand unrivaled in Maine.
We
havo sustained amputation for
fair dealing, and we never
or

Ihold

Wednesday erening-, Jnly 11th.

MISS MARGUERITE HALL
The Distinguished Mezzo Soyraw

j

1i

assisted nr

J
I

lose it.

MR. WALTER WHEATLEY
The Noted Tenor.
Tickets 50c. 75c, 81.
On sale at Stockbriagti
Piano Rooms Saturday morning. .July 7. Jy&lli
THE STEINW AY I'lAKO

|

j

GO.,

1

used from M. Steinert Sons Co.. 517 Cotaren
St., T. C. McGouliric, Manager.

|

f

Warren & Co.,

240-244 Commercial St.

f

'Telephone 50G-J.

/

AUCTION SAI,Kt

F. O.

BAILEY & CO.
Auclioncers and Cornumiou Serdati

\

Je8eodlyF,M,W

Salesroom 4tf Exchange Street,
r. o.

WHICH

roan

PREFER ?

D^XOU

CHARLES F FLAGG,

SURETY ON BONDS

C. w.

bailey.

all to
rf

»_

WM7 Mr«IARKS7
Furr&eS^fe..*
SteffiTI ^RRI HESTERS
Book, Card
Hot SHF—
—

J——

L

d h

AND—

1_

—.

JOB

Prices

hed.

PRINTER,

printers*

applica-

tion.

17

t

of hard or soft coal for house-

A

bonds

which

is in our favor.

Successors to D. S.

Correspondence solicited from IndiRanks
viduals,
and
Corporations,

conservative

WEEK, “A.SS'JSS"

TLENTITUDE,

KOTZSCHMAR HALL

\1

CRUSHING
WEIGHT

J.G. WHITE COAL

DEPOSITS.

others'deairlng

opinion

mean to

as

To those

HILARIOUS

Eqntpptd

Matinees at 2.80 p. m.

m.

EVENING THIS

WUHL|

CAPITAL A9IO SURPLUS

MONEY

SWAN&BARRETT,

By

Replete wltli Amusing Situations and Pleasing Specialties.
Produced Unier the Persona! Direction of Mr. MeCullum.
Cars leave in front of the United State* Hotel every 10 minutes.
Round Trip tickets oaQm
c*rs admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
Reserved Reals 10 and 20 cents extra. Private box-*
seating six persons, 60 cents each seat. Tickets on sale In advance at Sawyer’s store, Mouuaai
square. Telephone No. 53Z-2.
Seci re seats early in advance.
The derrnnd is very large,
in Preparation
A Magnificent Production of quo VADIS

and

for immediate

Breezes.
The Cosiest, Best Ventilated Aud
Summer Theatre In America.

Atlantic

'

MAINE.

Incorporated

CHECKS,

FOREIGN

_STOCK C0Mp#||y

with I

TXIB =

.OF.

TEAYELER’S

takes

—

Travelers Abroad Casco National Bank
of

and

Curtain Rises Evenings Promptly at 8 p.

H. M. Payson & Go.
32

Except Monday.

V

THE

Jel3-tf

LETTERS

Cool

EVERY

filxcSss&uge St.

Supplied

I 111# IT

mWllums THEATRE, -r
Kept

maturing

lebGdtf

JIJ.LY 9, 1900,

MANAGEMENT MR. BARTLEY MeCULLI K.

Bank Stock.

Portland Trust Co.,

Matinees at 2.45,

To embitter his life has youth to excuse
I him—that time.
A Three Aet Conud)' by Augustin Daly.
Rale of Reserved Seats at th-s Casco Bay Steamship Co.
.Seale of prices as usual. Adults
when buying seats for any matinee will upon request be given one free adjoining seat to;
child between the ages of four and twelve with each seat purchased.
The Casco Bay stsaman
will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.30 for evening aud at 2.15 lor matinee performances.

Railroad Bonds,

6’s
anil
with
us,
deposit
bonds will be cashed

ISLAND.

—OF—

GEM THEATRE

We offer in exchange for the
above, maturing July 2, 1900, a

the above
by the

at 8.00.

A young man who marries
his wife a mother-in-law.

Water Works Bonds,

now on

THEATRE,

ATVPny
1.111 | k* Bl I

Matinees Every Day

*

6 Per Cent Bonds.
The funds for the

OKCIIESTIU,

Mitfus,

.

WEEK

Ogdensburg

are

HUNGARIAN

KOYAL

All attractions free to patrons of the can
In daily concerts at the Casino and on the Sta^o.
Reserved seats 10 cents. Cars leave head of 1‘reblestreet every 15 minutes.

Evenings

WE OFFER

li I WITH

i

I'uder tine DlrrcUuu of 1’. Ii.

FOR

INVESTMENTS

Specially Acts.

olio oi" Novel

an

GRAND PERMANENT ATT« ACTION

PEAKS
—

'TEAS

RIVERTON PARK.

MATUS’S
W. II. Mtlllkeii,
James F. Hawke*,
Or. E. E. Holt,
John E. Burnham,
Elisha VV. Conley,
John F. Llscomh.

Hmry P. Co*,
Frederick N. Dow,
Thomas P. Shaw,
Adam P. Leighton,
Annul Whitney,
Edward B. Winslow,

conservative line of investment
bonds.

New Aim.

and

TRUSTEE 5'

FIRST MORTGAGE

in.

ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN WILL PLAY EVERY EVENING AT 9 O'CLOCK,

Trust

or

DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO

Portland &

and 8 p. m., in the
in the Casino,

m.

......

$830,360.83

Accounts of Banks, Municipalities, Corporations,
Individuals, as well as those acting in any Ollicial
Capacity, received on the most favorable terms.

Seth t. La rale;,
A. S. Illntfc,
Hutcon IS. nauuiler*,
Dr. S. C. Cordon.
Henry F. Merrill,
(ieo. W. York

Will Oive 3 Concerts Daily, at 3 p.
iloriuiu, and at 6 p,

Admission free to patrons of the electric road. Reserved seats for the concerts cm u
Cars leave head of him street every fifteen
obtained at the Casino at 10 cents sach.
minute,'
JolMtf
afternoon and evening.

Firms

ALLOWED ON

CAROLINE R. NICHOLS, Director.

.®122,222,2H
28,858.41

..

$830,260.85

INTEREST

THE FADETTES WOMAN’S ORCHESTRA

"The houiehoid

OutMrtcnS

07

PORTEANP, MAINE.

anl9eodtf

1-2

exchange,

Exchange

Portland

Sl„

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
orjYersby

attended to.

mail

proraotly
•*pt22oedt»

telephone

or

IS»IMaU«™»r=8aHBK5!nr«i™-r»-r ■-»*—------

Exchange St, Portland.

mar23oedtf

Gentlemen: Some personal experience
enables me to heartily recommend the use
of Henry & Johnson’s Arnica and
Oil
Liniment, For external application in
cases of sprains and bruises it is unquestionably excellent. It takes hold and
gives relief. This Is not a guess, but a
word of testimony.
EDWARD HAWES, D. D.
Dr, Hawes was for many years pastor
of the First Church, Burlington, Yt. His
testimony is the testimony of all who use
the Arnica and Oil Liniment. It never
fails to give satisfaction. Sold by
all
druggists at 25 and 50 cents a bottle.

C. H. GUPPY & CO.,
Monument Square,

PORTLAND

MB,

AL.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Endorsed by Clergymen.

Merrill Bros. & Ct.,
MIDDLE, GOB. UNION ST.,
Portland,

IVIe.

General Agents for American
Bonding & Trust Co., Baltimore
City, Maryland.
Strong com-

STEPHEN BERRY,

MAS0N4 MERRILL

Boot, Job ani Carl Printer,

BANKERS.

PLUM

STKBBT.

"ammoniTruins varnishOn carriages.
To overcome this hoard your
teams at my stable as
my carriage room is
separated from horse room by air space,
LIVERY

TEAMS

A. \V.

MoEADDEN,
apr30dllw*

We make

ALSO.

101 Clark St.

specialty

Square.

lob
rilE

a

done

when

JEWELER,

prompt ami
promised.
Monument
Jan20dU

to offer

a

carefully

selected line of

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Blood Poison
You can be treated at
Permanently Cured.
home under same guarantee. If you have taken
mercury, iodide potash, and still have aches
and pains, Mucus Patches in Mouth. Sore
Throat, Pimples, Copi>er Colored Spots Ulcers
on any part of the body,
Hair or Eyebrows
falling out, write

COOK

REMEDY CO.

of free

burning coals,

English

and

tDItlllVISTI&ATOIVS

Interest.

appointed

SUNDAY

notice that hs
Administrator of

Offices—76 COUOIERf'lAL ST.
70 EXCIIANOE ST.

F.AHDALL &
M’ALLISTER.

SAIL.

Gurnet Bridge. New Mead-

ows. at 2.30 p. in., Orr’s Island 3.30 p. rn. arrive Portland about 5.15 p. m.
a first class
shore dinner can be obtained.
Round TriD
50 cents. Dinner, 50 cent*.

Steamer

98

Exchange Street
W

If 3-2 W

also Franklin,
CaDnels, Poca-

Telephone 10O.

NOTICE.

hereby gives

HARTLEY C. EATON, late of Portland,
n
the County
of Cumberland,
deceased,
inrl
given bonds as
the
law
directs
411 persons having demand* against the est ite
>f said deceased are desired to present the
tamo tor settlement, and all indebted
thereto
lie requested to make payment immediately.
IRWIN
R.
EATON.
,,
,,
T
Portland, July 3, 1900.
jly4dlaw3wW«

Return—Leave

6 Per Cent.

American

___

INVESTMENT JECURIUES Orr’s Island and New Meadows River
4 to

RETAIL

328 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111., for proofs
of cures, capital 8500,000. We solicit the most* hontas and
Georges Creek Cumberland.
obstinate cases.
We fhave cured the worst
Bases in 15 to 3d days.
Enter up your orders and lake advan100-pago book free.
nov27dtf
tage of summer price.

MONEYJ.0ANEB.

Steamer Pejepscot will leave Portland every
at 10.oo a. m. for

Paying from

A NO

W e now have a good stock of
Lehigh
Coals, such as Hazleton, Honey Brook,
Special Hard Reading, etc. A full lino

Sunday

J.

a
of Watcn Repairing.
We do your work In the best
possible manner,
and guarantee every job.
We are

!McKElSNEY

We have

WHOLESALE

"ItHE subscriber
has been duly
he estate o£

pany and lowest rates.
mvl4dMWFtf

NO. 37

Superior Quality.

SURETY BONDS.

Percy

Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on HEAL ESTATE, NOTES, household furniture, pianos, etc. Business strictly confidential.

V

leave* at 10 00 a. m. every Sunday for Mere
I oint, touching at the several
landings along
this route.
Return to Portland about 5 1b p m
Dinner at Mere Point.
Round Trip, 2doenls’
Dinner, B0 cents.
J. H. MCDONALD, Manager.
I

Siiawmirt Loan Go.,
;

68 MARKET ST..

mayddtl

PORTLAND, ME-

WliSTBROOK.

Delegate Scates Returns
from Kansas

Edward Turner’s family of Keene, N.
are visiting relatives in Knlghtville.fl
A picked nine
composed of employes of
the Cape electric road had a game of base
ball Monday afternoon with the Fort
Preble team on the Held just outside of
the fort. The game resulted 31 to 5 after
six innings in favor of the finely organized fort team.
Rev. E. H. Newcomb will attend
Congregational meeting at Sobago Lake,
Wednesday, and read a paper which he
has prepared.
^
The young ladies of Bath are complainfull
dress
that
must now be worn at
ing
doorstep parties because the brilliant
headlights on the eleotrlo cars make the
streets as light as day.

City.

llis Impressions of the Great Democratic Convention.

It Is

Wheel

Club

Visits White’s Cove.

The
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Methodist Sunday School

Picnic

...\

At

THROUGH A GLASS.

Underwood.

COPYRIGHT

*899 BY TMfe

k-

PROCTER 4

CINCINNATI

4AMW.fi CO.

-4

.-.--

MUSIC AM)

DRAMA.

UNDERWOOD SPRING.
For today and tomorrow the Fadetres
the most taking prowill play one of
grammes that they have offered during
their present engagement. The selections
the same time
are all popular, and at
they are good music. Following is the
programme:

March—Semper Fidelis,

Sousa

Waltzes—The Beautiful Blue Danube,
Strauss
a, Down the Mississippi (descriptive),
Puerner
Holtzman
b, Smoky Mokes,
Selection from The Grand Du<fhess,
Offenbach
Suite Romantique,—A Day in Venice,
Kevin
I, Dawn
II. The Gondoliers,
HI, Vwuetian Ixjve Song.
IV. Good Night
A Hot Time in Mobile,
Carter.
Those who like good musio that they
mu understand will sea at a gla nee that
this programme offers
superior inducements for them to go to the
Park today
and tomorrow and hear the Fadettes.
This is thp season when we have with ns
many summer visitors and to them it is
only necessary to say that they ought not (
to leave town without taking the ride out
to Underwood.
KEMENYI CONCERT CO.

ganization was never better illustrated
than it is this week. Mr.
Armstrong,
Miss Reynolds
and Mr. Wayne demonstrate that there is a fine appreciation of
humor in their artistic composition, and
by their clever work this week they share
honors with Mr. MoOuIlum,
Mr. Reynolds, Miss Ingram, and the other favorites of
the company.
There is a large
advance sale of seats and big audiences
will eDjoy this latest McGullum sucoess.
This
afternoon the Maine Press asociation will attend the theatr3 and tomorrow
evening 160 members of the Muine
Druggists association will witness the
iSeats can be obtained in
performance.
advance at
Sawyer’s store, Monument
square.

Arriving at the island the fire boat tied
up at the Casco Bay company's wharf.
Chief Enginqgy Eidridge and Assistants
Hatch and Hodgdon then took a trip over
the island and found
that the fire was
still burning in those parts where it had

Today.

Hon. George P. Wescott, who has just
returned from a two months’
tour of
Europe, has returned in excellent health,
much heneiitted by the trip.
Mr. Wes-

Story- That

out

Prom Portland ia

Postmaster Barker

Rockford,

has received

Dakota,

Pennington

County,

Monday

night.

who are
looking for a
dramatic treat at reasonable prices should
take vantage of this production.

known of

that nothing
tho party.
Local friends of Pater Connolly have now
been called into the case
and will
endeavor to reach him.
was

RIVERTON PARK.
One of the cleverest vaudeville turns
at Riverton this season is being given by Pauline Moran,
the famous singer

MORE CARRIERS NEEDED.

a week s trial of the Woodfords
carrier delivery system Postmaster Barker
is satisfied that the four carriers allowed
„of coon songs, assisted by Turner’s pickare entirely inadequate to cover the fifty
anninles, two little colored children who
miles of streets in
their prescribed disare remarkably clever. Miss Moran illus
trates several songs by the action of the tricts. Another difficulty arises from the
little ones,
and the novelty an artistic fact that when the Woodfords sub-station
was established five local post offices were
excellence of
the. act makes it a most aboished and
many of their patrons como
feature.
Miss
Moran
was
enjoyable
without the carrier limits. They are now
obliged to respond to several encore3 last
and asking that they
evening and must be credited with hav- complaining bitterly
be allowed carrier service.
Postmaster
floored
an
success
with
ing
emphatic
Barker estimates that two mounted caryesterday’s andlences. The Mazziattas,
four foot carriers are necessary
a
first class musical team,performing on riers and
for satisfactory work.
a number of unique
instruments and
seen

the

brother Martin

and other great faMadame Vernon, performs a
number of olever feats m magic and is
an especial
favorite with the lady patrons. The Royal Hungarian orchestra
In choice selections and the solos of the

vorites,

brilliant director,
Mr. Matus, afforded
the
audience extreme pleasure.
The
whole show is one of the most successful
the management has yet offered.
M CULLUM S THEATRE

Regiment”
presented at MoCullum’s theatre before the largest Tuesday audiences of the season yesterday and
the amusing scenes and ludicrous complications literally convulsed the ^audience.
“Our

The performances

was

were

vastly improved

Monday night and the play wa3 given with a snap and finish that was decidedly artistic. The versatility of the or
over

chanical and

After

At
a meeting of the Portland club
which was held Monday evening resolutions were adopted on the death of the
late William M. Marks.
At the annual
meeting of the club which took place only
a few days ago Mr.Marks was elected one
of tho vice presidents of the club.
H9
was one of tho most popular and useful
members of the
organization.
Dr, Griffith, who has been post surgeon
at Fort Preble for a year or mors past,
has received official notification that he
will be ordered to Manila.

What Shall We Have for Dessert P
This question arises in the family overy

We would respectfully call your atten*
tion to one of the finest lines of

be located

French and English

DINNER WARE

just outside of

Chattanooga.
The Chiekamauga

National p irk has
selected for camping grounds for
;he volunteers for various reasons. First,
st is believed that in the fall of the year
st will prove particularly healthy, and
n the event the
volunteers are continued beyond the present limit, the cump
will be particularly adapted for quarters
’or the winter. A second reason assigned
s that the government owns the land,
mil will be at no expense for rent.
If
the present plans are carried out,
ind the camp proves as satisfactory as is
generally believed it will, it is more than
probable that permanent barracks will
ie erected in the park and a regular army
post established.
seen

■**• ■*•"**

^

to be found in any city in Maine.
The cuts show three of our new stock
patterns, imported from John Maddock &

Bfij

New stock pattern.
Sold in any quantity.

Sons, England, a Royal Vitreous Ware,
finely glazed and decorated.
\

THE
Has a blue

■-%---—-———

MAJRORiE

decoration,
piece set,

with-

out gold, 112

commercial

exhibits are
In mavery numerous and interesting.
chinery the enterprising Germans press
the French very closely.
An especially
noteworthy feature of the meohanical display is the astonishing array of automobiles.
Two things about Europe impressed Mr. Wescott
very forcibly, the
?reat number of soldiers everywhere; and
:he exceeding laboriousness with which
the
svery inch of ground is cultivated;

a

excels

Theatregoers

irmy will

because it is so different in character.
The predominant idea of the
French exposition, as it
impressed the
visitor, seemed to be artistic rather than
commercial or mechanical.
Yet the me-

from
South

PORTLAND, WAIVE,

waii island, and the Philippines. It has
been selected as the main volunteer army
and by November 1, unless the
camp,
situation in China becomes so critical
that the presence of the volunteers will
be demanded on Chinese soil, a mighty

Philadelphia

SONS,

Complete House Furnishers,

AT CHICKAMAUGA.

has
been received from
Washington to the effect* that Chickainauga National park is to be the main
rendezvous of
the returning volunteer
soldiers from Cuba, Porto Rico, the Ha-

appeared quite aged and feeble but in the
full possession of his powers of mind.
From Home, Mr.
Wescott passed to
France by way of the liiviera, and then
visited the Paris exposition.
In his
opinion it is a great exhibition, although
hardly to be compared with the Fair at

Bring

T. F. FOSS &

Information

the world’s most famous church.
The
Pope was borne in, waving his blessing
to the assembly with his right hand. He

Wronged in the West.

any
yet presen tea this |
NO RELATIVES HERE.
The fun begins at the start and
srason.
runs crescendo through a bundle of clever
Marshal Sylvester has thus far failed to
entanglements that never cease until the find any local relatives of Michael Conplay Is finished, and then the audience is way who recently died at the
Pennsylso bewildered that they remain seated af
vania hospital in Philadelphia, and left
ter the final curtain to applaud the in- the impression which led the Philadelgenious constructin of the comedy as well phia authorities to think that he had
as the clever work of the company.
This relatives in Portland.
After some investigation the police beorganization with its new acquisition
stands comparison with any in the his- came convinced that Peter Connolly, said
There are some very to be living at the corner of Sixth avenue
tory of the house.
pretty gowns worn by Myrtle May and and 4:3d street, New York, was a brother
Carrie Clarke Ward continues to repeat of the deceased man, but a wire to that
the hit at each performance that
she address was returned with the assurance
made on

VOLUNTEERS

Chicago

letter giving some interesting
information about a man named Reube n
Vile, who has claimed that he formerly
lived in Portland and that he enlisted
for the civil war at or near Portland in a
Maine regiment.
He has been in communication with some of his old comrades recently, for Postmaster Barker’s
formant says that about a year ago he
received letters from a colonel or major
of the regiment asking for certain inforKotzschmar hall
should be crowded
mation as to the battle of
Antietam.
to hear the Remenyi Concert
tonight
Vile is now about 63 years old, and has
Ail
famous
artists, Miss lived in that
company.
country many years. He
Marguerite Hall, the world renowned owns a ranch which is
peculiarly valuable
Herr
Victor
the
celeaoprano,
Beigel,
because on it are several springs of water
brated Hungarian pianist, and the noted
particularly desirable for use by cattle
tenor, Mr. Walter Wheatley. The follow- owners in that
region. Postmaster Baring is from the Bemen Weser, Germany: ker s informant
says that, as he believes,
Of
extreme importance
was the truly
interested parties
have
trumped up
excellent support in Mr.Beigel’s playing,
of insanity against Vile and have
charges
which showed intense, and genuine artisgot him incarcerated in an asylum. This
tic feeling and interpretation, and which
was accomplished about a year ago, after
warranted
the
enthusiastic applause
two trials, in the first of which Vile was
which greeted him. Goxl seats on sale
declared sane. The ranch and stock are
At Stockbrid ge’s piano rooms.
and the
now a bout to be disposed of,
THE GEM.
writer of the letter thinks that Vile will
The “Lottery of Love” has proven an- be
greatly wronged unless he has some
other bright success for the cosy little relatives in Portland or other
parts of
In
Gem theatre.
comparison the pro- Maine who can interfere.
auction

a line of hose up over the hill
and across to the woodlots and swamps
where the fire was only smouldering. But
he left ten men at the island
and instructed them to work with
the
island
men in managing the fire with
buckets.
When he left late in the afternoon he told
the firemen to stay at the island working
until it was dark.
As soon as Engine 7 had
returned to
the city the 6000 feet of hose was taken
out of the fire boat and again returned to
j
the houses where it belonged.

stringing

recently, holds but twenty thousand people, one gets a new idea of the vastness of

AN OLD SOLDIER.

|i

service with buckets. Chief Eidridge decided that it would not be necessary to go
to the trouble
and expense of again

The Kennard Wheel club of this city
»
Mr, Wescott
visited
prosperous reign.
with their lady friends enjoyed the day'
several of the most famous cities of GerSunday at White’s Cove, Yarmouth as
many and Austria, including Dresden,
the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M.
Vienna, and that most famous of resorts,
Greene and wife of East Deering at their
the interesting and curious city of Carlssummer cottage. A fine shore dinner was
bad. Vienna was found to be a most inenjoyed, the members of the party reteresing and enterprising city, its life in
turning home late in the afternoon.
many respects
resembling that of an
Mr. John C. Scates of Westbrook one of
American city.
the Democrats elected to attend as a deleIn Italy Mr. Wescott happened to argate the national Democratic convention rive in Rome
just in time to witness an
in Kansas City has returned
from
the
unusually imposing ceremony, the conseconvention. Mr. Scates expresses himself
cration of a new saint by the Pope in St.
as well nieased with the trin. He en invert
Peters. That famous edifice contained an
audience of about thirty thousand on this
When it is remembered that
occasion.
one of the great American
convention
like the one used at

J

been raging last week.
But no big fires
were found, about a dozen of the Peaks
island company having done
excellent

visited some time in
German citio§. before
proceeding southward. Mr. Wescott says
that Germany is fully alive to modern
progress and development, and there is a

halls,

liy

thirty-two members of the department.

as

ambition.
The young Emperor, with his energetic
ways, has become generally popular with
his people, and seems likely to have a

a skin soap.
On one square
inch of your hand there are 2,800 pores. On
the whole body you have 2,381,284 of these
little cavities to look after. Every one of these
openings must be kept clear, or the impurities of the
body can not pass out. Now, to cleanse the pores,
you need a fine, pure soap. Scientists who speak not
from opinion, but from scientific analyses, urge the use
of Ivory Soap. 994>tSo per cent. pure.

Out

crowd gathered at Portland
pier while
Engine 7 made preparations to go to the
island. Chief Engineer Eidridge gave order for the fire boat to take 5J00 feet of
hose along and also mustered into service

general national unity and

VORY SOAP is

Called

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Again Yesterday.

Peaks island, and as there were indications that a big conflagration would follow an alarm was rung in from 48 at a
few minutes past two o'clock. A large

of Hamburg.
He
Berlin and other

!.L1 ,111

Were

Ml^CBbLANEOOl.

At noon yesterday
brisk fires
again
broke out on the
westerly portion of

oott, who journeyed with a party of New
York friends, landed at the German city

^

Firemen
Them

MR. WESCOTT’S TOCR.
Interesting Observations of Europe

Kennard

PEAKS ISLAND FIRES.

LI.,

APPLE BLOSSOM.

THE APPLE BLOSSOM

Newst ckpittem.
Sold i any quantity.

Shows a full blown blossom, fine green
leaves and branches, with
A * a «p
I X 18 n
gold scroll decoration, is
I UIU U
112
V
very pretty,
pieces,

\

very likely being
consequent upon
the other.
In Italy the mountains were
terraced to their very
tops with costly
stone walls In order to procure narrow
levels of ground for cultivation.
In London there were fewer soldiers in
svldence, most of the Tommies being in
South Africa. London, however, did not
one

seem

outwardly

disturbed

which is going on.

by the

THE JEWELL
Has green decorations with

gold stripe,

CLUB NEWS.

times
ment

Westbrook

clothes

from

the head of Preble

street.
Mrs. Elinor
Maxwell Knight, hostess
af the W. L. U. open house committee
for Tuesday, August 7, has invited the

day. Lot us answer it today. TryJell-o.
a
delious and healthful dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boilingl no
baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a packi ler
ige at your grocers today, 10 cts.

from

this

Look,

ladies
to assist her;
Mrs..
3eo. C. Frye, Mrs. Josiah Burnham,
Mrs.
J. B Coyle, Mrs. F. B. Clark,
Miss Iuez A. Blanchard,
Mrs,
George
Moody, Mrs. Geo. B. Bagley, Mrs. Theolore J.
Brown, Miss Frederic Jones,

Knightville.

g 0 years.

•

8 8

v

Native Beans.

us, you

battery

Close your eyes for a moment and take time to think over the
benefits derived from eating plentifully of green stuff during the hot

today’s prices

at

for Summer Suits.
$12 and $10 values, qow

season

cool

$7.63.
$15 values, qow $9.89.
$20 values, now $15.

Enjoy
Wear

an

Our’s

high

this

as

it is

Fresh and

Crisp

weather!

office coat.
low as 75c,

from Cumberland

as

County farms. Stop a moment and feast the eyes
display of Native Beans, Peas, Cucumbers, Lettuce and
Asparagus. You can’t help seeing the Bunch Beets, Carrots, Onions
and Radishes.
We’re going to keep New Potatoes within reach oi
Our price for fine mealy New Potatoes, 20c a peck oi
wage earners.

as

$3.50.

mTlOW

FRANK

year.-delightfully
refreshing wasn’t it. We have the green stuff for sale, and

last

and

& CO.,

on

the

75c

a

bushel.

Sven’s Outfitters,

m

Monument Square.

m ERC1ER

iylldlt

1 Wi

SO UTH PORTLAND.

..

0 01

piece set,

with composure.

following

Dr. S. A. Packard of Oakdale hag purchased the house owned by Miss Nellie G.
Twigg, 81 Fessenden street. The house
the agency of F. S.
was sold through
Vaill of Portland the real estate dealer.
Mrs.
±1. 1j. Jones, Mrs
Whitman bawMr. H. W. McCausland, Clifton street,
rer, Mrs. N. M, Marshal, Mrs. John H.
is having a fine wide
built
in
piazza
Miss
Irene H. Noyes, Mrs.
front of his residence and other improve- Davis,
ments made about the house.
Miss Charlotte J.
Philip H. Brown,
A party of Indians are
encamped on Thomas.
Hill
are
where
Rocky
they
usually found
Large committees are needed as it will
each year at about the same time.
The :e necessary to serve in relays.
Indians are industrious and employ their
The regular meeting of the Fresh Air
time in making baskets, etc., and selling society was held in room 9, City building
them through the country round about.
afternoon.
There were 1G
yesterday
the
Driver Fred Hayes of
Woodfords i ipplications to be considered.
Hose company
is enjoying his annual
vacation.
REVISION OF CITY CHARTER.
Spare Driver Frank Carr is
substituting for him during his absence.
A meeting of the committee on the rePolioe Officer Frank Mountfort of the
the city charter was held last
Woodfords beat, who
has been ill
for vision of
several weeks past
with
a
stomach wening and plans discussed. The comtrouble, is improving slowly and hopes to nittee is
composed of Mayor Robinson,
be able to resume his duties in a short
Aldermen Moulton
and Driscoll
and
time as soon as his strength will permit.
Jouncilmen
Connellan, True, Bowers,
and
It
is
the
intenMurphy.
iVoojJside
sion to hold one meeting in every week
*nd at the suggestion of
Councilman
DIRECTORY OF THE
HOSE COM- Jon nellan it was decided to hold a pubbefore
the
lic
hearing
report of the comPANY.
mittee should be submitted.
The directory of the South Portland
MARRIAGES.
Hose and Ladder Com pany, No. 1, for
1900, is very neatly gotten up and besides
In
July 4. Charles H. Morton of
many business advertisements it contains New Farmington.
Vineyard and Miss Mattie L. Holley of
the names of the officers elected October
fci'armlovton.
11, 1899; the names of the members of the
In Bowdolnnam, July 3, Charles N. Fogg of
company which was organized September Litchtleld and Miss May J. Oornlsh.
In
the
and
Phlpsburg. July 3. llarry W. Pease of
81, 1892;
by-laws
constitution,
also a lire alarm card, giving tho location EMiipsburg and Frances W. Absolom of Bath.
In
Bath,
July 0, Joseph L. Wall and Miss Ella
of boxes in Greater Portland, oorrected
VI. Townseud.
to February. 1900. All in all there are
in Palmyra. July 1, Willis R. Dresser of Newabout 28 pages of matter enolosed in a port and Miss Flora G. Wentworth of
Palmyra.
neat cover on the outside of whioh is a
In Calais, July 3, Emmett B. Basset and Miss
graphic illustration of the compuny at Vrtdle Maud Smith.
In Eastport, July 1, Plummer G. Boyden and
work on a fire, and eagerly watched by
Hiss Florence I. Farris.
a gathering of citizens all
wearing silk
In Pembroke, July 1, James E. Lee and Miss
hats of the most improved pattern.
Innle IS. Sullivan, both of Eastport.
In
ACCIDENT TO THOMAS CHANDLER.
Sbaplelgh. June 27, Prank A. Sylvestor of
icarboro and Mary L. Newbegln of Shapletgh.
Thomas Chandler, a member of the
South Portland base ball club, injured
the second finger of his left hand while
DEATHS.
engaged in a game with the Orr’s Island
nine on Monday last. Tho ball struck
In this city, July 10, Mary F„ widow of D. W.
the end of tho finger driving In the nail
Friif*.
and almost breaking the bone.
[Funeral Thursday at 2 p, m.
In this city, July to, Ann, widow of Joseph
In order to hurry the work on some of f Pavey, agerr 80 years. 3 months, 0 days.
she fortifications it is reported that the
[Funeral services Thursday at 1.30 p. m. at
government will put some of the shifts at 1 tor late residence, 236 Auburn street, Deerirg
work on the fifteen hours schedule per f istrict.
In tilts city, July 10, John H. McCarthy, aged
lay.
5 years.
Mr. Beals of Auburn, spent Sunday at
of funeral hareafter.1
[Notice
;he home of R. M. Cole on Sawyer street
At Lon si Island, July .10, Andrew J. Doughty,
Mrs. Downes and daughter of Meehan- a ged 08 years, 6 months, 4 days.
funeral will occur Thursday at 10.30
c Falls, have been reGent
guests of B. K, 8 [The
<
m.
L'hompson, Pin8 street.
In Shapleigh, July 4. Olive Hutchins, aged
Mrs. F. Sawyer and children, are visit- n
9 years.
] ng at the home of Mrs. Wiiiiam
in Shapleigh, Jnna 13, Jonathan It >ss, aged
Q, Turof

come

stand

cao

pattern.
Sold in any quantity.

AA

17 English and 10 French Stock Pattern!
to select from.
jyll

New stock

but to observe, cori)aod criticise. If your

Today the Cosmos club go to Windham
for a
basket picnio, going on the 10.10
car

JEW ELL.

Girls have nothing else
do at these .vacation
to

war

112

IVS. C- R» R.

BOY OLIVES HERE,
You’re

more

to

likely

Jyll-d2t

HawKeye Cameras.

EXCURSION
get

ARKET.

_TO....

Everybody
Cameras;

knows the Hawkthey have the
most any place you might go
tinest lenses and are not exYou’re not confined to a
to.
Through the Crawford Notch of celled for style and finish. The
few grades, inferior ones at
the^ White Mountains also to “Weno” is the latest style, 1900,
that, but have all the choice
up to date.
Imported Olives to select
3 1-2x3 1-2,
$3.75 ea
Bulk Olives ? Why,
from.

just

what you want

than in

FABYANS

eye

that

NAPLES.

NEXT SUNDAY.
if you wish.
Don’t
Leave Portland 9.30 a. m.
<£|I»O
Kfl
you think the Bottled Olives Arrive Naples, 11.15 a. m.
Round
Arrive Fabvam, 12.50 p. in. Tlso
would bo preferable, tlio’, Leave Fabyans, 2.30 m.
Tri*i to cither
certainly,

considering you’re apt

to

run

p.
Leave Naples, 2.15 p. in.
Arrive Portland. 5.35 p. m.

FAB1ASIS
NAPX.ES.

Agt.

an

larly,
i

"

0.

Outing Lunch, particuOur Olives.

C.

m

794-796 Congress Street.
julyll-lt

7

should have

and

visifor

one.

Mail.

N.i. PERKINS & CO.,
8 FREE ST.
jlylldtf

THE iSTORY ABSURD.

Speaking

Elweli,

$6.00

tourist

or

out at any time and take a
OBSERVATION CARS
FOR THE NOTCH HIDE.
lunch with you?
Olives are
F. E. BOOTHSY,
DEO. F. EVANS.
more than half the
enjoyment Gen’l Pass. & Ticket
V. P. & Gen’l
of

1x5,
Every

of the Bangor reports th%t
Portland is trying to injure the state firemen's muster to be
held
at Gardiner,
Chief Engineer Eldridge said yesterday
that such stories were most absurd. “The
Portland department,” be said, “has no
grievance against the state association of
firemen and nothing could be
further
from our intentions in arranging
the
Portland muster for Old Home
Week

Shan any intent to injure the state muster
I can't see that these two
it Gardiner.
musters are in any way connected."
Chief Eldridge further explained that
the steamer contest to which reference
has be9n made by the Bangor people om3erned only Engine 5, and that it could
not be construed as Involving the department which had taken no action
in the
matter.

u

MOKE boxing matches.

£KA[”

Fltzst|Umong

VVI11

Fight

Ruhllu

OBITUARY.
GEORGE

an«l

New

“I had it and got fooled to perfection with various remeufes. and found that I could neither
rub nor pliyai• it out. At last I ttied A. W.
MOORE’S REMEDY, and that Tooled my rheumatism and no itiss.
Try it and it will fool

yours,”

PARSONS, No. Cambridge, Mass.
Carney, of the lamp department of
Clia lestown. Mass., got a bottle for Mrs. Callahan, a friend of his. She tued it, and recommended it to Mrs. Shea, of Malden.
Well, she
gave it a trial and then advised Mrs. Forrest ot
bavin Sr.. Roxbury, who also trie I it with the
i same good results, and then told her neighbor,
; Mrs. Sears, of its merits. Next, Mrs. Peopard,
of Dorchester, used It with the same effect
Then, it cured Mrs. C. T. l’iumer, of Topsliam,
Me., who wrbes Mrs. Glover of Roslindalo,
Mass., about it. Bick 11 goes to Mrs. Johnson
j of
Cliebeagtie, Me. Well, same old story, she
advis s ils uie to her friend in So. Portland who
! Is also cured by it. Next, Mrs. Silas Deslion of
Eastpnrr.. Me., then a call lor it at H. If. llav &
Boils’drug store in Portland.
They carry it in
stock to suit the demands of their trade.
Their
reputation alo .ie speaks for the merits of
H. E.
M

Why!

r.

A. W, Moore’s Rheumatic Cure
John

York, July 10.—Two heavy weight
boxing matches were arranged in this
city today to take place before the repeal
of the Horton boxing law on September
1.
The flrst match will be on

RH EU M A TIS 31. ”

for

W.

Perkins

Co.,

AGENTS,
Portland, Me.

Wholesale Druggists,

W&S3m

aprdti
NO. 4138.

DEPORT OP

THE CONDITION
—£

-OF

The Portland National Bank

August 10,
between Bob Fitzsimmons and Gus Ruhlin, the second between Fitzsimmons and
Sharkey, on or about August 25.
riium
I he uyticies of agreement for the Fitzsimmons-Ruhlln bout call for a boxing
contest of 25 rounds, under Marquis of
Queens bury rule3, before club offering
the best inducements, the winner to re-

ceive To per cent and the loser 25
per cent
of the prize money.
Bids for the contest
are left
one
for
week.
open
Charley
White is named as the
referee.
Harry
Beecher was made the final stake holder,
with whom each side deposited $2500 forfeit
money. The articles were signed by
Fitzsimmons for himself and by Biliy
Madden for llunlin. -They are practically
the same as those which governed the last
bout in which Fitzsimmons and Jeffries
in all respects.
The draft was submitted
by Fitzsimmons
and was
Madden.
readily accepted
by
those
Tom Sharkey
were
Among
present
and his
They
manager Tom O Rourke.
had come to see if a matoh could not be
for Sharkey with
Ruhlin
or
pranged
Fitzsimmons before the boxing law
should become null and void.
Fitzsimmons readily agreed to give
Sharkey a light after his contest with

Immediately after the FitzsimiponsRuhlin agreements had been signed,
similar articles, making the d^t§ of the
contest August 25 or some day between
that

consul fowler’s

I

fometime3

monthly

needs

a

reliable

regulating medicine.
DR. PEAL’S

PENNYROYAL piLLS, dition

prompt, safe and certain in result. The genufne (Dr. Peal's) never disappoint. Sent anywhere,
ftt.OO. Peal Medicine Co., Cleveland. O.
C. R. GUPPY & CO.. Portland. Me. Acts.
..re

FOREST FIRE ON THE CAPE.

Plymouth, Mass
July 10.—A forest
fire started yesterday afternoon about live
miles west of this town, near the Carver
line and rapidly spread both to the north
and south, a
strong southwest wind
bringing it towards Plymouth, A large
men have
been
lighting the
?s all day.
The lire is still Uncontrolled and spreads over fully six
square
miles,
The woods are very dry, and it is
feared that nothing but rain will
competely quench the names.

Kof

suming
*

FREEPORT POLITICS.

Freeport Republican

circles are agitafor the representative
There are now lire candilamination.
hutes in the field, E. B, Mallott, John
B\lrr, Behjamin Coffin, J. R. Gould,
c X-eeman
Grant, all actively hustling for
cue prize.
The oaucus has not
been
cuiied but will probably be held early in
T

U by the

'Vxigusb.

canvass

The Republican state committe is to
meet about August first and will at that
time lay out the programme for the campaign in this state. Hon, J. H, Manley,
chairman of the state committee, has prepared a list of prominent men who will
campaign in Maine and though this list
is not yet completed, it is stated that

ORTGAGES NEGOTIATED—Purchasers
of real estate who desire a loan to comor owners having mortobtain liberal
gages past due or maturing, can
loans at a low rale of interest by applying at
the real estate office of FRED’K S. VAILL,
First Nat'l Bank Bldg,_ je21 -i m_
0NKY TO LOAN on first, and second mortestate: also on stocks,
gages on real
bonds or any oilier good collateral securities.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
M

cans

&

Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills

1

Pale People

also
Citv

a

JAPS WELL

No.

SUNSET

London, July 11.—The Che Foo correOF
spondent of the Express telegraphing yesterday (Tuesday) says:
“The Japanese force is equipped with
36 heavy mortars and 120 field guns, and At
Portland, In tlie State of Maine, at the clos*
has pontoon and balloon sections.
It is
of business June 29, 1903.
expected either Marshal Nodzu or MarRESOURCES.
shal Oyarna will
take command.
The Loans and
plan of campaign contemplates operations Overdrafts,discounts.$3,109,792,78
secured and unseextending two or three years.
cured.
337.37
“A further force of 13,000 men will be U. S. Bonds to secure circulation,
60,000.00
—

—

The Canal National Bank,of Portland,

landedjjat

Taku

a

week

hence and an addi-

tional 10,000 soon afterwards. Before the
rainy season is well advanced Japan
hopes to have 63,000 troops in China.

These formidable preparations are viewed
with great distrust by Russia, Germany
and France.’'

|

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Elwell C. Andrews
of Westbrook to
Charles P. Andrews, et al of
Somersworth, N. H., for $1, one-half interest in
land and buildings in Hcasboro.
Edward A. Meserve of Scar boro to Ella
M. Meserve of Scarboro, for $1, land and
buildings in that town.
Nellie G. Twigg of Portland guardian
and trustee,^to Lizzie
R. Packard of
Portland, for $1, land and buildings at
No. 31 Fessenden street, Portland.
BOY DROWNED IN BROOK.

Lewiston, July

drowned

Tuesday

10.—Elias Harmon was
in Jepson Brook,
Lewiston,
afternoon, while
as
near the Maine State Fair

bathing.jjepson

brook
grounds.
Harmon was 16 years of age. He lived
at the
corner of
Lowell and Chapel
streets. His father and mother are dead.
He
has two sisters in Lewiston
Harmon had worked around the
Chapel street
stables of the. electric street railway
more or less, but had not been a
regular
employe of the road.

BRUNSWICK

BUILDINGS BURNED.

Brunswick, July 10.—The buildings of
Charle3 Delaway,
situated on the Betty
Eaton road about two miles from Brunswick village
were wholly consumed by
lire Tuesday afternoon
The owner lost
his barn, his hay and his furniture
as
well as his buildings
The lost i 5 estimated at $700 and the property
was in
sured for $100 in the Brunswick Mutual
Farmers’ Insurance company.
Troubles Of A

Minister.

To benefit others Rev, J T. W
Vernon, of Hartweii, Ga., writes;: “For
a long time I had a
running sore on my
leg. 1 tried many remedies without benefit, until I used a bottle of Electric Hitters and a box of Bucklen's Arnica
Halve,
which cured me sound and well.”
Sores,
Eruptions, Boils, Eczema, Tetter, Halt
Rheum show impure blood. Thousands
have fouiid in Electrio Bitters a
grand
blood purifier that absolutely cures these
troubles
Hatisfaction is guaranteed or
money refunded by H P. S.
Goold, 677
Congress street. Large bottles only 60cts. |

Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and
fixtures.
Due
from
reserve
approved
agents.
Checks and other cash Items.
Exchanges for clearing-house....
Notes or other National banks...
Fractional
paper
currency,
nickels, and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, viz:
Specie.
Legal-tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S.
Treasurer (5 per cent of circulation).

106,460.00
3 5,000.00

65,980.10

15,218.47
6,449.44
7.20J.00

—

FB

__

RAILROAD

GRANDVIEW HOTEL

FOR

FOR

Fine

RHEAL

SCHECKLEY
Prout’s

HELP.

Neck, Me.

vvv I|ia, VU

VII

KNIGHTS OF

1 eie-

jiustiV.

Forty words Inserted under tilts head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

an
WANTRD-B,
established, well rated
T
firm, scheme or
iren to sell an
\WANTED—A boy to learn the business in exceedingly attractivespecialty
auu salable
line. Spec
lumber
School
office; high
graduate pre- lal terms and unique inducements. High priced
,TT
2,500.00 ferred; one not airald of work.
Address D
man lr.vestlga e.
BOX 432, Detroit, M ch. SM
Box 1557.
10-1
In drawing or painting
WANTED—Pupils
Total.$1,439,905.21
TT
IVANTED—A. once, a good mat’ress maker;
out-door sketching preferred, by a youn
LIABILITIES.
g°0<1 wages. Apply at OKEN HOOPER’S lady having studied at the Mass. Normal Art
”T
Capital stock paid in.$ 600.000.00 SONS. 482 Congress bi., c ty.
school. Boston, for three years; pricer re iso i10-1
Surplus fund.
120,000.00
Rt once at No. 203 CONA NT hD A briglr aud reliable bov to learn
Undivided profits, less expenses
\y
CORD 81., Deerlng Center, Portland.
Tf
71
business; pood position for the right
and taxes paid.
71,862.14 one. the
THE
A
MERCANTILE
Gl'.NTB—$10 dally easy, lightening seller,
National Bank notes outstanding.
AGENCY, 31'..
50,000.00
St.
offered,
Exchange
no
Just
Due to other National Banks10-i
summer
toy.
resort
17,263.73
bonanza,
Due to Trust
wheelers,
Wr ANTED—An active m m of
golfers,
Companies and
yachtsmen
goocfaddresi smokers,
S ivlngs Banks .•.
sailors, soldiers, all need it. UO\ a’
not under 25 years cf ape;
2,503.13
preference
Station
Dividends unpaid.
A, Boston, Mas?.
3 40.60
to one having business < xuerlence.
7.1
Til F
Individual deposits
flven
subject to
1ERCANTILE AGENCY, 31 y2 Exchange St
GENTLEMAN and wife want one or two
check.
540,570.8c
Demand certificates of deposit...
_;______10-1_ y, rooms, with board, on Biamha'l Hill or
28,600.00 "WANTED—For
U. S. armv.
Address J. J. QUIGLEY, Box
Certified cheeks....
Able bodied vicinity
6.918 01
1W,
’»
Ol l.tllKl,
unmarried menb?tween

1,'OtiSAEK—On

—

2,051.80

Total.$1,439,905.21
State of Maine. County of Cumberland,
Cashier of the
I, IS. D. Noyes,

ss.

above

named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the beat of my knowledge
and belief.

E. D. NOYES, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before mo this 9th
day of July. 1900.
CHAS. T. PETERS, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
A. Jl. BERRY,
)
F. W. BAILEY.
Directors.
B. C. SOMERBY,
)

J1yF>_d3t

like tollre

In

in a store to
office, for I think

Portland.

EdQUIRi', tills office.

_LOST

Address

write,
I

or

would

of

IN GOLD.

El —A

a

iciiable

small farm

on

man
an

officeA.dd:ess,

"WANTED—A high school
mer

lake chargi >
island near tin
with reference, B
to

b6ynfor~thT~sum

for our soda oounter.

II. H. HAY £ !

W A NT E D- FI rst olfcss
bookkeeper; stealp
TT
piaoe for honest person. Address civiiv

53ff,8VrSvrsSRf
.«»«
unduhiky/ care Press office.
G-1
VSTantRd—a,i able bodied man who under
stands farming thoroughly, between th,
of 21

and 35, and 4ho comes welTToo
to NORMAN TRUE
RiSe
“7de'»of Deeds, Apply
City hall.
ages

8-1 fiw*

VYANTEui

_

\VANT1SD—Summer boarders, tn a tftilet
country home, nice walks and drift}
location

1 ROTESTANT woman In good
health, beA tween 25 and 40
years old, to take
entire
charge of a ye:»r oi l cidld; a |womau who
apprvcla;ea good homo.
Apply at 196 HIGH
Hi., in day time only.
11-1
dress maker. Miss
LADD, 56
A

high, scenerv lino, piazzas, ibsh®g< o l rooms, good table, spring water, U-*
miles from
Rehago 1 aku. For further yarliciilars address MRS. JaMES S.
Me.
Sebago

wlTl

or,

Ay

Ml it die street.

No. M6 118

1H

If the readers of the PRESS will get out theii
old gold or silver jewelry
bring or send It to us.
by mall or express,
we will
remit Ijnmedmte.y money or check for full value, as we
use it In our factory.
Me KENNEY, Manulaoturiug Jeweler, Monument Square,
maredti

g.l
or

1

FRANK,

wb® found 1 dies umbrella bearin* iftWal i. A. M. on hap lie, left on ibe
XFWXflWSZ'k
Wij1 kindly lekve It at office
CAS< O BAY ST HA MBOAT CO.
1M

man for soda fountain
understand making syrup?. AD< ;
ntry ™a“- Apply to D. B

”

I1£L1>

Forty words Inserted tinder till* head
one weel; for 35
cents, cash In odvanc*.

JyS-TuTh&Sat-ioscpl

l ark.

1

Bi

W An ? uD~ wholesale
15,rlfi,hr’ 6nergetlc~young~inanTl
retail experience
WA£T1SD--A
sprue©
rei1,
«AM 3
^ltmt<i
urrnCe\v’aV
,VAKKKK’
iHOMRii
bO,, W.iolcBaie Eancy
ANTED— An
y Dry
y Goods
7/

AND FOUND.

$1006700

Must

AUNDI1Y FOR SALE-Oue of tlio bMt
equipped steam laundries In New Enslano,
pood business, sold for no fault, grand optfbrlug, investigate this if you want ft bargain,
li. SHAPLE1GH, No.
Conway, N. H.

7-1

FEMALE

ANTED-Yoni:^

S,irfT1Hr
>,nCt£l P
SM11H, Riverton

Argus

I

WANTED

__

W

WAN!

WANTED- SITUATIONS.

situation
\\ ANTED—A
in insurance

ages of 21 end
?5, citizens of the United States, of good
character and temperate habits, who car
speak read and write Emllsh. Rerrmu are
st)ectally desired for service in Philipp nc<
For information anply to Ii ECRU
ITINU OF
EiLER, 205Va Middle bL. Portland, Me.

"al’ress,

at

11

experienced cook and
c. L. BAXTER’S, 2

p111

boating

a

and bathing.
Largs piazza
’scnablc.
Address, C. M. CLARK. MUM®*'
1M
Me.
’• s
wishing summer hoard
J>A 1!Tl
*
dross Burnell Farm, Goibain, Me. a?
communlctUon answe.rod without reform!0®®M. (’. BURNELL.
Jpi
WINUHam, Mi Like lunuo now
\ORlH for
he season of i»oo, quiet loeatioUj
"pen
supplied with unexcelled mineral watpr,
• ass and salmon
fishing, very deslrib’s rvM>®/
J*
rates reasonable, o n
respondenoo sollslted.

Store?

io

10-1

_

Mo

LITTLKfIELP.
<Hw_
\Y ANTED-Summer boarders, in private fa®;
lly* situated on Medomak ltivur. _<R>w
TertQ’
latke,

IGKLSI

HOUSE,

pleasetf

Scarboro Beach.

-1-__-___girl for

\Y aLTED-a

gus.

7-1

general housework : nTi
187 CUM-

BERL?m) 8i\el<,tetlCeS reqUlred-

..

VVAwoVk,)7^eCeaDlnb!?^idlJ0r^¥™'^
familyApply
pinfsT
1

----

nro°

*“

to

-—______

14.1

ff-t

__

».

jpSSSSiSp
3-2

-——

Wanted.
TABLE
Cke&ne!
thETjewfV!kr0Imwarrai,tfdGIRLS
JLWE.LER, Monument Square, Jan2Gd t at
West End

Send
or bring it lo us.
We do only tin
best or P°SVU
work, and have m^de a specialty of l
•inis.

Hotel.

jiyudat

FREEMAN, Prop.

1'^!

UUMMllii BOARD—Anyone wishing a
*
plhce ihrough July and August ran <lnaJ!
at ths I'equftwket
house, AVest Baldwin. XS
terms address MRS. R. 1>. MURCII. BolH
;

CLOCK WONT GO;

PYTHIAS,'

Odd Fellows, Masonic, Knights of Columbus.
Knights of Golden Eagle,) Golden Crosssnd
all other Secret Order Pins and Charms. Ws
make a specialty of these goods and always
h.ve a stock on hand.
M’KKNNBY THB
JEWELER, Monument Squire.
mtilHg
SALE—House with It rooms and about
l^OR
■
two acres of laud filled with fruit treM
A'so house lots adjoining, In East Peering.atl
bai gain by GKO. W. A HAMS, 108 Kxoiianje
St.
Executor of the estate of the late Henjainaa
Adams.
j tf
Great Chebeague IsUuA
house. 12 acres land, fifteen Iruit tress, ft*
minutes walk iroin Littlefields
landing, will w
sold cheap.
E r.qulro 288 COMMERCIAL 81,
1 nrtland, Maine.
niyudtl
SALE—a fine cash business lnllTelnWI'OH
*
ufacturing town, all fresh goods and the
k ntl that don't go out of
style, no comgetltlojThis is a tine opportunity for one or two Ilf®
™
men.
Price twenty five hundred dollars
M. STAPLES, Brklgton, Mo.
31-4

phone orders CI045-5) promptly attended to.
A. J. MURPHY, successor to Jus.
White, Portland Pier.
10-1

one

Cashier’s checks outstanding....

WATCHES.

rOR

105.05

45.070.00
16 802.00

■

A
ly

B|

charge. Wo have the largest, stock of
Eye Glasses and Spectf.cles In tlio city. Solid
Gold, Gold Filled, Aluminum and Nickle
Frames.
We guarantee a perfect fit.
Our
prices are the lowest, our glasses the Lest.
McKKNNEY THE OPTICIAN, Monument
Square.
an2Gdtf
LET—Two furnished cottages to let a'
rpo
A
Modockwand) Landing.
inquire WM
GRIFFIN, Falmouth Foreside, Me.
2h-3
LET—First class rent of eight rooms at
rpo
A
223 High St.
Price $25.
Inquire of GEO.
C. HOPKINS, 88 1-2 Exchange St,
jeldtf
RENT—House
No.
63
Gray street. Nine
POK
a
roqms beside hails, bath and s:ore rooms;
hot and cold water, set tubs, furnace
heat; with
good yard room. All in first class order. Enquire at 44 DEERING ST,, morning, noon or
■tight
22 tf
WANTED —MALE

It/

1557.

DOES

Free of

CONDITION

J(!f

FOIi

WE TEST EYES

941.

INO'i

1RNOK

i

situation for grocery store; occuJay, July 10.—There was a fire Tuesday
as smli lor forty years by
afternoon in the building owned by Maud pied
Eowthen of Mlddleboro, Mass., and occu- George C. Sliaw A Co., and re.
lias
pied by W. S. Cram of Wilton, as a meat cenlly vacated by ihcin.
and grocery store, and Wm.Robinson as large show window.
BENJAMIN SHAW A CO,
a
shoe shop. Mr. Cram's rooms were
completely gutted and he lost in addition
jyl(?-2w_5» 1-2 Exchange St.
to his stock and fixtures $280 in cash. The
lire did not enter the shoe shop.

REPORT OF THE

Exffi

of A.

NOTICE—Goss

“for rent.-

EQUIPPED.

Inquire

1,*OIi

furnished cottage of six rooms, at Forest

St.

the

City llall; good reasons :or
C. LIBBY & CO.,42 V*
__it-r
I*OK SALE—Elegant site lor seashore
A
luges at Falmouth Foreside containm u
acres, nil of which commands extensive oa»«
views, 750 leet ronton shore, 500 fee on md
whore electrics pass. 4 miles from PonW
W. II. WALDltON & CO., ISO Mindie,St 1H
SALE— 1 n Gorham vill ge, on a tdrasao
streoi, near excellent schools and churches
mne rooms; go d repair;
a cottage;
Bebasoluruuca in c.-llar; ham on premises; large itconvenient train* for Portland allow rste«’
BENJaMIH SHAWI&cO.
IN OK KAl.E—A fine C. B. sloop yacht In tm
1class comnilon; is well lound and nuew
built; lias lean keel. Address BLOOP,Bor
near

INOll

Landing, Peaks Island, with full view of
White Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 35)4 Fore
St„ Portland, Me._jlyil tf

Slore No. 1*35 Middle

talvanct,

SALE—Lodging House contalnhnTM^
rOKnisheu
rooms, located ou Myrtle street

*<•11 SALE—In Ehs! 1 leering, twoslory frijg
house, admirably nr,auged imd Ifhoruaft
built for owne ’s use; eullre first story has
St.___
oak lloo.s except one nom; large lutwith
WATCH REPAIRING, and all kinds of fine
ft
jewelry work is my specialty, and my 20 s able; can lie bougut at a large i>ductio'i
from i.rst cost If app.ieJ ior s>ou.
BKN.U.
years’ experience with w. I. Todd is a guaranIf your
MIN SHAW & < O.
tee of best work at reasonable juices.
liq
watch or mock needs cleaning or repairing,
onlv
avsllable
SALK—The
lot a» iww
bring them to me ami I will put them in firston lho Western Promenade, located bj.
GEORGE W. BARBOUR, 388 tween the residences of Messers.
class condition.
Cart land and
:
Congress St., opposite City Hall._'JO tf
Conley. Also a first-class furnished eottsm,
Willard Beach,
i¥Ti! WII.L HUY household goods or store stable and land at
Aobli
fixtures of any description, or will reV?
to THUE BLOB No, 384 For9 sheet.
31-/
for
rooms
auction
ceive the same at our
& WILSON*, L*OJt HA LE—Upright pianos, seven on lavs
GOSS
sale on commission.
A1
Boston make; great sacrifice; $33 cash; iha
Auctioneers, 164 Middle Btreet. corner Silver
only opportunity you will ever have; ginirsnstreet._
teed to be In good playing order, nxs l'REBLE
TVrOTIOE—C. S. DeLong, contractor and ST. See It.
10-1
IN
builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
Sale—Three I. hi. Singer sewing "ma.
houses for sab and to let;
estimates given;
chines In good running order, daliagher
mortgages negotiated, also care of property.
Call or patent shear, now medium size safe, cotobmaCarpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
non lock. National wax thread, sewing mlwrite 86 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours *9-11 a,
cliines. three revolving office chars, off,:-*
Telephone 434-2.
m. and from 1-6 p. ra.
nmr2hltf
desk, six drawers, ilifoe apartments for hook*,
at A. W.
EU8T18 CO., 2t>8Va Middle SU
& Wilson,
auctioneers, reLelgli'on Mfg. Co.km
of
moved to 164 to ISO Middle SU, corner
Silver St.dtf
KENT—The pleasant tenement in home
(new number) 601 Forest Ave., corner Arlington St., having been pup-red nndpainted
SUMMER BOARD.
throughout; six rooms and bath. BENJAMIN
HllAW & CO.. 511 g Exchange St.
KM
Forty words Inserted under tills Read
INOK SALK—Bay horse that Is kiud and aeone week for 23 cents, casli fn advance.
A
stands
16
climated, weighs 1060,
handi, j
years old, a very good roadster, cau bs recomTil APLE CREST—Well equipped hotel, twenty- mended as period for family use and comfort,
Hair mat- will be solo at a low price, tine head, ueck and
five large rooms wi h closets.
Exten- errs, nice long black mane and tall, is serviceatresses and springs, bath and livery.
sive groves and forests, fishing, boating, driv- bly sound and as good looking horse as is
mountain
ing,
climbing, golf, vegetables, ber- owned in Portland. Address H., Press Office,
ries, milk, cream, eggs and poultry fresh from Portland,_
8-1
the farm.
Address C. E. COoB, East Parson*
« A
V_T itm O tnn.-smaiit lidiicoo
nil
Jlyll-4
field, Me.
*
man St., nearly new and
in excellent reCOTTAGE
Boarders
waned; pair, prices reasonable.
Fur further p.Hftieuadults preferred; good home cooking; sea lars
inquire of W. F. DRESSER, 80
food, bathing, fishing, sailing, et'\, etc.; pleas- street.—Exchange
7-1
ant location; near steamboat landing; quiet
place; price reasonable. AddriS3 J. P. Cl LE.
SALE—East Deering, Washington are11-1
Chebeegue Island, Me.
nue and Galvin sweet—Two story frame
building: first floor lias store now fitted forreuil
Summer Hoard at “Highland Farm.” apothecary shop; has front entrance totenement
above with 11 rooms and bath.
j-oia jii
mi.iu.
Price, twentyjiiwii iucuu
ii, uue view, new
house, large rooms, pure water, fresh berries, five hundred dodars, which should be a good
vegetr.b is, egts and milk, 2 miles from It. K. investment. BENJ. SilAW &“TO.. No. 611*
Exchange street.
10-1
Siation at Gorham.
For further particulars
address MRS. MELVILLE JOHNSON,
Gorbother
Take
it
phonograph
your
you?
ham, Me.__Jly7d3w«
to C. C. Hawes and have it fixed. Concert
records
All
kinds
of
$1.00.
machines.
WOODLAWN
House
and
Farm.
talking
Fryebuig
"
101
Center, Me., always cool and breezy, near Corner Temple and Congress streets.
Saco river, beautiful walks and drives, lan.e
ft A MPAIGN BOYS ATTEST ION'^You^rjmt
shady lawns, piazza on all sides of house, table s-' a drum; you want a loud one; you want s
Write for circular good one
guaranteed satis actory.
cheap. C. C. Hawes lias them, betas
and terms.
H, E. WALKER.
9-1
fit out your drum corps.
Uw drums and prices
Corner Temp e and Congress
HARD BY THE~SEASHORE-About five will a-tonish you.
minutes’ walk irons the steamboat land- streets.___
1Q-1
ing; boating, fishing, gunning, flue sand teach
OR SALE—Near Poland Springs, one of ths
fur bathing: terms reasonable.
A| ply to MRS.
finest hotel sites in the State ol Maine. PropREN WOOD BREWER. Chebeague Island. Me.
bout bo a’res. Including the
erty conslsis of
7-1
famous Raymond Springs.
Price moderate.
boarders at Highland Would exchange lor Portland real estate, bor
WANTKD—Summer
”»
Jer-ey Stock Farm; fine monniain sceu- further Information apply to FRKLPK S. VAILL,
ery, beautiful walks and drives; plenty of fresh
Real Estate Agent, First Nafi Bank Building.
eggs and rich cream; local and long distance
101
W.
selephone; livery, large piazza, piano, etc.
W. Si F. B. PIKE, Cornish. Me.
6 2
II'ANTED—Boarders on farm; very quiet;
»»
fins resting place for pi ople not well, also
worki g ueop’e. as terms a every reasonable
The kind that win pass Inspection. We carry
Address PLEASANT VIEW FARM, South the largest
stock of R. R. Watches; {ust tbs
Litchfield. Me.
5-1
right kind at the lowest priori, and we will
McJCKNNBY,
CUMMEIMP)AItDERS at White Ro.k Farm give you time to pay for them.
THE JKivKLi.lt, Monument Sq.
& home, twelve miles from Po. tiand; live
feb24dtt
minutes walk from M. C. R. R. station, MounSALE—Hou e Jots from $100 and \xjjh
tain division; high Joea ion, good view, spring
wards.
Loti only short distance from tue
water, fresh b fries, vegetables, eggs and milk
Ilgli school and electrics at Doenug Ceuter.
For further particu ars address A. N. PURIN«o better cau be found; the primary ami
gram-1
TON. White Rock. Mo.
jly2-2
; nar scho .Is are near. J. U. BUY ANT,
a>7
>.evens Ave.
2-J
BALE—Two
first
clan second-hand
furnace-, set hot air pipe, good as new, sf
ibout half pnea; come quick if you want ft
WEST AI IUUIV HIE.
REUBEN \VESCOTT, ij7 Lancaster til. too:
»
fed
Overlooking Lake Auburn; beautifully situated of Myrtle.
for family liote); fine scenery and drives,salm >n
Georrle; center-boat! tW
SALE—sloop
an i trout fish ng—none better
In the st.te;
feet uraiiKh*, 3) feet Tonr, in good coadlmineral spriug of wonderful solvent power.
don. full set of good sads, all iron ballast with
SURE CURE FOR KIDNEY TROUBLt£;golf.
Iron keel. Will be sold ctieap.
Inquire WaL
tennis. croquet, billiards, pool,
bowling and USRIFFIN, Falmouth Foreside, Me.
JM
music; an ideal place for chll Iren. A few very
E8TATK FOR SALK AT SOUTH
dedrable rooms left.
For booklet and terms
PORTLAND—There never was a tins
address as above, stating length of stav, number of rooms, etc. Preference given to guests when such trades could be bought In South
for the season.
Will m!1
Reduced prices for June and Portland real estate as at present.
bouses with good lots in good neighborhood!
October.
may2lm&sat,tw&sat
with most model n improvements at sprlees far
below anything ever offered before. Houss.Hlga
street. $1200; bouse, Shawm ut street, 1130#
house, Front street, $1000; house, Parker lAtis
f'W); lot of land, Broadway, $100; lot at Cash's
Corner. 100x400 st.. $l.*xi.
I also have somsot
the most desirable building lots at South Portland. the prices ranging from $100 to $200. sills
best part of village where prop«rty is improvNOW OPEN.
ing in value each year.
Any person wif.hmgto
a building lot can
buy
pay one dollar per »lei
For terms anti circulars apply to
if desired.
This is a rare opportunity for on*
IltA C. FOSS, Prop.,
wishing to secure a lot that will li cresse IB
Proui'a Neck, 31c.
Jel4d3m
value each year.
The undersigned will. If dosired. give the names of parties who have within the last dozen years made from one to two
WANTED.
hundred dollars In one year on lo;s that cost but
little above one hundred dollars.
The publie
Gre >t Issues of tna Presidential ( amrpHE
inun remaraoer tnsi m
a
nuying ins at rouui
of
19(H) requires an intelligent agent
paign
Portland B Is not like going out of town where
to snow i< to the
either
bile;
u
or
i
gentl-m
pi
some speculator
has bought up a farm and
lady can sell it.
STANDARD: PUBLISH I NO divided
the same Into building lots at a potnl
CO., room 17, 637 Congress St.
11-1
removed from stores, post office, church, neigh\V ANTED—Pup Is
In
high or grammar bors, sidewalk, sewers and many other privt;
school
studios.
'eges that are enjoyed by a resident at South
Address
KATE
M.
For plans, etc., call on P. H. HaBPortland.
ESTEY, s3 Woodford St., Woodford’s. jly*0-3
FQR1>. 31 Va Exchange street.
marl4-tf
E want to buy your old rubbers,
rags, bot\\
»»
ties, metals, newspapers and junk of all
descriptions. We pay spot cash and send a team

fgj

f

Forty woi ils Inserted under this
htmj
week for 35 vents, cash In

one

•S!;

ill

some

FIRE AT JAY.

10-1

plete their purchase,

desperadoes

herd of cattle from the reservation and
were taking them to a railroad station
when the three marshals overtook them.
One of the marshals was killed at the
beginning and the leader of the desperadoes was next to fall.
The fight continued for nearly an hour
when another desperado fell and the remaining one started to run but was
brought down. It is thought that none
of the outlaws will recovei’.

makers.

of
grammar
npUTORING it a’l branches
J- school, high school and college work, by a
the
college man having good references, just the
chance to study or make up work during
0
No.
to
or
write
Call at
surnnur vacation.
iM
GRANT ST., city.

ROOMs

July

Cleveland, Ohio, July 10.—Final prepanations have been completed by Senator
tUtnna for the trip of the notification
committee from this city to Canton next
1
Uursday. The special train of five cars
leave Cleveland at 9 30 p. m. In adto the notification committee the
G'uin will carry the Tippecanoe club of
tJl is
city and a band. There will also be
® dumber
of invited guests of Senator
Hunna making the total number of persubs in
the party 800. The train will
I't wich
Canton
shortly before noon. Reit will reach Cleveland about 0
P* m

tion with F. A. tie Bremen & Co., boiler
F. A. de BRKMOiN. 74 Commercial St.

110

1 w«•

EVERY WOMAN

Aggressive.

Waterville, July 10.—The state convenImproper by Proxy.
tion of the Maine Epworth League opened
LET—Flat of seven rooms, hath and shed
in this city this afternoon in the Pleasant
“Judge Jenkinson gave me a shock rpo
A
on one fl or, and one chamber; very Dleasstrett Methodist church. About 250 dele- this morning.”
ant and convenient; sun all day; in good tepair,
gate are in attendance. The convention
“How so?”
at 15 Beckett St.
L. H. TOB1E. end Portland
Will continue through tomorrow.
The
11-1
“I met a man that looked like him Pier.
first session was held this afternoon bethe street.”—Chica*
eating
along
expeanuts
LET—Furnished
all
ready
cottages
at
two
o'clock.
The first fifteen
ginning
water
spring
cepting lln-n, silver,
go Record.
minutes were token up by the church in
back of the chinch, painted, fixed up
Neponset,
the rendition of some excellent music.
over looking the harbor.
2
Luther street.
This was followed by prayer by Rev. G.
Peaks
Island, 7 rooms each, thoroughly
D. Lindsay, His Honor, Mayor Philbrook
Mothers.
to
5
and
10
from
minutes
cleaned,
Important
landing,
and Rev. Dr. Lindsay, pastor
pleasant piazza. DOW, 93 Deeiing Avenue. U-l
of
the
Examine carefully every bottle of CASTOTtlA,
Pleasant street church delivered addresses
infants
and
n safe and sure remedy for
children,
recently occupied by Ting Lee launof welcome to which response was made
and geo that it
dry, 110 Congress S'. Houses furnished or
by Rev. W. S. McGeoch, president of the
One at South Portland. Four
unfurnished.
State Epworth League.
tine of the featfurnished for light housekeeping. Furnished
ures of the programme was a solo by Dr.
house for board of two persons. Cart, hay
John Gerald Towne of this city.
The
rack, rake, tedder and cypress wagon for sale
9-2
convention sermon was by Rev. Luther
cheap. S. L. CAKLETGN, 118 Congress.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Freeman of Portland.
LET—For two months, a furnished house,
'pO
Kind
You
Have
The
Bought.
Always
*
This evening occurred the lecture “The
on line of Yarmouth electrics.
For further
March of Methodism,
particulars address D., Box 54, Yarmouth Me.
by Gen. J. S.
Ruslin of Trenton, N. J.
There
was
"
____7-1
MAINE PENSION CHANGES.
music
the Schubert quartette of
LET—Small store, well located. No. C 25
by
rpO
*
Forest. Ave,, $8; wedh&hteri office room,
Kent’s Hill
After the lecture thei'e was
Washington, July 10.—The following second
story same buildiffST$5. Several of the
a reception to the visitors by the members Maine (pension changes in Maine are antest building lots in Deering district for sale at
of the Pleasant street chapter.
nounced:
bargain prices. FRANK W. SPARROW, No. 4
ADDITIONAL.
6-1
Arlington St., Woodfoids.
DESPERADOES KILLED.
LET—Furnished rooms near corner of
Alonzo F. Barrows, South Paris, $8.
'pO
*
Park
and
Congress streets, alco.ve, squure
Glencoe, O. T., July 10.—One United
RESTORATION AND ADDITIONAL.
and side room, second floor adjoining bath,
States Marshal was instantly killed and
Wm. H. H. Washburn, dead, Canton. sunny situation, 2no feet from Para street.
three desperadoes fatally wounded and $12.
Grass and trees in front. MRS. SKILLINGS'.
5 Congress Par.*
c-i
captured in a fight on the Arkansas
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS. ETC.
river forty miles east of here last, night.
Elvira I. Washburn, Canton, $8.
The three
had stolen a

despatch.

10.—The information contained In Consul
Fowler’s desLoans and discounts.$1,319,826.32 patch is much the same as
that
in the
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
436.92
received
early in the day from
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation, 100.000.00 cablegram
Consul
Goodnow
at
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. DeShanghai, except
that it reported the legations safe one day
posits.
00,000.00
Jtocks. securities, etc.
however, that
specilicully
omitting
43,743 69 earlier
°L the Germans.
Banking-house,
Both despatches apfurniture, and
fixtures.
17,900.00
were based on th8 same source—
parently
Due from National Banks (not
the
governor of Shan
province—
reserve agents).
11,128.77 ami for this reason not Tung
as much faith is
Due from State Banks and bankfffft as to it3 accuracy, as
would
have
4,241.18
JDue from approved reserve agents
269,9,0.20 been the case had the information come
/Internal-Revenue stamps.
400 00 through more reliable channels.
At the
Checks and other cash items.
18,763'72 saine time officials hope it is true.
ConExchanges for clearing-house.
6,099.55 sul Fowler’s despatch was undated.
Notes of other National banks...
10,000.00
said
there
was
Secretary
Long
tonight
Fractional paper currency, nickels
nob a word of news for the
and cents.
from
press
228.63
China
he
but thit
Lawful Money Reserve in
expected some tomorBank, viz:
row. Mr. Wu, the Chinese minister said
Specie..63,400.00
he had received no reply directly
tonight;
Legal tender notes... 29.767.00
91’ Indirectly to the message sent by him
.93,167.00 to n high Chinese official in
reShanghai
Redemption fund with U.S. TreasO 11
C F1
Li-IM
TV^nlrrw 4 4- I--.-.
""l
X-l.
urer (5 per cent of circulation)
5,000.00
best, means possible that a liberal reward.is
AUUU.$1,960,845.98 ott%re(i by the American
people for tne
LIABILITIES.
safety of the besieged Americans in
China.
Stock
Capital
paid in.§ F 00,000 00
Surplus fund.
200,000.00
OUBAN CONSTITUTIONAL CONUndivided profits, le s expenses
and (axes paid.
130,799.07
VENTION.
National Bank notes outstanding,
100,000 00
Due to other National it; nk^.....
Havana, July 10—A meeting of the
565.17
council
Due to State Banks and bankers..
of
secretaries
was held today and
62,295 09 *
Dividends unpaid.
175
tong consultation was had regarding
Individual deposits subject to
tne constitutional
convention.
Military
Cheek.
900,548.43
Governor Wood stated that he had reCertilied checks.
6 965 05
GG'X 'ed letters from the civil
governor and
Cashier’s checks outstanding...
6,5-. 3 07 °tiier3
United States deposits.
asking tliat the delegates to the
6,905.31
convention be chosen at a general election
Deposits of U. S.
disbursing
officers....
47.855.99 instead of being elected by the present
Bills payable.
200,158,0) municipalities.
-the custo 11s cases are nearing their
Total
$1,960,845.98 conclusion
The liscal experts will take
State of Maine.
County of Cumberland, ss. only another week.
Then the investigaI, c. O. Bancroft, Cashier of the above-named
of the alleged postal frauds will
be
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the host of my knowledge and uiisen up, the trials of former Postmaster
belief.
-Thompson and two clerks and possibly
C. O. BANCROFT, Cashier.
O'tiers being begun, though those defendSubscribed and sworn to before me this 9th ants are desirous of
having their trials
day ot July. 19oO.
back until Neely shall have returned
CHARLES B. MITCHELL, Notary Public.
to
Cuba and the principals
of the big
Correct—Attest:
lrtUu[ have been arraigned,
CHARLES S. FOBES, )
AnTHUlt K. HUNT,
Directors.
'FfctlP OF NOTIFICATION COMMITJ. W. T A BO it,
)
]ly 10cI3t
TEE.

and

EPWORTH LEAGUE CONVENTION.

■Merchants’ National Bank,

Washington,

Short

Be

Will

Bji

—

RESOURCES.

Campaign

Republican

FOR SALE,

miscellaneous._
RESSMAKING—In all branches; ladles
and misses’ jackets and tailor suits; opei !
MRS. McL ELL AN, it
through the summer.
Spruce J3L__1L1_
1900rro TIIE PUBLIC—Portland, July 9(h,
1 j p. Berry has this day severed all connec-

H
wj

Kubiin,

It Portland. In the State of Maine, at the close
of business, June. 29. 1900.

The

Wj

Etie

—

ROOSEVELT MAY COME HERE

of the most distinguished Republiin the country have been engaged
for the work in this state,
GEORGE LIBBY.
Hon. George M. Seiders, member of
George Libby, an overseer in the Pep- the stat9 committee from this county
perell mills, and a former overseer in told a PRESS reporter yesterday, that
mills at Chicopee, died in Biddeford, every town in Cumberland county where
be
Monday, aged 57 years. He served in the the people wanted a speaker wouldcamcivil war as a member of company I, 17th visited at least once during the
towns
Heretofore
the
only
Maine regiment. He leaves a widow and paign.
larger
have been visited but this year the camone son.
paign is to be about three weeks in duraRECIPROCITY WITH GERMANY.
tion and will ba pressed hard.
‘‘I do not
know just who has been engaged to speak
Washington, July 10.—The long ex- in Maine,”
HON. W. D. 8ANFOED.
said Mr.
“but I have
pected reciprocity arrang?ment between been told that there Seiders,
would be more disthe United States and Germany has been
Dr. Williams’ Dink Dills for Dale
|9j
Maine
tinguished Republicans sent into
effected.
Secretary Hay and the German than
this state has seen in a political
Kg People are the only remedy that I
ambassador have subscribed to the conhave ever found which permanenty
Of course we
vention and the President will issue his campaign in many years
«
W ly cured me. They ctirichcd my
have not the services of Mr. Reed this
proclamation, putting the new duties in
much
1
but it would not surprise me
B
blood, and 1 feel a very different
force in the course of a few days.
The year,
if Theodore Roosevelt, the candidate for
A
B
man as compared with a year ago.
arrangement- is generally similar in terms Vice
President, visited this state during fig They are all that is claimed for
to the
first arrangement
made with
eg
Franoe and abates duties on still wines, our campaign and spoke once or twice.”
and
from
paintings
statuary
Germany
WILLIS D. SANFORD,
SUMMER RESORTS.
It does not
entering the United States.
9
Mayor of Batavia, N. Y.
The Maine Central railroad has issued
require the approval of the Senate, being
drjiwn under section four of the Dlngley a very artistio and useful folder entitled
act,
‘‘Maine’s Hundred Harbors.” It is filled
with interesting pictures anti descriptions
^LEAGUE AMERICAN WHEELMEN. of those portions of the Maine coast
■
reached by £he railroad ani its connecMilwaukee, Wis., July 10.—The twentyfirst national meet of the League of tions. The work was done by Mr. Harrie B. CoJe, of the Passenger Department
American Wheelmen is on. The arrivals
of the road.
up to tonight number about five hundred.
A beautiful book Illustrating the beauAbbot Basset of Boston,
the
national
ties and delights of Riverton Park has
secretary arrived this evening. The cenare sold by all druggists, or direot
just been issued for the Portland Kailtury road club of America is well repre- road
ESI
from the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company from the press of Ward- SB
sented, delegations having reached the well and
Schenectady, N. Y-, postpaid 9
§f Co.,
The woik
■
fea
on receipt of price, 60o. per box,
city awheel from Cleveland, Boston and contains aClark, of thisof city.
the park and
description
V
six boxes, S2.50.
other cities.
full page illustration of all its leading
With Che exception of a very few
fast
riders every speely man in the country features. A glance at the pages shows at
will be on hand to compete for a share of once why Riverton is the model park of
New England.
the $3000 in prizes that will be hung up.
TO LET.
By far the best feature of the meet will
he the match nice between “Major' TayWIT AM) WISDOM.
lor and Tom Cooper for a purse of $1000
.Forty words lnseited under this head
best two in three heats.
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
A banquet was given to the visitors to- (TjFor Piles, blind, bleeding or itching, Pond’s
night at the St. Charles hotel. The visi- Extract is the best remedy Known. For conLET—A f first-class second floor rent of
tors were entertained informally tonight tinued application use Pond’s Extract Oint- rpo
A
eight rooms, at 153 Cumberland St., with
at the various cycle and other clubs.
bath and modern conveniences and sun all day;
ment, 50 uts. Buy tb* Genuine.

Portland, in the State of Maine, at the close
and August 31, were written out and
of business, June. 2‘J;h, 1900.
signed, by F'itzsimmons
and
Sharkey,
RESOURCES.
ihe time for the bids for this contest
will
Loans and discounts. SI,471,752.12
be left
until
A referee
open
August 13.
Overdrafts, secured and unwas not named.
The
in
the
time
secured.
leeway
1,320.03
ror the bout was so
U. S. bonds to secure circulaarranged that should
tion.
300,000.00 Fitzsimmons incur
any
injury from
Premiums on U. S. bonds.
69.900.00
he would have some time
in
Stocks, securities, etc. 706.760.44 Ruhlin,
which
to recover.
Banking-house, furniture and
fixtures.
200.00
Duo
from
National Banks
PROGRESS OF WARSHIPS.
(not Reserve Agents).
3,664.95
from State Banks and bankers
July 10—According to a
Washington,
50,000.90
ue from approved reserve
issued by the bureau of con271.998.93 statement
agents
Checks and other casli items....
9.300.16 struction and
repair, navy department;,
Exchanges for clearing-house....
10,145.73 the hew battleships Alabama, building at
Notes of other National Banks...
16,656.00 the
Cramps yards and Wisconsin, at the
Fractional paper currency,nickels
San Francisco, are
and cents.
148.58 Union Iron works,
her cent
and 93 per cent completed
Lawful Money Reserve in
Bank, viz:
respectively. The Illinois is 84 per cent
Specie.§115,667.90
completed the Maine 80 per cent and
Legal-tender notes.... I6.606.t 0
but Six per cent.
Of the sheathed pro131,207.90 tected
cruiser 17 per cent of the work upS.
Redemption fund with U.
on
the Denver has progressed,the ChattaTreasurer (6 per cent of circulation.
15.000.00 nooga and the Cleveland are 5 per cent
finished and the Des Moines 36. Work
Total.-. $3,048,114.84 has not
begun on the Galveston and the
Tacoma.
LIABILITIES.
i’he
degree of completion in the case
Capital stock paid in.$ 300,000 00
of the monitors is: Kansas 32
Surplus fund.
per cent;
80,000.00
Undivided profits less expenses
Connecticut, 56 per cent; Florida, 40 per
and taxes
47,396.60 cent and Wyoming 46 per cent.
paid.
National bank notes outstana.ug.
298.600.00
J-’he submarine boat Piunger building
Due to other national
by the Trigg company is
86 per cent
banks.$124,435.40
completed.
Due to state banks
and bankers.
8,312.27
Due to Trust ComQUEER FREAK OF LIGHTNING.
v
panies and Savings
Banks. 173,500.67
Canaan, July 10.—During the shower
Dividends unpaid—
between
eleven
and
twelve
63.00
Sunday
o
Individual
deposits
clock, a bolt of lightning struck the
subject to check... 1,987,588.55
house'bf
Laforest
Barnes
dwelling
badly
Demand certificates
shattering it. Mr. and Mrs. Barnes were
of deposit.
6,713.21
lying on the couch close to the wall that
Time certificates of
was shattered and had a
very narrow esdeposit.
16.000.00
cape. Both were slightly stunned by the
Certified checks.
2,632.97
Cashier’s checks outshock, but regaiped consciousness ia a
few moments. On
standing.
3,872.11
rushing out to find the
-$2,322,118.24 extent 0f the damage a fire was discovered in the shed. A lantern had bean
Total. $3,048,114.84 felt
hanging on the wail. It was directly
State of Maine, County of Cumberland, ss.
m the
which
path of the lightning,
I, Charles G. Allen, Cashier of the above
passed
named bank, do solemnly swear
through the globe, making two
that
the
above statement is true to the best of my holes as though pierced by a bullet. The
°ff
knowledge and belief.
ignited and a lively blaze was started
CHARLES G. ALLEN. Cashier.
which they soon extinguished.
Subscribed and sworu to before me this 9tli
i- he house was full of smoke and dust
day of July, 1900.
uuu a
strong smell of brimstone prevailed
WILLIAM M. INGRAHAM.
for several hours. Several windows were
Correct—Attest:
smashed and the fluid played in a verv
WM. W. MASON,
)
freakish manner around
HENRY B. cleaves,
the
Directors.
rooms',
LYMAN M. COUSENS,
)
knocking down plastaring, tearing picture
jlylOdSt
frames to pieoes and blackening tho
gilded frame of others.
KTO. 1023.
A gun which was in the closet in the
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
sheci was splintered near the breach. Mr.
Barges who has been in very poor health
OF THE
for several months and has suffered
very
much from rheumatism says he has felt
better since the shock than for some time
at

HARDING.

George Henry Harding of West Baldwin passed away June 24th at his home
where for more than si sty years he
has
resided. He was the son of Henry and
Caroline (Cram) Harding and grandson,
of Noah Harding. Four generations have
lived at the same homestead in which he
and his father were born. His health has
been impaired for several years, though
not so as to hinder his being around.
Therefore when the grippe came upon
him he was too weak to throw it
off.
He leaves an aged mother a
wife and
one
sister
and
four
children
to mourn his loss. In politics he was
always a Democrat. His family have the
sympathy of their many kind friends. m

Sharkey.

“A Cure

HENRY

I

MISCELLANEOUS._

Baldwin._

zi-JL

ESTATE FOR 8ALE-1 be
so-onll«d. near Nason’s corner, “orUM!
(Deerlng Dlsrrlci) on line of elactrlos w f*¥
brook, containing about twenty acres of l»n‘b
also lino residence on raltnouth St. near rorw
Avo.
Terms easy. For deaoiptlon and tfi1 ■"/
call on L. M. WEBB, 98 ExOfiaus0 St-, r°r'
W
Me.
land,

UKAL

Sweet Potatoes,Connecticut..
@3 25
ia.—
Sweets, Vtnland.
so
17
Eggs, Eastern tresn..
®
15
Eggs, western fresn.
Eggs, held.....
isi
22
21
Euuer. taucv creamer'. .......
Butter. Vermont..
(4f 19
Cneese. N. York and Ver’mt.....lO (Sill
Cranberries.
Fruit.
A 75 <86 50
demons,Messina.
Oranaes.Califorma nav..3 50;re4 00
75«3 00
....2
ranges, Seedlings
New Yoi'U Stock,
Money aud Grain Apples, Baldwins.4 Ooj£4 50
4111a Turpeutlau au 1 Coal
Murker lleview
Raw Linseed oli.
67(?672
Boiled Linseau on.
«9<£74
Turpentine.
6lfl361
New York, July 10.—The stock mar- Luroma ana Centennial oil.. bbl„ 160 tst 10%
10%
ket was rather dull today but compared Ketineatst Petroleum. 120 ....
Pratt’s Astral..
12%
with yesterday’s soml-at agnation it had
Half bbls le extra.
Cumberland,
5o
coal.
@4
an appearance of considerable animation.
6 50
Stove and furnace coau retail..
The
7 00
large increases In the prices of Prank 1m.
4 50
from the com- Pea coaUetall.
which re ml ted

m

Au.iiiH

Quotations

of

Staple Products in the
Markets.

Leading

stocks,

...

small dealings
striking
Grata Qaotauatt^
evidence of the small lloatlng supply of
CHICAGO BOABO OK i'RADlS.
stocks now offering In the mar ket. The
M ouday’s quotations.
WHEAT
opening dealings were oi#tn extremely
Closina
market gained
Opening.
but the
small scale,
79%
July....
strength and volume as the day pro- AUK. ....
79V*
80%
81
Business was not congested so Sept.... ..
80V*
gressed.
much into a small number of stocks but
CORN.
was weii di.strib uted. The railroad stocks Aug. 43%
44%
were especially well taken but the indus- Sept.43%
44%
trials and specialties had their full share
OATS,
In the strength of the day's market. The Aug... 23%
24%
24ya
list of securities dealt in showed a con- Sept. 24
siderable lengthening over that for some
PORK,
time past.
.Tulv.
12 70
The more cheerful tone in the foreign 8ept.1.
12 87%
markets in
response to the better news
BARD.
from China had a larger influence in this July.
6 90
market than nows from that souroe has
RIBS.
had previously.
7 10
The
continued drain on the gold re- July.'.
sources of the Bank of England causes
Tuesday’s quotations*
2
surmise as to the possibility of gold goWHEAT.
from New York this week. But a
ing
Closing.
•ipenlng.
rise in sterling at Paris today showed a Jmy.
78%
A uar.79%
relation of
the principal strain on the
79%
80%
English market. The stock market dosed Sept... SOVa
The bond
CORN.
quiet and brm near the top.
market was slightly more active than yes- Aug. |43%
43
Total sales Sept. 43%
43%
terday but was Irregular.
United States bonds
par value $iXU,00Q.
OATS.
were unchanged in quotations.
23%
....23%
Aug.
Sept..... 24y8
23%
NKW YORK. July 10.
PORK.
Money on call easy 1pr cent.
12 57%
Sept.
Prune mercantile paper 33/* ft4Ms per rent.
BAUD.
Sterling Exchange was firm, with actual busi- Sept.
6 87%
ness In bankers bills 4 80
864k lor deRIBS.
mand and 4 84a4 84 for sixty days; post- Sept..
6 95
Commercial bills
ed rates 4 85 and 4 8744Boston Stock List.
at 4;aay*a4 8 a1/*.
Sales of stock at tho Boston Stock Exchange;
Silver jcertilicates 61% 4562%.
bid.
Bar Silver 61%.
Atchison.'.... 25%
Boston & Maine... ....190
Mexican debars 48l4.
American Bell.
Governments steady.
Central Massachusetts.
14
are a

paratively

do

Uldoa.
The follow in? quotations represent the paying prices in this markets
Cow ami steers.... ...... 6c
ib
Bulls and st»?$..5>
feitins—No 1 quality. 9j
No i
,.7 3
•*
No 3
..« (p}~0
O ill*.. .. Sio;*t6c
-wr———

Itrtah

Grocers’

Sugar Market.
Portland market—cut loaf 7c: confectioners
at 8c; powdered at Cc: granulated 3V»c; coffee
trusned 5c; yellow 5:.
Charteri.

pfrt,

New York

Quotations of Stock* and Bonds
(By Telegraph.)
The foUowlnz tro the closing quotations of
Boner
Julv 9.
July 10.
New 4s. res;.133%
133%
New *s. coup.133%
183%
New 4s. re a.114%
H4%
New 4S. coup.i i-t %
114%
Denver a B. «». 1st.102
102
Erie cen. 4». 68%
69%
Mo.:K.am& Tex. 2d*. 69
69%

nmu.c

-nwl

loinc

of

1 1 i.-lla.

98

lAina

Lambs quoted at lie; mutton loc.
higher 17c for boiled and 14elfor live.
The lollowiug quotations reprelent uio wholesale prices for.ihe market;

rattles 5c.

Lobei

■

Flout

Superflnfc and low graces.S 50 3 7s
Spring Wheat Lakers.4 00«425
Spring Wheat patents.5 25c{6 £0
Mich, and St.Louisat. rotter.4 60@4 75
Mich, and St. Louis clear.4 25a4 60
Whiter Wheatpateuts.4 75 £o 00
Com aud Foo l.
Com. car lots..
Corn, bag lots..—
Meal, bag lots.
Oats, car lots..
Oats, bag tots......
Cotton need, car lots.00
.00
Cotton Seed, bag tots
Sacked Bran, car lots.,.18
Sacked Bran, bag’ lots.00

®52
«t54

@53
@
@

32
36

00,226 60
00@ 27 oo
oOtalu 00
00@10 00
Middling, car jots.18 0&@20 00
Middling, bag, lots..19 oo@2o 50
Mixed leeu.18 60
19 60

Sugar, Coffee, Tea. Itlolassoo, Uniting.
C 19
Sugar—Standard granulated.

..

Sugar—Extra

line

granulated....

Sugar—Extra €....
Coffee—liio. roasted.
Coffee—.lava and Mocha.
Teas— 4moys.
Leas—Congous.

Teas—Japan.

19
5 80

6

12Va@15
27@28
22@3U
27@50
R3@88

Teas—Formosa.
8o@65
Molasses—Porto Kico.
36^40
M olasses—Barbadoes.
S2@35
20<i2i
Molasses—common.
New Kalslus, 2 crown.2 00@2 25
do

3

crown...2 25 22 50

4 crown.* 2 50@2 75
do
Italsins. LooseMuscate.
7V4(s£9
■W'li*; Dry Fish aud Muckorol.
Cod. largo Siioro. 4 003)4 50
Medium snore llsit..... 8 0023 50
Pollock.... 2 25@ 3 60
Haddock." *•. 2 60@ 2 75
Hake. 2 2c@ 2 50
Herring, per box, scaled. 11 @ 10
Mackerel, Siioro Is.25 0o@30 00
Mackerel, Shore 2s.
Largehs. 13 OOP,$15
Pork. Loaf. Lard and Poultry.
©16 50
Pork—Heavy.....
15 50
Pork—Medium.
Beef—heavy.10 50©li oo
Beet—light.
976<S10 60
boneless, naif bbls.
m 6 50
Lard—to,s ana nail fcbl. pure....
@8V4
Lard—tes and halt bbl.com....
@7
Lard—Pans pure.
8% @9 Vi |
Lard—Pails, compound.
7% S3
Lard—Pure, leaf.
9 Vi @93A
Chickens.
16
16(2!
Fowl.
12 *5 14
Turkovs..
13© 15
Hams. 11 Vi© 12
8 Vi
Blioulders..
Produce.
Beans. Pea. 2 40@2 30
Beans. California Pea.... 2 65@2 7q
Beans Ifellow Eves.2 50@2!60
Beans, Bed Klduov..2 50@2 65
Onions.Egyptian...
@2 50
Bermuda unions.
@175
Potatoes & dus.
@40
JNew Potatoes, bbl.. ... l 50(g) l 75

Peonie was.
pacmc Mail. 26%
Pullman Palace. 180
sugar, common..
Western 0 nion.
Southern Ry pfd.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit. 51
psaeral Steel common. 32 Va

107
112
66

July

>

niggins, iNew
Ar June 24,

ALMANAC.JtJLY 11.
Sunrises. 4 17lnio,h WJ,..r I am. .10 00
MIAMI TURK

Sun sets. 7
Length of days.. 15

wa"'jr

22f

{ i>m...10

61 Moon rises].

JLJN J-iL

15
3 16

.IN Jcu W C3

PORT OF PORTLAND.

26%
126

111%
175
17%
10%
33

118%
26
209

73%
88

TUESDAY, July 10.
CKS

61%
51%
129

123%
61%
71%

Arrived.

T5

Steamer Cumber land, Allen, St John. NB, via
Easoort for Boston.
Sell Clara & Mabel. Leeman. New Harbor.
Sch Laura & Marion, Eastman, Harps well.
Cleared.
Steamer Manhattan, Bennett, New York—
J F Llscomb.
Bkne Falmouth (Br), Bentley, Windsor, NS™
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Merom, Merry. Kennebec and Washington—J s Winslow & Co.
8ch Lydia M Deerlng, Swain, Kennebec and
Washington—J .8 Winslow & Co.
Sell Railroad, Simmons, Friendship
J ll
—

Blake.
SAILED—Bkne Falmouth (Br), Windsor,NS:
sch Lydia M Deerlng, Kennebec and Washington j barge Coleraine. Philadelphia.
FKOM OUlt COHItESPONDENTS.

BOOTH BAY HARBOR, July lQ-Salled, schs
Electa Bailey, Bangor for New York; Mary Willey, do for Portsmouth: Pearl. C widen for Portland; Shavvmut, Swans Island; Lizzie J Clark,
Calais for Boston; S J Lindsay, Rockland for do.
PORT CLYDE, July 9—Ar,schs Inez, Machias
for Danversport; SUaa McLoon, Mary
Snow,
Miantouomab and Laura T Chester, Rockland
for Boston; Emily StaplrffcWinterport for Portland.

170 y*
110

14%
73%
7

18%
188
202
116
150
46

99Vi
27
180
novs

80 Vi

Deinerara.
Cld at Dakar, WCA, July 9, bqe John Swan,
Nash. Barbados.
Ar at Loulsburg, CB, July G, sell Frank A
Palmer, liawding. Portland.
Sid tm Matanzas July 9, sch Scotia, Davis.
Sagua.
Ar at Rosario about June 3. barque Samuel H
Nickerson, Davis, Buenos Ayres, to load for
Boston.
Ar aiSt John, NB, July 10, sells Maggie Alice,
Rockport; John Stroup, New York.

July 7. lat 39, Ion 73, sch James Davidson,
Rankin, New Haven for Charleston j all well.
A CAMDEN CLUD.

Camden, July 10.—Indications are considered good for a very enjoyable season
at the recently organized Mt.Baltic club,
which will open its new club house here
within a few days.
The club includes
in its membership many persons prominent in society in many largo cities of
the United States Congressman Charles
E. Dittlelield
lo the attorney for the
club, aud
prepared the organization
]tapers. To make success more sure a ladies committee has been appointed inMrs. Alfred M, Judaon, New
cluding
York; Mrs. Chauncey Keep, Chicago;
Mrs. Justis C. Straw bridge, Mrs. Charles
W. Henry of Philadelphia; Mrs. W. F.
Hooper of Fall River, Mass ; Mrs. E. J.
Wardwell of Boston; Mrs. John R. Prescott of Providence; Miss Julia F.Diliinghatt of "Arequipa
cottage" and Mrs.
Herbert C. Shepard of Camden. This
ooxnmlttee will have supervision of the
furnishings and appointments of the club
house and the members will have cha rge
of the social features of the club.

ROCKPORT, July 10-Ar, sch Nellie T Morse,

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Westfirook, WMl&m & Naples By.

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch Clara E
Randall. Charleson, Portland for Philadelphia.
Passed Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch Audio
Charleson, Dennison, Philadelphia for Portland.
Passed Chatham loth, sch Clara Goodwin,
Plukham, Baltimore for Portland.
Memoranda.

Boston, July 9—Captain Hoffses of the three
masted Bath sch Joseph W Hawthorn, which
arrived here today from Apalachicola, with a
cargo of 400,000 :eet of lumber, reports while
anchored of! Boston light at4.i5 p m yesterday,
was run into by the big eoal steamer
Ilyades,
inward bound from Newport News with a cargo
ol coal. The Hyades struck the sch on the starboard quarter, just grazing her and carrying
away Iho spanker boom, fashion piece, staving
m throe planks and smashing the boat.
The
carnage will probably amount to §300. The
H>ades bad a portion of her rail carried away.
Baltimore. July 9-Capt W W Garfield of the
sch Katherine I) Perry, which arrived here today irom New York, reports that, on June 29, in
latitude 40 21. longitude 08 54, he sighted the
wreck ol a large vessel. Nearby was picked up
yawl boat on wniclr was {minted, “Bessie
Markham of Chatham, N. B.’’ It is thought that

a

the derelict

from

the barque of that name, bound
Philadelphia to St John, w'liich was sunk
is

STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning July x. 1900, steamers will leave
Portland Pier. Portland, week days, as follows:
For Loug island, 6.50, 9.00,10.40 a. in., 1.48,

5.50, 9,00, 10.40 a. 111., 1.45, 5.U0p. m.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Cliebeague, 9,00,
0 a. m.,
1.46, 5.00 p. m.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island. 6.30, 8.00,11.10 a. m„ 2.00

€. F.
jly7d2m

connec-

minutes

WATERHOUSE,
Managing Director.

BHiOGTON

&

SACO RIVER

RAILROAD CO.
IN

EFFECT,

JUNE

25,

1900

FOR

BrWgfon, Harrison, North Bridgton, We»tSebago, South Bridgtou, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
Leave Portlanu mcbr,8.60
1.05
6.50
Leave Bridgion Junction, 10.08
2.28
7.15
Arrive Brbtsrton,
11.06
3.23
8.10
Arrive Harrison,
11.37
3.40
8,3
J. A. Be.nnett, SuptT
je22dtf

Trains

Portland

Trains Arrive Portland.

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Cm

Liverpool.

From Montreal.

Boston to

From

Quebec.

May 1st, 2 p. in.
May I2tb, 6 p.m.

May 19th, 6 p.m.
June 2d, 6 pan.

Liverpool via. Queenstown.

Steamer._From Boston.

New England,

3.55 p. m.

ui

Wed., May 23d, 5 p.

RATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cabin—$60,03 and up.
Return
$114.00 and up, accordlug to steamer and

DKPARTU RKS
8.30 A, M. and 12.50 noon.
lor Poland. MecUaalo

From Union Station
Falls. Ruokfield. Can.
ton, Dlxlield, Riimtord Fads and Bo mis.
8.30 a. m., 12.50 noon and 5.15 n. m. From Union
Station lor Mechanio Falls and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5,15 p. in. traltl
runs to Bum lord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Bonus.

R. C. BRADFORD, Tialflc Manager.
Portland, Maine.
T

accommodation.
Second t'abln—$37.50
$71.25 to $80.75.

E. A.

St.

Lawrence

Return.

Service.

LIVERPOOL.
Calling at Moville.

MONTREAL

From

TO

STEAMSHIPS.

Liverpool.

Montreal
Saturday

Quebec
Saturday

TliuTiTXpr-Parisian

12 May
i~12
Tunisian
May
20
26
"
Numldian
2 June
2
Corinthian
9
9
Parisian
13
18
14June Tunisian
30
30
21 "
Numidian
7 Jnly
7
"
28
Corinthian 14 •*
14
*•
5 July Parisian
21
21
**
19
Tunisian
4 Aug
4
No cattle carried on these steamers.
10
17
24
31

*

BAKER, Manager.

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT CO
Beginning July 1st, 1900,
leave Portland Pier at 9.3o a.

js*

to $42.50.

al Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON, 947A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE Si CO., Montreal.
apr27dtl

BEGINNING JUNE 1st.

je2dtf

May
June

July
Aug

RATES OF PASSAGE.

steamers
will
and 5.00 p. m.

m.

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A-reduction of 5

Cousin’s, Littlejohn's, Great Chebeague, per cent Is allowou. on return tiokets.
(Hamilton’s Landing), Bustin Island and South
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Freeport.
For Mere Po:nt, 9.30 a. m., for Porter’s Land- Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.90.
Steerage—Liverpool, Loudon, Glasgow,
ing 5.00 p. tn.
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Return, leave Porter’s Landing 6.15 a. m.;
certificates $24.
South Freeport 6.30 a. m., 1.50 p. m.; Mere Prepaid
Children under 12 years, half fare. Rates to
for

Point 1.18 p. m.; Bustin’s 6.48 a. m., 2.05 p. m.;
Great Chebeague, 7.06 a. m.. 9.20 p. m.; Little-

jonns 7.20 a. in., 2.3b p. m,; cousins 7.-'5
2.40 p. m.

a.

from other points on
T. P. McGOWAN,
Portland, Me.
or

m.,

Foreign

SMALL POINT ROUTE.
Port and at 2.30 p. hi. for Orr’s Island
East llarpswell, Sebasco, Small Point Harbor
and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return, leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
via above lauuinvs.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland at 10 a. m. for Co u sin’s
Littlejohn’s, Great Chebeague, Bustin’s, island
South Freeport and Mere Point.
Return, leave Mere Point at 2.45 p. m. via
above landings.
For Orrs Island and New Meadows River at
10.00 a. m.
Return leave Gurnet Bridge, New
Meadows, at 2.30 p. ni.. Orrs Island 3.30~ p, m.
.T. II. McDonald, Manager.
Ollice 158 Commercial St
Tel, 46-3
Jy3dtf

application to
420 Congress St.,

Steamship Agency,

7

laud, Maine

Leave

Room

muuiiusugi

m.

4*

WE4-

ar27dtf

Sebago Lake, Songo River
and Bay of Saples S. S. Co.
On and Alter June

25lli, 1900,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
tiamover Maine Central Railroad
(White Mt.
I)iv.) touching at Naph-s, liridgton. North
liridgton and
connecting it Harrison
with siago for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach lino for tdes Falls, Casco.
Otisfield. etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. in. and l.ao p.
in.; North Brldgton at 8 a. ir. and 12.45 p. m.j
liridgton at8.30 and 2 p. in., and Naples ht'.).15
a. in. and 2.15 p.
m., connecting at Sebago
Lake Station with U.45 a. xn. and 6.25 p. in.
Steamboat Express Train for Portland and
Boston, making ihe most delightful inland Ulp
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only, $2.00. Ask for our tourist's guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIDGE,

Harrison,

International Steamship Co.
•--

FOR

—

Eastpori. Lubas, Calais, Si John. N.B..Halil3x. Its-

and all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
lavorlte route to Campobello aud St. Andrews,
N. B.
Primmer

Arrangement.

On and after Monday, May 14. steamers will
Railroad Wharf, Portland, on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m. Returnleave
St. John, Eastport and Lubeo Moning
days and’Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination.
jag^-Frelght received up to 4.00
p.m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 Middie street, or for
other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf foot of State street.
leave

Friday,

April 20th,

BOSTON HI PHILADELPHIA.
iiU-WLlTIiLl

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
From Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday,
From Central Wharf, Boston. sp. in. From
Pine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at S p. m.
Insurauce effected at cilice.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R. and

South forwarded by connecting lines.
Round Trip $13.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meats and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 39 State St, Bf«ka Building, Boston,
Mass.
oct22dtf

the

FRANK JONES

FOREST CITY LAN
Peaks

DING,

Island,

.ON THE.

CASCO

BAY

LINE.

Steamers leave Custom House wharf
every hour during the dav and evening.

nearly

c. vv. t. coding:
Gen. Manager C. B. S. Co

]u2dtf

The I staunch
ar.d
steamers
elegant
“GOV.
DINGIjEY” and
"BAY STATE"
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 p. in. daily
including Sunday.
meet every
These steamers
demand of
modern steamship service In safety,
speed,
comfort and luxury of traveling.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell
Worcester, New York. etc., etc.
J. F. T.TRODM B. Gen. Mauager
THOMAS M BARTLETT, Agent
deciOdtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Summer

NEW YORK DIRECT

Maine

LINE,

Steamship

Co.

Lons Island Sound By Daylight.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio Hall and M*nlmitt mi
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6p. m. for New York direct Returning, leave
Pier 88. E, R., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished forpassenger travel and afford the most,
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. L1SOO JIB, General Agent
THOS, M. BARTLETT, Agt
ocwdtf

PEAKS ISLAND STEAMBOAT
-AND-

AMUSEMENT CO.
TIME

TABLE—.Inly 8, 1900,
WEEK DAYS.

Steamer ALICE

HOWARD

will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 a. m.
I, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6.15 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leave Bay View Landing, at 6.25.
7.25, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30, a. in 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4,30, 0.3'J, 6.45, 10.15 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier, 8.t0. 9.00 10.00, li.OO
a. in, 12, LOO, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00,

Arrangements, July

1, 1900.

City Lauding,Peaks Island,
9.00, 10.00 ll.OO a. l>:., 12.00,
12.30, 1.45,2.15, 3.00, 3.45,4.30, 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00, 9.20 p. 111.
Return, 6.20. 7.20. 8.15. 9.30, 10.20, 11.80 a. m.,
12.20, 1.00.2.15, 2,35, 8.20. 4.15, 5.00, 5.45, 6.30, 7.30,
8.20, 9.00,10.15 p. in., or at close ot entertainment.

For Cushing’s Island, 6.43, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 0.15, 7.00,

11.00 a. in.,
8.' 0, 9.30 p.

m.

Return, 7.05, 8.00, 9.15. 10.30. 11.20, a. m..
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 5.30, 4 45. 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45
p. m.
For Little ana Great Diamond Islands,
Tretcthen anti
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00. 10.30 a. ill., 12.00
111., 2.00, 3.(0, 4.29. 5,30. 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. ni.
Return—Leave Little
Diamond, 6.25,
7.20, 8.15, 9.15, 10.15, 11.45 a. 111., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10,
6.35, 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. in.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.20, 7.15,
8.10,9.10, lo.io, 11.40 a. m., l.io, 3.10,4.05,5.80,
6.36, 8.35, 10.35 p. in.
Return —I,rave Treiethcn’s, 6.15, 7.10,8.05,

9.05,10.05,11.35 a.m,, 1.06, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30,
8.30.10.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00,
9.00, 10.00 11.30 a. m., l.OO, 3.C0, 3.55, 5.2), 6.25,
8.25,10.25 p, m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15,
8.00, 9.60, 10.30 a. 111., 12.00 rn.. 2.C0, 3.00, 4.20,
5.30, 6.16, 7.30, 9.30 p. ni.
Return—Lt avo Ponce’s Landing, Long
Island, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.60, 9.50, 11.20 a. ill.,
12.50, 2.60, 3.45, 6.19, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME

TABLE.

For Forest

On Wednesday and Friday nights a boat will
leave Portland at ll, and returning leave Peaks
Only line running Its boats to Peaks Island
direct.
Fare 5 cents each way. All persons going by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden froe.
ju2dtt

Unavoidable delays excepted, and subject to
1
iliange without notice.
C. VV. T. GODING, General Manager.
dll
ju30

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Landing, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30,
II. 30 a. in.. 12.20. 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.30, 5.30, 6,30,

7.30 8.30 9.30. p.

m.

Is and at ll .15.

.111

EASTERN

DIV SION.

Leave Union St itlonfor Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. rn.; BUldeford, Ktttery,
Lvnn, Bostou, 2.0c, 9.00

a. 111.. 12.45, 6.00 p. in.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. m 12.30, 4.CO, 9.00 p. III.;
Bostou Express stopping at Old Orchard,
Klttevy and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p. tji.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.80, 9.00 a. m 12.50, 7.C0, 9.45 p. ill.,
arrive Portland H.45 a. 111., 12.05, 4.80,10.15 p,
m., 12.40 mid night.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station tor Uiddeford, Kittcry, Portsmouth, Nnvlniryport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.15 p. m., arrive
Bos tun 5.57 a. in., 4.00 p. ill. Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.0!) a. III., 7.00, 9.45 p. m., arrlvo
12.10, 10.15 p.m., 12.40 midnight,
i—Daily.
W. N. &. P. D1V.

Station foot of Preble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Epping, Manchester, Concord ami Points North 7.31 a. ill, 12.38 p.
111.;
Rochester, Sprlngvale, Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.31 a. m, 1?.33,*5.33 p. m.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfords, 7.33, 9.45 a.
m, 12.33. 3.05, 6.33. 0.20 p. n\; Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point, 9.45, 9.50. 11.46 a. Ill,
1.08. 3.10. 3.45. 6.40, 11,15 I). m.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 6.45, 8.35, 9.50, 11.40 a. Ill,
12.25, 1.08, 3.16. 3.45. 6.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. ill.
Trains arrive from Worcester, i.03 p. m.;
Rochester, 8.25 a. Ill, 1.05, 5.43 p. in., Gorham and Way Stations, 0.40, 8.25, 10.47 a. m,
1.05, 4.15, 5.4S p. ill.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Old Orchard Beach, Snco, Btddeford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. rn„ 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5 00,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester and Way Stations,
m.

D. J.

FLANDERS, «. P. & T. A.

je27dlf

fn Effect June 25(li,

1900.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:
7 00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower)
Bath. Boothbav. Popiiatn Beach, Rock land. Augusta. Watervilie, Saowliegan and Belfasr.
8.30 a. in. For Danville Je, iiumford Falls,
Bemis, Leniston, Farmington, Rangeiey and
Watervilie.
10.10 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Gardiner, Augusta and Watervilie.
u.oo a. m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston, Watervilie, Moosehead Lake via Koxcroft,
Bangor, Washington C untv R. 1L, Bar Harbor,
Aroostook Courny and for Houlton,Woodstock,
St. Stephen, S'. Andrews, st. John and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.35 p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Lisboa
Fails, Augusta, Watervilie, Newport, Bangor,
Buckspord, Bar Harbor, Oldtown and Greenm.

For

Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,

K. Sc. L. points, Augusta. Watervilie. Skowhsgan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville,
Bangor, o:dtown and Matiawamkeag, and to

Buckspord Saturdays.

5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath,
and Watervilie and to Skowhegan

only.

Tickets sold
rhea trc.

over

this line to the Gem

Augusta,

Saturdays

5.i5p. m. For Danville Junction, Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston, and on Saturda s to Rumford
Fall1, Belgrade, Watervilie and Skowhegan.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Watervilie, Bangor,
Moosehea I Lake, Aroostook County Via Old-

Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and all Aroostook County via Vauceboro, Halifax and the
Provinces. TUe Saturday night train does not
connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover an l Foxcrof, or beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
ton County it. It. and Bar Harbor.
12.53 asm., midnight.
Mr. Desert special for
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland1, Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
Harbor.

WHITE MOUNTAIN
For Forest

5.45, 6.45, 7.45,

City Landing, Peaks Island, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00, 11.00 a. 111., 12,20,
2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. in.
*4For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a.
rn., 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond Islands,
rrefethens
and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00, 9330, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6 15, 7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island,
r.00, 8.00. 9.30, 10.30 a. 11)., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
i >. 5, 7.30 p. Ul.
11.00 p. m„ for Forest City Landing, Peaks
island. Saturday liiahts only.

m.

p

Bemts. Lewiston. Farmington, Carrabasset,
Range.'ey, Bingh tm, Watervilie, Skowhegan.
1 00 p.m
For Freepor;, Brims wick, Rockland,

each!

way to

SUNDAY TRAINS,
Leave Union Station for Scarhoro Crossing, 7.10, 9.35. 10 15 a. ni., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
6.15, 7.15 p. ni.; Scarboro Beach, Piue
Point, 7.10, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40, 4 15, 5.10, 6.15. 7.15 D. m.; Old Orchard,
7.10, 8.35, 9.35, 10.15 a. ill., 12.55, 2,00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. ill.; Saco, Biddeford, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. m., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, 6,15, 7.15 p. 111.; Keuueimuk,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
5.00, 5 30 p. 111.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42

ville.
12.50 p.

FIVE CENTS.
5 CENTS

1.15, 3.55, 6.25, 5.45,
p. m.j Scarlioro
Beach. Pine Point, 7.U0. 7.10, 8.20, 9.U5, 10.00
m., 12.00 noon. 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, <1.20.
б. 60, 8.00, 11.22 p. 111.; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, 8.45, 9.05, P'.OO a. 111., 12,00 noon, 1.15, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.46, 6.05. 6.20, 6,60, 8.00, 11.22 p.
in.; Such und Hlddeford, 6 00, 8 20, 8.45. 9.05
10.00 a. IU., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25!
6.45, 0.20,0 50, 8.00,11.22 p. in.; KennebunU.
7.00. 8.45, 10,00 a. III., 12.30, 3.30, 5.25, 6.03, 6 20 p.
Hi.; Kenuebankport, 7.Q0, 8.45, 10.00 a. m..
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Wells Reach, 7.00, 8.45
a. ill.. 3.30. 6.25 p. ill.; North
Berwick, Rollinsl'ord, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. in.: Rochester. Farmington, Alton Ray, Wolfboro, 8.45 a. m’, 12.30,
3.30 p. in.; l.akeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8.45 a. m.. 12,30 p. m.; Manchester, Concord uud Northern canuctlom,
7.00 a. ni., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8,45 a. m.,
12.30. 3.30, 6.06 p. in.; Boston 14.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
m., 12,30, 1.40, 3.30, 0.05 p. m.; Leave Bostou
for Portlund, 6.00, 8.00, 7.81, 8.30 a. 111., 115,
4.15, 6.00 p. m.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. m., 12.10, 5.00, 7.60, 9.30 p. m.
а.

SAILINGS.

will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
aud
at
11.00
Tuesdays
Fridays
p. mfor Rockland,
Bar
Harbor and Maehiaslandings.
port and intermediae
Releave
turning
Maehiasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
GKO. F. EVANS.
F. K. BOOTHBY
Gen’l Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
aprlSdtX

Tlie fare will be

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

6.20 p.

July 3rd to October lab

Commencing
steamer

Manager-

jne28dtf

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.

ilumford Falls. Main*.

In Effect June 25, 1900.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry, London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow, $23.50 to
WESTERN DIVISION.
$25.50 Srearage ou llt, furnished free.
Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Apply to T. P. MoGOWaN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First Nation- Crossing, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon,
(>.50

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily, Harpswell Center at 7.25,
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.25, and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, arriving la Portlaud at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
aDove landings, at 3.30 p. m.

Bopertutendent.

Jelti dtf

—

ALLAN LINE

STEAMER GORINNA.

9.00 p.

In Effect June 25, 1909.

_

Leave Long Island, 7.10, 9.30, 12.20 a. m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00,10.00 a
3.40,5.15 p. m.
in., l.io, 4.20, G.oo. p. m.
Dally excursions 22 miles down the Bay"
Fare round trip only 50e.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpswell and Inter*
mediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00 d. m.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, l^ave
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harpswell via abovo landings, arrive Portland 8.15
a. m., 1.15, 6.30 p. m.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
36c, other laddings and sailing trip 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
jn30dtfGen’l Mgr.

PorllanMt. Desert & Macliias S’b, Co

m.

Steamer.

to

Vancouver, May 1st Daylight.
For Cliff island, 5.50, 10.40 a. m.; 1.45, 5.00 p. Dominion,
May 12th, 9 a. ra.
m.
Camtiroman, May 19th, 9 a. m,
For I.ltile Chebeague, Jenks, Gt. Chebeague, Vancouver,
June 2d, 9 a. m,
So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,

Close connection with all Westbrook cars
Preblo St., at 10 and 40
leaving head of
minutes past each hour from 8.10 a. m. to 6.10
Before and after these hours close
tion with Westbrook cars leaving 10
past each hour.

Montreal

/

RAILROADS.

LINE. Portland & Rumtord FallsRy.

5.00 p. m.

SUMMER SERVICE.

p.

DOMINION

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

Steamers will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
for Biston, on Tuesday aud Saturday. During
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
August and .semember will leave at 8.3) a. in.
J. F. LISCOMB. Sunt,
H. P. C. HER8EY, Agent.
may tf

vviih the sell Jennie French Potter.
Boston. July 9-The two masted sch Triton ot
Calais,
Capt Pottle, from Calais for New York,
Otaopia. 85V4
with a cargo of lumber, put in here Saturday
91
American tobacco...
afternoon
in a leak v condition, and was placed
125
ao pia...125
683i iu the mud at Fast Boston to repair the leak. It
Tenn.ooai s iron. 66%
is thought the leak is in the vessel’s
garboards,
23Va
U. s. KUDber. 23
and that in order to make the necessary repairs
150
Metropolitan Street K R.147%
25V4 her deckload will have to be discharged and the'
Continental, XoDacco.Z 24Vi
vessel haul out on the railway. The Triton was
formerly the British sch Emily S. She wjs built
Boston fllarttot.
at Johnston in 1809, and registers 75 tons net.
New York, July 10—Sch Emma Green, from
BOSTON Juiy 10. D 00—The following were
Bangor, reports July 7, at 4 p m, off Natons
today’s quotations of Flour and Corns
Neck, LI, during a heavy northwest squall, split
FLOUR.
Leave
mainsail, main jib, flying jib, broke mam gali
and pulled traveller from the deck. Ilad to put For
Spring patent* 4 60 55 25
Lewiston,
7.00, 8.15, a. m, 1.30,5,15 *8.30
into Huntington Bay, LI. Was then towed to
Winter; pavoiin. 4 3654 85
p. ra.
Clear xnu atraignt. 4. 00 n 4 60.
City Island by steamer Paragon.
Island
Fur
8.15 a. m., 1,30. *8.33 p. m
Pond,
Corn—steamer yellow 62 Vic.
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. m.
Domestic Ports.
and *8 30 p. ni„ reaching Montreal at C.50
Chicago Live 5tooK Market!.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, schs Sea Bird, Bunker,
p. in., and 7.2) a. ra.
By Telegraptu'
Tnrpuu Bay; Maggie G Hart, Carlisle, PernauCHICAGO. July 10. 1900.—Cattle—receipts dina; John C Smith. Kueeland, Brunswick:
2,50o: steers steady to slow; butchers steady Mary Brewer, Vincent, Vineyard Haven; Alice
to strong;best on sale 5 car loads 5 30; na-ives. McDonald, Brown, Savannah.
From Lewiston, *6.40, 11.30 a. ni., 3.16, 6.45
Cld, hqe Clias Boring, Rlatchford, Char eston.
ana 8.oo p. m.
good to prim esteers 5 10 8:6 70; poor to mealum 4 <50.55 00: selected feeders
firm at 4 oo.a
Sid, schs Lizzie Carr, Baltimore; Cassia F From Island
Pond, *6.40, 11.30 a. m., 6.45
4 76: mixed stocKers stronger at 2 76^3 90; Bronson, from Perth Amboy; John Brace well,
p. m.
calves 4 50;®0 50.
Bangor; Sportel, Pembroke: Julia Frances and
From
Chicago, Montreal, Quebec, *6.40
llotrs—receipts 19,000 :closcd weak; top 5 55; Wesley Abbolt/Kddyvillo for Boston; He! n A,
ft. m., 6.43 p. ra.
mixed and butchers 5 ?o&> 55; good to choice Rockland; LL Hamlin and Harriet C Whitehead, Providence.
heavy at 5 25.55 69; built of sales —.
Ar 10th, schs Emma Green and tPendleten
Sheep—receipts 1*1,000; about steady; boat
•Dally. Othei trains week (lays.
lambs firm to 10c higher: good to choice weth- Brothers, Bangor; Mary E Olys, Augusta; Mary
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Porters
at 4 0(Vt'4 70; fair to choice mixed at 3 10
Langdon and Commerce, Rockland; Emily S land
every minday for Lewiston. Gorham and
(fi 4 25; western sheep 4 00 «4 65:native lambs Buiiiore, Lanesvitle.
Berlin at 8.33 a. in. Returning leave Berlin at
Sid. steamer Tauric, Liverpool.
4 25;a8 86; Western 5 00®t> 25.
4.00 p. ni., every Sunday afternoon for LewisBOSTON—Cld 9th, schs Hattie II Barbour, ton and Portland.
Ersklne, Bucksport; Herbert E, Shute, KenneDomestic Markets.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
bec and Bridgeport,
(By Telegraph.}
Ar loth, steamer Cambrian, Liverpool; Har- night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
July to. 1900.
Ticket Ollice, Depot at foot of India
risburg, Philadelphia for Salem, towing barge
NRW YORK—The Flour marKet—receipts Tunnel Ridge for
Bangor; sch Zaccheus Sher- Street.
21,474 bbls; exports 19,995 bbls: sales 7.150 man,
Philadelphia.
pckgs; quiet, easier; buyers being restrained by
Sid, tugs Gettysburg, with barge Tunnel Ridge
the government report due late in tho day,
for Bangor: Buccaneer, Portland; sells Albert Portland «fc Yarmouth Electric Ily. Co
Flour—Winter pis 4 lorg-t 00;wlntpr straights T Stearns, Ssrgcnlvlllp and
Baltimore; Diadem,
For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 6.15
8 90i'a4 10; Minnesota patents 4 Bo(u6 00; winPortland; Nonimbega mid Fannie F Hall, Ban- a. ra., half hourly till
10.46 p. m.
Leave Yarter extras 2 75(5.3 16: Minnesota bakers 3 log gor; E I
Hamor, Mi. Desert: Hattie II Barbour, mouth 5.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.40
in.
3 65: do low grades 2 40co,2 70,
Bucksport; Pomaquid, Rockland;Smith Tuttlo, Leave Underwood Spring for Portland 30 p.minRye dull.
Damarlsootta.
utes later.
Additional car3 between Portland
Wheat—receipts 92o bush: exports 8,000 bus;
BALTIMORE—Ar 9th, barque Jas W Elwell, and Uuderwoo 1
Spring every 15 minures from
sates 3,47- .000 bush futures. 200.000 hush Goodman, Puma
Gorda; sell Jeiiule Thomas, 1.00 p.m. Last car from Underwoou Spring at
export; spot weak: No 2 Red 87 Vic fob afloat; Y'ouug, Savannah.
JO
m.
10.
p.
No 2 Red atRoVsc elov; No 1 Northern Duluth
BANGOR—Ar D 111. schs Right Away, Smith,
SUNDAYS.
693/ac f o h anoat to arrive.
Bucksport; Victory, Kllswortb,
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
Corn—receipts 127,076 busm exports 238,169
BOOTHBAY IlARBOK-Ar 10th. sch A Stafrom
&if>
a.
in. to 0.45 p. m., with addisaies
hourly
bus;
06,OOOIbush futores; l,4p0.000 bush ples, Winterport.
15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
export: spot weak; No2 at 495*4 e 1 o b afloat
Sid, schs Electa Bailey, coastwise; Amelia tional
from
m.
1.00
Last
car from Underwood
aud 49e eiev.
p.
Cobb, Mary Willey and Liz^J Clark, Boston:
Spring at 9.10 p. m.
jnelStf
v/ao—receipts 128,600.bush: exports 28,505 Flash. Salem; Charles A SpITiul, Camden.
bus; sales 150,000 bush spot.spot weaker;No2
BRIDGEPORT, Ct—Ar 9th, sell Donna T
at 28% c; No 8 at 28c; No 2 white 80% c; No 3
Briggs, Gurney, Cambridge.
white at80o: track, mixed Western at 28%@
Sid, scL Mary Louise, Alley, New York and
29% : track white Western 80i^34c,
Baltimore.
Beef ouiet. family at 10 50(a) 12 00; mess 9 00
STK4SIEU E3fTEIIPHISE leaves Fast
CIJAliLESTON—Cld Otli, sch Augustus Welt,
§9 60; packet 10.50:5^1150; city extra India Elliot, New York.
Boothbay at 7 a. m, Monday, Wednesday and
mess —; beef hams —.
DUTCH-ISLAND HARBOR
Friday for Portland, touching at So, Bristol,
Ar 10th, sch
Cut meats steady; pickled bellies 8%@9: do
George Loud, Sami River, NS, for New York.
Boothbay Harbor.
shoulder * 6% ; do hams 10(«il03/4.
Sid. schs C B Wood, Sullivan for
Returning, leave Franklin Wliarf, Portlaiffl.
Lard easier: Western t* med 7 15; Julv at Maud Briggs, Frankfort for New Philadelphia;
Robert it 7 a. in. Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday for
York;
f 15 nominal; refined si ad .continent at 7 40; 4. Snyder, Kennebec for do.
East Boothbay, touching at Boothbay Harbor
3 A 8 00 teomoound eVi^JYa.
EASTPORT—Ar 9th. sell Senator Grimes, md So. Bristol.
Fork quiet firm; mc3s~'i8 25ffll4 00; family
Land at Five Islands on signal.
FALL RIVER—Sid 91h, sch Fannie S Hall,
ootlldtf
ALFRED RACE, Manager.
£4 OQSii^ 50; short clear 13 2o@15 25t
? ernandma.
53 Vi
33Va
67 Vs
923/s

STEAMERS.

From
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159

19%
17%
107
112%

sell Helen M Atwood, Watts,

Kenlston, Rockland, to lead ice for Washington.
Sid, sch Ripley, Sllusou, Boston.

12%
VO

vorK.

Spolteu.

10.

25%
69%

—

—

Maine Central.,,..165
Union Pacific.
52
Union Pacific nfd. 73Vi
Mexican Central 4s.
77%
American Sugar
.118%
Americau Sugar |pfd.115%

Idles.

irtKle

HONOLTJLU-Ar June 21, barque W R Flint,
gliaube, Now York.
II VANN IS—Ar Uth, sch Yreka, Roque Bluffs
for Rondont.
Ar at Bass River Oth, sch Albert T Stearns,
for a coal port.
JACKSONV1I.LE
Ar Oth, schs Grcenleaf
Johnson, Woodruff, Philadelphia; Henry Clausen, ,Jr, Torrey. do.
Old, sch Tofa, W Ison, New York.
KEY WEST—Ar Utu, tug Dauntless, Matan*
zas. with soli B Frank Neally.
NEW BEDFORD
Turpentine a met.
Ar Uth, sch Jennie E
ltice firm.
Elghter, Crossley. Philadelphia.
Molasses steady.
NEW LONDON—Sid lOlh, sch Flora Condon,
Freights to Livperpool dull,
New York for Bangor.
sugar—raw firm; tan- refining at 4% 5 CentrifNEWPORT NEWS-Sld Oth, seh JohnTwohy,
ugal 90 test at 4% ; Molasses sugar 4c; refined Stevenson. Bangor.
firm.
NORFOLK—Ar Uth, schs Massasolt, Tulloch,
Baltimore; Marian, Oakes, Philadelphia; Mary
CHICAGO—Cash qoutatlcnsi
W Bowen. Chase. Boston; Nathaniel T Palmer.
Flour linn.
Harding, Portland (latter erroneously reported
wueat— No 2 spring —; No 3 do 75@7fi14c;
No 2 ltea 81:a82c. Corn—No 2 at 43Vi243% ; 8th as passing out Cape Henry).
Cld, sch Edward Smith, Sears, New York.
No 2 yellow 43ys@44Vic. oats—No 2 at 24Vs
PENSACOLA—Sid Uth, sell Clara A Phlnney,
<S24Vac; No 2 white 28VsdF27a: No 3 white at
25V'a®’20%oj No 2 Rve 60a61Vic; good feed- Phhmey. Cardenas,
PERTH
AMBOY-Ar Oth, schs Sallie B, Hlg—0
to
choice
at
;t’air
ing Dariey
malting
48@48o;
No 1 Flaxseed and N W Flaxseed at 1 8o;priiue Pins, New Yolk; Damietta & Joanna, Wailaoa
Timothy seed 3 10. Mess Pork at H 70212 50. New York.
PORTSMOUTH, NH-Ar Oth, schs Nettie
Lard at 0 75;ao 80; short ribs sides at 0 85®
7 20; dry salted shoulders 16%@7 i short clear Cushing, Perth Amboy tor Dover; Alice M Colburn, Newport News ; David A Story, New York
sides 7 5o®7 70.
Butter slow—ermory at 15219c; dairies at 14 tor Kittery; Janies Baker. Plum Island for do;
Melissa Willey, Perth Amboy; tug Plscataquo,
@l7c.
Bosion, towing barge Berwick for Suco.
Cheese quiet OViOlOVfco,
PROVIDENCE—Ar Oth, sch Lizzie Godfrey,
m
Eggs steady -frosb lov*.
Flour—-recemts 10.000 ibis wheat 30.000: Smith, New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar Oth, schs Weiltleet, Sydney,
as 230.000 bush i
bush; corn 420,000 bush
CB; Harold C Beecher, do: Charioy 61 Willie,
rye .000 bush: barley 18.000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9.000 obis; wheat 92.000 Silver Spray, Morris A Cliff. Empress, Jornes A
bush; com 681.000 bush; oats 410,OOo bush Brown. Eastern Queen and Annie Sargent, from
New York; Alfred W Fiske, Hurricane Island
rve 1.000 busnj barley 1.000 bush.
for New York.
DETROIT—Wheat Quoted at 82V4c for cash
Sid Oth, schs Addie Schlaefer and Mary Snow.
White; cash Red 82Vie; July 82% cs Aug at New York.
83Vie; Sept at 84c.
SALEM—Ar 10th. soli Lizzie May, Gardiner.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Sid Uth. schs J Arthur
Cotton Markets,
Lord. Hurricane Island for New York; E & (1
W
Hinds, Calais for do.
iBy Telegraph.)
Ar 10th, sehs Snowflake, South Gardiner for
July 10.
New York: Ella Brown, Annapolis, NS, for do;
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet and steadv; middling uplands at lOVio; Glivo Branch, Stonlngton fsr do; Clara Lane,
Ca'als for Greenport, LI; Andrew Peters, do for
uo gull at lOVfec; sales 680 bales. I
New Ydlk; Emma 8 Brigg3, BontluGardiuer lor
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
do; James A Gray. Poitlaud for Bridgeport;
nominal; middlings —c.
Yreka, Roques Bluff for Readout; O D WltherGAI.V ESTON—The Cotton market
closed ell, Cedar Grovo for Washington; Viking, Portclosed firm; middlings 0%c.
land for Phlldaelphia.
Sid, sch9 Merrill C Hart, Brigadier, Qharles j
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed
Willard, Sarah Eaton, Rebecca J Whitden, Mesteady; middlings 10c.
costa and Frank Learning.
NEW ORLEANS—Tne Cotton market closed
Passed, steamer Williamsport, towing barge
firm: middlings 10 3-16c.
Coleraine, Portland for Philadelphia; sch RichMOBILE—Cotton market nominal; middlings ard P C Hartley, Jacksonville for Portland.
9%c.s|
Foreign Ports.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market closed
firm; middlings 9“/sc.
Ar at Hong Kong July 9, ship Governor Robie,
Nichols. New York.
European Markets.
In port at Auckland, NZ, June 11, bqe Mary
Hasbrouck, Leonard, for New York, ready to
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. July 10, 1900—Consols 99 9-16 for sail.
Ar at Barbados July 7, barque Mannie Swan,
mone and 99 11-16 for accounc.

62

P. Blackburn. Philadelphia to Portland, coal, 70c.
Schrs fe'. M. Golder. and E. V. Angell, Baltt- Kansas sc Pacific consols.
Oregon Nav.lst.,... .107
more to Boston, coal tOc.
Texas pacific. L. G. lsts....J12
Sclir Willie L. Maxwell, Philadelphia to Rockao reg. 2ds.
65
land. cotl $t.
j Union pacific lsts.105%
Sc hr Myra I?. Weaver. Little Bay and Black
Quotations of stocks—
July 9.
River to New \ork, logwood, $4 35; option BosI Atchison...| 2o%
ton, p. f.
! Atcmsootoia.-. 717/s
Bohr Grade 1>. Buchanan, Tampa Bay to Phil i Central Pacmc.
& Ohio....
26%
adoiphia, phosphate $2 30.
Chicago, Bur. & (juibct.124%
Dei.
Muu..C.uiai vo.110%
Portland WkoXale Market.
Dei. Lack. & West.175
Denver «s If. U.i7»4
PORTLAND. July 10.
trie, new. 10%
A fair volume of business is reported in most
Erie is nta. 32%
departments of trade. Wheat is unsettled-.yes- Illinois centra!.118%
terday the markets showed c<nsiderable Lake Erie & West.....v 2«
strength, but today, ou lower cables and sym- Lake snore ..209
t.ouis a Nasn. 72%
pathy with Corn. September closed %c off.Corn Mannattan Elevated.
87%
was easier at Chicago ou rains iu the growing i Mexican central.11%
belt. Oats easy. Provisions unchanged here, Mietutean central.
while at Chicago the market was weak and Mian. & St. Louis. 51
Minn. « au coins uid......... 90
12Vi %15 to 80 down at the close. Sugar con- Missouri Pacific. 50%
tinues strong at yesterday’s advancer* Dry fish New uersev Central...129
1
quiet and stead’-. Mackerel unchanged,though New Vorki'Central.J27%
Northern Pacmc com. 50%
a trifle easy.
Eggs in good demand with fresh Northern pacific Dfcl. 70%
Eastern firm at i7c.
Potatoes lower under the Norm western.....158
influence of better Ireccipts.
Onions have a Oat. & west. 19%
17
Keaaina.
downward tendency.
Tallow lower, ranging ; Bock isiaua.106V4
from i W®3Vic.
Tho outlook for the coming fit. paui.111%
crop of olives is very promising. Cab'e advices ;St» Paul old.*.170%
report anise oil higher owing to the Chinese St. Paul «omana...110
! si, Pam & umaua Did.
roubles. Advices from abroad re ort a sim p Texas* Pacific. 14%
advance in the price of ergot.
Pig lead quiet Union Pacific dig. 72%
7
and weak.
Spelter dull and easier. Lunibei Waoasa.*
Wabasn pia...117%
more active, with spruco firm but unchanged
&
Maine.188
Boston!
Hay firm and better prices arc looked for in the New York and New sne. or..
near future. Cordage lower..
Fresh beef firm— Oid Colour.202
Adams Express.116
w-e quo'.e sides 7 Vis .£3%. backs Ijffi Vi ;hinds at
American Express...IcO
lOfayll; fores *>«6 Vac; rounds and flanks 8 Vs U. ». Express. 45
Sclir S.

Cheese firm; large wliito 9s/sc; small do 9l/a:
largo colored 9'Vs : small at 9V»c,
muter steady
creameries at 17®19%c; do
factory at t4 nel6Vac: nn erm at 15218; state
dairy 16218Vi : do erm —c.
Eggs steady; State and Penn at mark 13@
1 oc; West at mark 10:Ul2Va for average lots;
Western lo s off 14VaO.
Tallow dull.
Cottonseed oil firm.
Petroleum steady.
Rosin quiet.

DIVISION.

For Brldgton. Faybans. Burling
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
ueapolis.
I. 05 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton. Harrison, via rail ami Songo River, North Conway,
Fabyans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
Sr. Johnsbury, Newport.
5.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Bridgton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. Bor Sebago Lake, B'ryeburg, North
Conway, Fabyans, Luneuourg, St. Johnsbury,
Montreal, aiul to Toronto and Chicago daily
except Saturdays.
8.50

a.m.

SUNDAY THAI NS.
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, and
for Rockland except Parry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and aft ir July 8th.
7.25 p. m. Paper train for ewiston.
9.30a. m. Commencing July 15th for Fab*
yams and Intermediate stations.
12J5p. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,

Augusta, Waterviile, Bangor and Bar Harbor.

turn p. m. B'or Lewiston.
8.50 p.m.
For White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
II. oop.m. Nigut Express lor all points.
12.55 a. in.
Mt. Desert special for Rockl and
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

ARRIVALS IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and Fabyans daily (5.60 a. in. \
from Bart loti, and local, 8.25 a. m.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls, 8.36 a. m; Waterviile and
Augusta, k.43 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bemls. lsangot, Augusta anu Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowhegan, Farmington and Lewistou,
12.15p. m.; Beecher FalD.Sr. Johnsbury,Bridgton. 12.15 p. m.; Express, Matfcawamkeag, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 1.20 t>. m.; Waterviile and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. in.; Skowhegan, Waterviile,
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 p. m., from Wnterville daily; St.John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
County, Moosehead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
m.; Rangeley. Farmington. Rum ford
B’alls,
Lewiston. 5.46 p. m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25a. m, dally; Halifax. St. Johu, Bai
Harbor, Bangor, 4.20a. in. daily.
Sundays—Lewiston, 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.;Bar
Harbor, 12.25 u. m.; Waterviile,5.20 p. m. ;Whit(
Mountains, 5.35 n. m.
GEO. F. EVANS. V. P. Sc G. M.
F. E, BOOTHBY, G, P. & T. A.
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ADVERTISE >IENTS
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MISS GOULD NOT IN PEKIN.

ARE HAYING A GOOD

Nearly All <he Evidence Shows

Maine

She

F. I.ibbv Co.
iclilotterbeck & Foss.

if.

)r,

Pao

That

Major

John M. Gould received a letter
Mrs. Dr. Noble of the
yesterday from
Pao Ting Fu mission, but now at home
in New Haven on a furlough. She writes

T. F. Foss & Sons.

Portland Stove Jboundry Co.
New Wants, For Sale, To Let,
and similar advertisements will
page c under appropriate Deads.

I ost, Found
be found on

In

use

signature of

for

than

more

The Kind

Chas.

H. Fletcher.

thirty years, and

You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA

signature of Chas. II, Fletcher.

Bears the
In

use

for

more

The Kind

than

thirty

and

years,

You Have Always Bought.
CASTORIA

Bears the

In

signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
than

thirty

use

for

The

Kind You Have Always Bought.

more

Mrs. Winslow’s

years, and

Soothing Syrup.

Pas been used over Fifty Y'ears oy millions of
mothers for their children while
Teething,

It soothes the child,
perfect success.
the gums, allays Pain, cures Wind
Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the best
efcedyfor Diarrhoea whether arising from
For sale by Drugteething or other causes.
Be sura an
gists in every uart of the world.
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 ctr
with

softens

bottle

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
The gentleman who resides at rear No.
63 Mayo street informs the PRESS that
he has a family consisting of a wife and
three children; and that no census enu
merator

that she has a letter from Pao Ting later
than has been received here.
Rev. Mr.
Pitkin wrote from Pao Ting May 28, six
days later than Major Gould’s card from
his daughter, that the railroad had been

has called upon
him.
The
of that district is invited to

enumerator

call.
Dr.

S.
A. Packard has
purchased
through the Real Estate agency of Frederick S. Vaill. the residence of Miss N,
G. Twigg, No. 31 Fessenden street, Oakdale.
The West End M. E. Sunday school
will go on a picnic excursion to Pine

Gould
Pekin
which
below
the seat of the college.
Later still than Mr. Pitkin’s letter is
one from Rev. Mr. Ament,
who wrote
from Tung Chou to his friends in Ober-

j lin, Ohio, concerning tho meeting. “Miss
Gould and Mr. Pitkins have remained in
Pao Ting Fu and I wish they hadn't as
seem to be in a turmoil.
Mrs. Noble closes her letter with
the
hope that the local officials at Pao Ting
Fu have been able to protect all of the

things

Representatives

of the Boston Bridgeworks company will come to Portland tonight to install the new turning gear
which the county has purchased for the
Portland draw bridge. The commissioners are somewhat considering the idea of
operating the draw by electricity at a future date.
Yesterday street department crews were
engaged in laying new sidewalks on Forest and
Glenwood avenues and Woodfords street, macadamizing on Danforth
street and hauling paving blocks to Commercial street which is soon to be paved
between Park and High streets.
£
The Union Mutual Life Insurance company paid yesterday the insurance which
it carried upon the life of the late William M. Marks, a portion of which had
been running since 1881.
The annual neighborhood party from
West Cumberland
street to the number
of 60 went to the Two Lights yesterday
for a picnic.
At
the
office
of Superintendent of
Schools O. M. Lord,

morning,

was

City Hall, yesterday
begun the two days’ ex-

amination of candidates for a certificate
allowing them to teach in the Portland
Nine appeared to take
public schools.
the examination.
The Hebrews of Portland who are endeavoring to unite and build a suitable
synagogue will hold a meeting Saturday
to make some definite plans.
At a meeting of the board of engineers

Monday

night tjie resignation of HoseDana H. M iles of Engine Co. 6 was
read and accepted.
A. J. Gillen was
elected a member of the company to fill
the vacancy.
man

Today the steamer Pejepscot will take
the Sunday school of the St. Lawrence
fofroirn Hnnq 1

nVmunH

;r-l^

and on Thursday the same steamer will
take the Sunday
school of the Clark
Memorial church of
Woodfords to the
same

place.

weddings]
DIXON—SCOTT.

Mary Edith Soott of Portland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Scott
of New Brunswick, and Mr. Alexander
Dixon, a well known young man of this
city, were married Monday evening at
the Presbyterian church,
Bev. French
Miss

McAffee performing the ceremony.
Alice M. Bunker of
Emma Roseborough,
and Mr. Boy Ridley

Miss
and Miss

Brookline,
were
bridesmaids,

best
man.
The
church was prettily decorated.
After tbre ceremony a reception
was
heid at the home of the bride and
groom,
B Chestnut street.
Mr. and Mrs, Dixon
will spend the honeymoon in the White
Mountains.

has
returned
to town from a
week’s visit to the Cloyester. Miss Clark
and Miss Denniker of New York were
also at the
Cloyester, the guests of Miss

Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer A. Graves and
Mrs. Allard of Whitefield, N. H., are the
of
Mrs.
G.
B. McGregor of
street.
Mrs. E C. Brooks and Miss Brooks of
Melrose with Miss
Julia Blanchard of
San
Francisco are
the guests of Mrs
Hunt, State street.
Miss Grace Matthews, dean of Colby,
whose home is in Newton, Mass., is vis-

guests

Spring

iting Judge Gould, Emery street.
Mrs. Euther H. Freeman and two children are visiting Mrs. Freeman’s mother
in Gardiner.
Mr. R. H. Turner and family are sum-

mering at Lake Cobbossocontee.
It

has been announced that Fred E.
Sanborn
of this city, one of the best
known conductors of _the Maine Central
has
the

tendered

The New

RETAIL

GROCER.

England Retail

Grocer Publishing company held its annual meeting
•t the Falmouth hotel
yesterday about

fifty being present. The following directors were elected:
A. C. Barker, Providence; James L. Burns, Washington; A.
F. Carpenter,
A. C.

Somerville;
Curtis,
Cambridge; C. H. Cushing, Dover, N.
H.; William Finney, Brookline; E. A.
Gould, East Greenwich, R, I.; A. F.
Greer, Grasmere, N. H.; A. T. Hall,
Portland; H. J. Jones, Alton, N. II. W.
K, Spencer,
Middletown, Conn.; M. A.
Stone, Reading, Mass,; B. F. Turner,
Middletown. Conn.;
W. E. Wheelock,
Quinnebaug, Conn.; w. I. Wiliams,
Providence; E. D. Woods, Boston.
At

taking

same

his

resignation,
effect
yesterday

arrival
of
the
Bar
Harbor
express in this city. Mr. Sanborn leaves
the Maine Central, it is reported, to accept a better position on the Boston &
Maine, he having been appointed train
master of the Fitchburg division. Mr,
Sanborn entered the employ of the Maine
Central in 1881 and for two years was in
the general freight offices.
Rev. French McAfee of the Presbyterion

church

Park street will leave
Thursday on a visit to his parents in
Central Pennsylvania.
Mr. McAfee will
be gone about two weeks He will preach
next Sunday in the Arch street church,
an

on

Rev. Bowley Green will occupy his pulpit next Sunday afternoon. Rev. Lewis
Malvern of the Free Baptist church will
preach the following Sunday.

UNDERWOOD PARTIES.
The following parties are among those
slated to go to Underwood spring in the
near future.
Today the members of the Westborok
M. E, church Sunday school will leave
the head of Elm street on a special car at
8.45 a. m.
Today the Sunday school
scholars of
the First
M. E. church of
South Portland have arranged to go out
on the Yarmouth road in two special cars
leaving at about nine o’clock.
On Thursday morning the Maine Press
association will take a ride over the road
to Yarmouth village, where
they will
make a short stop, returning to the casino
in season for dinner.
At 13.45 Saturday forenoon members of
the Sunday school of the Second
Parish
ohurch will board a special car for the
scene of their annual picnic.
Wednesday, July 18, the coal dealers’
association will go out to Underwood on
the yearly outing.

PRECAUTIONS IN

Strangers

Carpenter,

treasurer.

city will find a choice
of Diamonds
and other precious
.^stones at Willis A. Cates, jeweler.
line

entertained

ii\,

a

delightful

Portland

be included
in the time alloted for the
sail.
At noon the Queen touched at Peaks island where the visitors landed and went
to the Peaks island house to enjoy one of
Landlord Sawyer’s famous shore dinners.
After this some time was spent in visiting Greenwood Garden strolling about
the island, etc.
In the afternoon the party attended the
matinee performance of “The Lottery of
Love,”
presented by the Gem theatre

The Summer

#

|

*-♦

;

I

Geo.H.Griffen

1

^

St.

Congress

509

J Men’s and
I
1

Always
Nice

be sold f€Oednesday at Half and
*1
less than Half price.
Lot 0.
59c.
Women’s

The

Baby

A

right
Then

ginning.
it

from

every pre-

protect

moisture.

■wrapped in
packed in

was

Convenient

to

where.

A

package for

paper and
neat

a

is

It

of them

box.

full

any-

pound

10 CENTS.

The summer kindergarten, maintained
for the past two years by the Pine Tree
Kindergarten association has opened its
doors for its third term in the old quarters at the Bethel church.
children made
One hundred ana fifty
there was room for
application where
only 50.
Miss Jane
Proctor who was the first
woman in Maine to take the kindergarten
training has been engaged by the
Pine Tree association to take charge of
the school and on this occasion she was
equal to the emergency.
Addressing the children, who were of
all ages from the merest toddl9r to boys
and girls
of 14,
she said:
“Boys and
girls we have room for only 50; this is a
kindergarten, now what is right for us
to do, shall
we take the little ones or
shall we take you?”
With one
voice there came the ready
answer from the older children, “take
the little ones.”
A careful selection was made of those
of kindergarten age until the limit was
reached and then a waiting list was made.
But it was pitiful to see the disappointed
facss of
the 100 barred out. The girls

I Babies
fij

All

gs
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llUTlfl

■■■■iiw

_

fin

g

Uil
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g

Food is one
of
the serious
conslderations
just
If you are
now.
fortunate enough
to have
one
of
these
trouble-

ThrSu a

a

*

us
its adK>ve
dress any time for
the
next
two
weeks and we will
see that it
has a
bo:tl• of tills artide FREE.
Wo

«

Isfl/fllPfl
lllullUU

are

B
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comforts

some

Rfiill,

distributing

agents among the

ffitlK.

little

for

ones

Horllsk’s Malted
Our stock
Milk.
is always fresh.

9
H
9
9

9
9
9
9

With

any

Philippines,
The court martial which tried Captain
George T. McConnell and I. H. Baker,
Forth-sixth infantry, for failing to enforce the regulations against looting by
their soldiers in the Philippines found
that Captain McConnell was not guilty,
and sentenced Captain Baker to be reprimanded. Both findings were disapproved
by Major-General Bates and Brig.-Gen.
Hall, the reviewing authorities.
Captain Baker formerly commanded
First Maine Voluncompany B of the
teers and is a Portland man,
Little is
known about the charges which were preferred against Capt. Baker and
Captain
McConnell by his friends here and the reports which have been published about
this case are very meagre and
unsatisfactory. Captain Baker has the reputation of being a strict disciplinarian and
his friends in Portland l'eel that
there
must be some mistake in relation to the
which
were
preferced
charges
against him.
UNDER ARREST FOR LARCENY.

"’

pharmacy

hemmed,

with

ailments

all

I
I

hem-

have

some

{

A thousand of them, all styles and
prices. Wo make rings in our own factory on the premises. Can make you any
kind of a King you may wish in our own
factory on tire premises. We have over
200 Diamond Kings at the ol l prices,
#10.00 to $3.do. We make a specialty
of Jewelry Repairing, and do tlio best
of work at lowest prices.

£

Qc

for 25C.

In

all

linen

*

•

»

The remarkably low prices will tempi
dealers to gatlior them in, therefore we
reserve tlie right to declino to sell them
to dealers or peddlers.

embroidered

lace

edged haadkercliiofs that
always sell at 75, G2 and 50c.
This sale price
37c

The sale opens
8.30 o'clock.

IMcKermey,
JEWELER,

Square.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Wednesday morning

at

«

J. R. LIBBY CO.

\

lately added to our
equipment a Formalin sterilizer, also a duplicate set of
In the
Operating Instruments.

\yE

♦

$

have

future all

A

instruments

will

bo

thoroughly sterilized and made
antiseptically clean after each

•

t
4

and every operation.
The benefits to the

*

o

patient

of

method caunot bo overestias it absolutely
prevents

the transmission of disease from
one patient to another.

j

Dr.

\\

jjf
JH
p

Save money in first
cost;
money

repairs
ii

|

I

you

sn

save

I

You get the

I

you need them

|

repairs.

when
have

a

ATLANTIC RAISE, II
Focndiy Foot of Cheslnut

Thompson,

St.

DENTIST,

<,
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I

Portland made

^Bi

Y. M. C. A. Building.

WILL OF HENRY P. DEWEY.

_

jiyuaim

At the registry of probate has been Hied
Portland lfaclit Club.
the will of the late Henry P. Dewey of
The adjourned ire ting of the Portland
Portland. To his widow, Eophronia W.
Yacht Club will be held at the Club
Dewey, he leaves his residence at 6 East- House
Wednesday, July n sit 8
ern promenade with
its furnishings and »>
m-jyll-lt
of
tha sum
$12,000; to his daughter, Lizzie
CHILDREN SET HOUSE AFIRE.
OFF FOIt THE CAMP.
H. Merrill, $13,000; to his adopted daugh|
The fire from box 52 at a few minutes ter, Mildred It. Dewey, $ii000 to be held
The second detachment
of men left
in trust until she attains her majority;
before six o’clock last evening was on aoon the steamer Corinna for
the
to his grandchildren, Alar ion C., Itena P. yesterday
coxxnt of a blaze in the house of Robert and Clinton D.
Merrill, $2000 each. The High School Cadet camp at North HarpsLaid law, 82 Parris street.
Children gat res* of the estate revert3
On their arrival they met with
toJlhis g widow well.
play with matches bxxx-ned a hole about and daughter, Lizzie H. Aierrill, jointly. a warm receptlo n
especially the mascot
an inch square in the floor and
are
also named as executors with- The evening and
somebody They
part of the mornintr
pxilled in the alarm. The damage was out bond. The will is dated December 2, was spent
in partaking of one of their
trifling.
1303.
famous “stag
dinnex-s.

WHY NOT
—'

INVESTIGATE
OUR

The

——■

HONEY SUNG SYSTEM?

----

pany et als in eq rs Levi W. Weston et al.
The mandate in this case is as follows:
“Bill sustained and remanded for further
hearing and proceedings in accordance
with the stipulations of the parties.”

*

*

Dentistry

mated,

CthorStliptf

*

To protect our retail customers we
shall reserve the right to limit the tpiactity sold to each customer.
*

Women's

*

Assurance

this

mar28d

*

25c

and

*

The different lots will bo on separate
counters for the convenience of buyen

37c.

of these are

at 8.30 o’clock Wed-

*

Health

^naaM'

Monument

*

at

Perspir.ition

lot of Handkerwith a sharp re-

o_f Sale.

Sale begins
day morniug.

Women’s handsomely
embroidered handkerchiefs, 50 and 2So ones

white

sample

sponse.

25c.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

WEDDING AND
ENGAGEMENT BINGS.

THE

X

nicely

‘'Profuso

these
this

chiefs should meet

Lot 4.

linen

21c

can

♦♦♦♦♦<>♦ <>«♦ <>♦#

+

Days”

12^C Terms

each

handkerchiefs,
initials, regular prices
20c. 15c, 1234c.
This sale price, each

supply
drugs fresh, pure,
reasonable price.

^™"" '|

hemstitched
handkerchiefs, extra lino and sheer.
Regular 50, 39, 25 and 19c ones at

Lot 5.

Middle St.

I

all are

Iu

linen

9c.

H. H. HAY & SON,

I

All Linen

all

Woven colored

Lot 2.

kind of

and at a

Men’s very fine all linen hem*
stitched handkerchiefs, we consider
this lot the greatest men’s handkerchief bargain ever shown in
Maine,
usual prices $1.00, 75, 50c.
sale
Sample
price
A full dozen for $2.25.

Women’s

borders also all white,
|~m*firili

until the doctor can be found.
Our

hundred and
seventy-oight
all linen hemstitched" handkerchiefs, very fine and sheer. Regular 38, 25 and 19c kind.
Sample salo price
12*C

12 AC.

£c.

should contain simple remedies

Charged
venting Ills Soldiers from hooting In

Capt.

Qq

One
men's

Lot 3.

stitched

Net Pre-

price

12*c.

jj^"*

Lot 1.

1

common

sale

Lot 9.
J

&

3
Balter

Sample

3 for 25c

9

Women’s

MARTJALED.

12’Ao grade.

9

each.

the

and

9

I

ail

men’s cotton handfine and shoer, all white
colored
borders, 18, 15 and

Lot lO.

COTTAGE

for

Six hundred

kerchiefs,

21c.

3 of them for
10c
Think of all linen handkerchiefs at 3V2C

CHEST

Lot 8.
9c.

&

THE

thin1.”
It was an emphatic appeal for the vacation schools and public playgrounds the
Civic club has been urging for two years,

Handkerchiefs.

T*len*s

arc a

£
@

In this lot ax-o women’s

MEDICINE

bo found the most reBargains in women’s lace
edge handkerchiefs at
12* c
will

Hero

Ig
p

Handkerchiefs
■

will find this lot a spies,

markable

9

jlyll ci3fc

IHTWf

some

are

Supplementary Lot.

9

SCHLOTTERBECK & FOSS CO.

'il il T*

and

fine

edged handslightly soiled

Lot 7.

handling.

offer you today.
Bead the particulars

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS.

audibly “just wished they could come”
and the boys hung about
“sposing you
might want somebody to help do some-

wrinkled

Women's.

MIN inMfi HJH

Society ladies
did investment.

annual

There are Thousands upon thousands
of them.
The Importer calls together the buyers
of our syndicate and calls for their bids
on the entire collection.
At last the Bargain is
struck, the
Handkerchiefs come into our syndicate’s
possession at less than half cost.
Our portion is this collection that wo

grocers have it.

Overflowing.

arc

trifled Soiled in

take

Why.

great

(Whose

and

lace

Handkerchiefs that
sell easily
when in perfect condition at $4.00
down to $1.00.
Yonr choice at
59c

Importer of Handoutput runs
away up into the millions) finds his
traveling Salesmen coming home from
all over the country, each having
great
trunks full of Handkerchiefs, the Samples that he has used in selling the Importer’s Stock by. Men’s, Women’s and
Children’s. Most of these Sample Handkerchiefs are in good condition.
Many

in the be-

caution is taken to

certain

kerchiefs

Pilot.
It is made

and

kerchiefs, (some
in handling.)

The Reason

sheer

extra

embroidered

Kent

Klmlfr^aitm is Filled to

COURT

Handkerchief

Barmans.
Great Syndicate Purchase of Many
STERLING
thousands of Sample
SILVER I
HandKerchiefs.
|

manner

Archibald McCausland is under arrest
TISTRY.
at the police station for larceny. It soems
The vital importance of
sterilizing that he was hired for the haying season
surgical instruments very carefully after by Ira Foss of the Checkley house, and
every operation is a matter that has been had a room in the house on
the latter’s
Yet the ap- farm. He occxxpied a room with
fully appreciated for years.
two
plication of the same precautionary meas- others of the help, and they left various
of
articles
in
the
room.
From
clothing
ures in dentistry is a practice of
compar- this
clothing thex-e wa3 missing on Monatively recent date, and Dr. Thompson in day morning eleven dollars in
money, a,
the Y. M. C. A building
is" the"* first watch chain, razor and other things. McPortland dentist to equip his office with Causland left the hoxise and took to the
later and
getting a
the most improved sterilizer, in which is woods, emerging
ride with Mr. Lane,
the
expressman.
used the most reliable antiseptic known The latter knew that McCausland was
to the profession. His patients have posi- wanted and he at once turned him over
to the police.
The accused man had not
tive assurance that there
is not
the
the money on him, but the watch chain
slightest danger of disease contagion from was found in his possession. He will be
the instruments used.
taken before the coxxrt this morning.

FROM THE LAW COURT.
A rescript was received
meeting of the directors held immediyesterday in
ately after, A.C.Barker was elected presi- the case of Skowhegan Water Power comIn the

Press association is having
delightful visit in Portland. At 10
o’clock yesterday morning the members
boarded the Casco Bay Steamboat company’s Forest Queen at the end of Custom House wharf and were taken on a
sail down the bay.
For two hours they
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missionaries there. She speaks of them as
company.
having always been on good terms with
The arrangements for the excursion are
the missionaries, and as having received
eiich that it will be possible for the memcalls
other
and
from
favors
professional
bers to put in a part of the time
only,
Dr. Noble and his coadjutors.
and it is expected that several others will
It will
be remembered that the Tung
the party for
a day or two during
Chou college was looted and burned by join
the party will go to
the week. Today
the Boxers June 8, the Chinese converts
the Cape shore, attend the matinee permassacred and the “foreigners” driven to
formance
at McCullum’s theatre, and
Pekin, where it is understood they are have a shore dinner at the casino. Thursstill besieged inside the British legation.
day will be given up to a trolley ride to
The cablegram from Rev. H. G. Ewing
Yarmouth and
a visit to Underwood
which was published Saturday shows that
and Friday to various trolley rides
park,
ho knew Miss Gould intended to go to
about the pity, the week closing with
uue
uuu we uu noo
tmms. ne
ixieewug,
another day down the harbor with dinner
could have heard from her later than the
at Long island.
hates cited by Messrs, Pitkin and Ament,
i-ui.
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a The latest letter, sj far as Major Gould
Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson, Mr. Forbes
knows to have come to this country from
and Mr. Williams were in the terrible
the interior of China, is one from Miss
accident
at
Mount Desert ferry at the
Russell to the Boston Mission Headquarclose of the last annual excursion, when
In all the personal
ters, Pekin, June 2,
the members distinguished themselves by
and official correspondence thus far retheir bravery, particularly Mr. Dobbins,
ceived there is nothing to show that MiS3
who is credited with saving many lives.
Gould went to Pekin, except the
cableNeither he nor Mrs. Dobbins have entireof
Mr, II, .G. Ewing.
gram
ly recovered from the effects of the accident to this day.
Mr. Dobbins is the
PERSONALS.
The compresident of the association.
Mrs Fred Kelsey of Deering street is en- mittee on excursion consists of Mr. Dobtertaining the Monica club for a week at bins, Mr. M N.Dich and Secretary Wood.
her cottage in Freeport.
OUT.
Miss Thompson,general secretary of the A HUNDRED BARKED
Y. W. C. A., with Miss Melrose of Pine

Point, Thursday. The school, society,
congregation and all who desire to go are
invited to meet at the church Thursday
morning at nine o'clock and go in a body
to Union station, where tickets by steam
cars will be secured at greatly reduced street,
rates.

Association

by the scenery of Casco Bay, the captain of the Queen taking them along the
destroyed by Boxers, but they Falmouth
Foreside, past Cushing’s islit might be repaired so that Miss
and where the government is
building
could go to the annual meeting at
such extensive fortifications, and, in fact,
or more correctly at
Tung Chou to as
many famous scenic spots as could
is twelve miles
Pekin
and

partly
hoped
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Portland’s Attractions.

Ting Fu.

Thompson.

Joe the Hatter,
tent Pilot.
Mercier Meat Market.
Pori land Yacht Club.
N. M. Perkins.
Excursion to Fabyans.
Frank M. Low & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
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